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Executive Summary

Accessing, manipulating, and sharing information electronically has proven time and time again to be a cost-effective way of getting things done. Thus, it isn't surprising that many schools, school districts, state education agencies, and colleges and universities now use technology to manage student, staff, and administrative records. Unfortunately, safeguarding electronic information is not as straightforward as simply assigning a technical staff person to verify that the "system" is protected. It requires that top-level administrators invest time and expertise into the development of a well-conceived, comprehensive, and customized security policy. This policy must then be applied appropriately throughout the entire organization, which again requires the commitment and authority of top-level administrators. After all, while technical staffers might be responsible to top-level educational administrators for information technology security, the top-level administrators are in turn responsible to the greater public.

What's at Stake?

1. Computer and networking equipment (including both hardware and software) used for both instructional and administrative purposes
2. Vital administrative information education organizations must use to operate efficiently and fulfill their mission effectively (e.g., class management information, password archives, and financial records)
3. Confidential student and staff information education organizations maintain and are responsible for

Most people see the necessity of securing computer and networking equipment. Machines cost money, and therefore have value unto themselves. But if you take a moment to consider why organizations are so willing to spend large amounts of money on technology—to store, access, and transmit information—the value of the information becomes more apparent. After all, it makes no sense to spend vast amounts of limited resources on a system for processing information unless the information itself is of value. And because information has become so useful, it's not only the hardware and software that demand protection, but also the data. When information is lost, damaged, or otherwise unavailable when needed, it can have a serious effect on the day-to-day operations of an education organization. And when the information at risk is an individual student record, the consequences can be even more serious. What would be the damage, for example, if student report card files were modified inappropriately or confidential student aptitude scores were revealed improperly?

Would the cost of such a security breach be $2,000 to rekey information? Or $20,000 to readminister tests? Perhaps $200,000 in settling legal suits? How about $2,000,000 in lost technology funding when lawmakers become fearful of entrusting private information about their constituents' children to record systems that are perceived to be unsafe?

You should not, however, conclude that the repercussions of mishandling information are limited to simple dollars and cents. Failing to secure confidential information can carry other consequences as well. Educational staff have not only an ethical responsibility to protect confidential information about students and their parents, but also a legal obligation to do so. Many states and localities have enacted laws and regulations to protect a student's right to privacy. So, too, has the federal government—the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) is a federal guarantee of the privacy of educational records for students and their parents.
Educational administrators are well trained and knowledgeable about the protection of education records in a paper world. But as information management becomes more and more technologically advanced, they must also be able to protect electronic information and the software and hardware used to manage it. What makes the issue of information security more difficult is that many, if not most, educational administrators do not have the technical expertise or, given their other vitally important duties, the time to devote to single-handedly developing, implementing, and monitoring information security policies and procedures for their organizations. Nonetheless, the responsibility for both meeting the public's demands for accountability and adequately securing information, software, and equipment is inescapable for top administrators. Like it or not, it comes with the job. And that is why this document has been developed.

Unlike other resources on electronic information security, this guide has been developed specifically for educational administrators at the building, campus, district, system, and state levels (e.g., school principals, district superintendents, state chiefs, college deans, and their assistants). It is meant to serve as a framework to help them better understand why, and how, to effectively secure their organization's information, software, and computer and networking equipment. Because this intended audience has in most cases been trained to manage education organizations and not computer systems, the document is written in non-technical language and emphasizes a step-by-step approach to protecting education information in a technology-based system, regardless of computer or network type and technical savvy. Since only the reader understands his or her organization, its needs, capabilities, limitations, and unique circumstances, the guidelines are presented as well-researched recommendations (not canned solutions) for developing security policies that are customized to meet each organization's specific needs.


Each chapter includes:
- An overview
- Commonly asked questions
- Anecdotes illustrating real-world relevance
- Security guidelines (actual recommendations)
- A summary checklist of "things to do" (based on the guidelines)

Key points about the development and implementation of effective information security policies that are conveyed throughout the document include:
- Successful information security policy requires the leadership, commitment, and active participation of top-level educational administrators.
- Information security initiatives must be customized to meet the unique needs of the organization.
- Effective information security is the result of a process of identifying an organization's valued information, software, and computer and networking equipment; considering the range of potential risks to those resources; tailoring security policy to those specific conditions; and ensuring that policy is not only developed properly but also implemented reliably.
- Critical information security strategies rely primarily upon appropriate conduct on the part of personnel, and secondarily on the use of technological solutions.

Above all, this document hopes to convey that increasing information security is both a necessary and achievable task. It is the prudent thing to do for organizations and the right thing to do for students, parents, staff, and communities. These practical guidelines provide direction for those top-level educational administrators who must lead the effort.
Preface

These guidelines are written to help educational administrators and staff at the building, campus, district, and state levels better understand why and how to effectively secure their organization’s sensitive information, critical systems, and computer equipment.

This document is:

- Concerned primarily with information technology security as it relates to the privacy and confidentiality of education information
- Organized so as to walk policy-makers through the steps of developing and implementing sound security policy that is tailored to meet the needs of their individual organizations
- Focused on both technical and procedural requirements (i.e., both computer-related and staff-related issues)
- Presented as a set of recommended guidelines
- Also available electronically at the National Center for Education Statistics' website at http://nces.ed.gov

Formatting Conventions

While all of the information in this guide is important to an educational administrator who is developing and implementing security policy in his or her organization, some points stand out in particular. To better emphasize these points, a few symbols are used throughout the document.

Look for These Symbols

- A castle denotes something that is or should be done.
- A bomb denotes something that is not or should not be done.
- Lightning bolts denote an important point, so read closely!

Notice, for example, that the “lightning bolts” in the left margin below alert readers that they are permitted to modify, customize, and reproduce any part of this document. Also included, where appropriate, are superscript numbers to denote resource citations as listed in Appendix F. Lastly, terms that are defined in the glossary are in bold the first time they appear in each chapter.

Note that users are expressly permitted to modify, customize, and reproduce any part of this document.
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It Really Happens!

Hillary Johnson saw the headline in the Sunday paper. It just couldn't be true, could it? She read further and realized how bad the situation really was:

Fire Ravages School Warehouse
Decades Worth of Records Destroyed

Fire raged through the warehouse, burning school records from as far back as the early 1950s. In a prepared statement, the Superintendent of Schools acknowledged that "many, if not all, files were destroyed in the blaze. This is a real tragedy for our community. People refer to their school records for the rest of their lives. Now, for many of our former students, there simply is no record of their time in county schools." As recently as last spring, the School Board debated the necessity of duplicating archived student records electronically, but a vote on the proposal was postponed and not rescheduled for consideration until next month.

Hillary was beside herself with worry. She had very definitely been told in her first interview that she needed to bring proof of high school graduation when she went to meet with the supervisor. What would they do when she told them that she couldn't get a copy of her school records? She really needed that job. Would they understand her predicament, or just hire the person who had all of the paperwork?

Unfortunately, Hillary wasn't the only one upset at the loss of academic history. Amanda Chang was equally concerned when she saw the story. Five years after finishing high school, she was finally ready to apply to college, but knew that doing so required a high school transcript as a part of the application process. Did this mean that maybe she really wasn't meant to go to college after all?

But poor Chet Wilcox was perhaps most distraught of all. He had been planning to use his school records to verify his age for retirement. What would he do if he couldn't prove that he qualified for benefits?

As the Superintendent of Schools acknowledged in her statement after the fire, for countless numbers of people, school records are not just "memories of days gone by," but vitally important documentation of their life experiences. They retain meaning and significance long after high school graduation and really do affect people's lives.

While such an article may only be anecdotal in this instance, the point it illustrates is real: school records are not just important for administrative reasons—they affect people for the rest of their lives, as they are used to apply for employment, for admission to higher education, and, in some cases, even retirement benefits.

CHAPTER 1: WHY INFORMATION SECURITY IN EDUCATION?
There are numerous legitimate reasons for collecting, using, and sharing education information appropriately.

Technology is simply a tool for accomplishing necessary tasks more efficiently.

---

A Brief History of Security in Education

Robbery is illegal, but people still find it prudent to lock doors and close windows in their homes; so too must we lock up our information systems. Like people who lock their doors, schools have always been concerned about protecting their valued resources, including confidential information contained in student and staff records.

Before the widespread use of computers, educational administrators were responsible for safeguarding paper records that were often kept in filing cabinets. The cabinets were probably locked in the administrator's office, and were perhaps themselves locked. Maybe the administrator held the only key; at most, a secretary was given a copy in case of unforeseen problems. In recent years, however, most education organizations have joined other public and private sector entities in adopting technology as the primary means by which they organize and access information. Sharing information via computers and networks has proven time and time again to be a cost-effective way of getting things done. In fact, today's society relies upon computers now more than ever and will more than likely continue to increase its use of technology. As the saying goes, information is power. In schools, it is the power to make the entire educational process more efficient. Information about students, staff, courses, programs, facilities, and fiscal activities is collected and maintained so that schools can effectively coordinate services offered to students, measure learning progress, assign and monitor staff responsibilities and resource use, and provide other valued services to their communities.

But as new as technology is to the workplace, its application is an extension of the way schools have always conducted their business. While computers and networks contribute to the efficiency of educational record-keeping, data access, and use, they have not changed the reasons schools need to maintain, share, and use student and staff information. The education community has always required these types of information to carry out its mission to instruct students.

Although it may be fitting to discuss analogies between paper files in wooden cabinets and electronic files on hard drives or 3½-inch diskettes, there are significant differences in the specific processes required to maintain appropriate security in the age of computer networking. With the flip of a switch, information can be damaged irreparably. With the careless turn of your head, a pocket-sized disk containing thousands of records can disappear. And with the connection of a single wire, sensitive material can be shared with millions of users.

While these scenarios may seem foreboding and even scary, they are only part of the story—and, in fact, a small part—because by flipping a different switch, properly storing disks, and connecting the right wires, information stored on school computers and networks can be secured more safely than any paper file in any administrator's office filing cabinet, whether locked by deadbolt or protected by an armed guard.

The same technology that can be the source of so much concern when in the hands of untrained users can actually be used to protect information more securely than ever before imaginable if it is used wisely.
What's at Risk?

Most people see the necessity of securing computer equipment. Machines cost money and therefore have value unto themselves. But if you take a moment to consider why organizations are so willing to spend large amounts of money on their computer systems—to store, access, and transmit information—the value of that information becomes more apparent. After all, it makes no sense to spend vast amounts of limited resources on equipment for processing information unless the information itself is of value. And because information has become so useful, it's not only the equipment that demands protection, but also the data. In the education community, information about students, staff, and other resources is far more valuable to the operation of school buildings, campuses, and district and state education agencies than even the most costly equipment. How could it be so?

For starters, education data can represent years’ worth of investment in collection and maintenance activities, and may be irreplaceable as an asset. What would happen, for example, if a school “lost” grade information and was unable to calculate cumulative grade point averages for its graduating class?

In the larger scheme, education information is often considered to be confidential by its very nature—that is, certain types of sensitive information (in particular individually identifiable student and staff records) must, by law, be protected from all parties who do not have a verifiable need-to-know. In addition to numerous state and local laws designed to preserve the confidentiality of education records, the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) (see Appendix B) is a federal law designed specifically to protect the privacy of a student’s education record. It applies to all schools that receive funding under an applicable program of the U.S. Department of Education, and is but one example of legislation enacted specifically to protect confidential student information maintained in education record systems.

Another document published by the National Forum on Education Statistics, Protecting the Privacy of Student Records: Guidelines for Education Agencies, describes what and why specific types of information about students and their families are considered to be confidential and clarifies relevant laws governing proper and improper release of such records. This document, in turn, explains how to satisfy these requirements.

Since the institution is ultimately responsible for the integrity and security of its data, the organization and its management need to take active steps to ensure that valuable equipment and, more importantly, information (such as private student and staff records) are being adequately protected. If an education organization fails to protect its confidential information in a manner that satisfies “standards of due care” and “reasonable safeguards,” it opens itself to a host of potential problems from allegations of negligence and incompetence, to law suits charging “computer malpractice,” and forfeiture of insurance claims due to “preventable losses.” In addition to the legal ramifications of privacy violations, the potentially priceless asset of public confidence is also at risk. School boards, legislatures, and other governing bodies often look quite
unfavorably upon institutions and staff responsible for upsetting public confidence in the government’s need to collect, maintain, and use information about its constituency. And the public might justifiably lose confidence if a list of student aptitude scores was accessed improperly or a mischievous student managed to modify report cards or attendance data.

Why Administrators Should Read These Guidelines

What makes the issue of information security more difficult, however, is that many, if not most, education administrators do not have the technical expertise nor, given their other vitally important duties, sufficient time to devote to single-handedly developing, implementing, and monitoring information security policies and procedures within their organizations. Nonetheless, to paraphrase President Harry Truman, it is upon the heads of those very education administrators that “the buck stops.” Responsibility for both meeting the public’s demands for accountability and securing sensitive information is inescapable for an education institution’s chief administrative officer. Like it or not, it comes with the job. And that is why this document has been written.

Document Purpose and Audience

These guidelines are written to help educational administrators and staff at the building, campus, district, and state levels better understand why and how to effectively secure their organization’s sensitive information, critical systems, and computer and networking equipment.

Because top educational administrators are ultimately responsible for information security, they must develop a sufficient understanding of sound security strategies and how they can be realized through organizational policy.

The intent of this document is to provide basic and timeless guidance to decision-makers by identifying factors that should be taken into consideration when (not if) they develop security strategies and policies to meet their organization’s particular conditions and local circumstances. It is designed specifically to help educational staff as they endeavor to walk the fine line between keeping education data secure and yet at the same time available to authorized persons with legitimate purposes. Because the technical methods for securing digital data lie outside the training and expertise of most educational administrators, these guidelines (which are exactly that—well-researched recommendations rather than canned solutions) are written in non-technical language that is specifically tailored to educators.

Although a key recommendation of this document is that each education organization designate a technically competent staff person (or hire a consultant) to manage data security operations, administrators cannot be content to otherwise disregard security issues entirely. While operational authority can and should be delegated to staff or contractors, the actual burden of responsibility cannot be lifted from the shoulders of chief administrators. That is why top educational administrators need to develop a sufficient understanding of information security and its related issues: so that they can judge whether their subordinates are acting
competently and thoroughly and can subsequently ascertain whether proposed policies and procedures will be adequate and effective. After all, each policy will still be implemented over the administrator's signature.

In a nutshell, this document is:

- An outgrowth of another National Forum on Education Statistics' document, Protecting the Privacy of Student Records: Guidelines for Education Agencies
- Concerned primarily with information technology security as it relates to the privacy and confidentiality of education information
- Designed specifically for use by education administrators and staff at the building, campus, district, and state levels
- Organized so as to walk policy-makers through the steps of developing and implementing sound security policy that is tailored to meet the needs of their individual organizations
- Focused on both technical and procedural requirements (i.e., both computer-related and staff-related issues)
- Presented as a set of recommended guidelines
- Also available electronically at the Web site for the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) at http://nces.ed.gov

This document is not:

- An attempt to dictate policy (although it can and should serve as a guide to policy-makers as they consider their policy options and needs)
- Focused on a high-end discussion of security issues that requires readers to have advanced knowledge of technology issues
- Presented as a manual of technical solutions for securing systems
- A source for specific software product recommendations

This document does not presume to dictate local policy because, among other reasons, the parties responsible for developing these guidelines have no authority to issue or enforce security policies to autonomous education institutions. Nor does the document endorse specific products or vendors of security devices. Given the rapid pace of change in this field, such endorsements might be rendered obsolete by emerging technologies even before they could be printed and distributed.

---

You can take better care of your secret than another can.
—Emerson
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Document Framework

The document includes the following chapters:

**Chapter 1 - Why Information Security in Education?** Chapter 1 describes the document's purpose, scope, intended audience, and organization.

**Chapter 2 - Assessing Your Needs.** Chapter 2 discusses the necessity of assessing an organization's unique needs as the first step to developing a security plan. It includes a description of the various components of risk and an outline of steps necessary for effectively conducting a risk assessment.

**Chapter 3 - Security Policy: Development and Implementation.** Chapter 3 recommends procedures and practices that contribute to the development of effective security policy. It also presents a range of issues that demand consideration before policy is created.

**Chapter 4 - Security Management.** Chapter 4 discusses a security manager's role and numerous responsibilities, including generating organizational support from top to bottom, directing contingency planning, overseeing system testing and reviewing, and performing day-to-day administrative activities.

**Chapter 5 - Protecting Your System: Physical Security.** Chapter 5 examines potential threats and vulnerabilities to a system that are of a physical nature. Practices by which equipment and other assets can be secured from such risks, referred to as countermeasures, are recommended.

**Chapter 6 - Protecting Your System: Information Security.** Chapter 6 considers potential threats and vulnerabilities that are directly related to a system's information (the data). It focuses on maintaining information confidentiality, integrity, and availability, and recommends strategies for protecting information while in transmission, in use, and in storage.

**Chapter 7 - Protecting Your System: Software Security.** Chapter 7 focuses on potential threats to computer software and specific countermeasures to those threats and software-related vulnerabilities.

**Chapter 8 - Protecting Your System: User Access Security.** Chapter 8 details threats and vulnerabilities that are related to those people who actually use a system. It describes security strategies that can be used to allow, prevent, and monitor access to system information.

**Chapter 9 - Protecting Your System: Network (Internet) Security.** Chapter 9 recommends strategies for protecting your network when connecting to other networks, and for transmitting information over the Internet in a secure manner.

**Chapter 10 - Training: A Necessary Investment in Staff.** Chapter 10 emphasizes the necessity of appropriate staff training when trying to implement security policy in any organization. It describes normal and predictable staff training needs and includes a sample outline of a training program.
A Final Word on Considering Security Issues

Security involves more than keeping intruders out of confidential files. While an organization must certainly be aware of system hackers (unauthorized users who attempt to access a system and its information), it must more regularly deal with threats like failed hard drives, spilled coffee, and refrigerator magnets.

Most security concerns an organization must face are of a fairly regular nature. For example, the phrase "mean time between failures" is quite common in the computer sales industry. For non-statisticians, it refers to when (not if) every computer disk you own will fail. Planning to deal with this eventuality is not an exercise in the theoretical!

Remember, however, that the goal of system security is not to put all of your organization's confidential records into an entry-proof vault that even authorized users have difficulty accessing. If that was the case, locking your keys in the car would be an effective security strategy for protecting the vehicle—you can be pretty certain that no one else can get into your car if even you, the owner, are unable to do so. Rather, the goal of security is to protect information and the system without unnecessarily limiting its utility. The system shouldn't be so secure that authorized users can't get to the data they need to do their jobs. After all, the only reason you bother to maintain such information in the first place is so that it can be used to help better serve your students.
At the same time, however, unauthorized access, especially to critical systems and sensitive information, must be prevented. Because of this contradiction, no system, be it electronic or paper, will ever be entirely secure, but the ideal of developing and maintaining a “trusted system” is realistic nonetheless, and should be the goal of every educational administrator.

To approach this goal, top-level decision-makers must be involved in any organization’s attempt to establish sound information security policy and procedures. Although at times the prospect of such an endeavor may seem somewhat daunting, especially to a person who in all probability doesn’t have technical training, it must be undertaken all the same. Simply by reading this document, educational administrators will be better prepared to grapple with both the general principles of security and those that are perhaps more unique to their own situations. But despite the specific guidelines that follow throughout this document, policy-makers must understand that in order to successfully institute security practices within an organization, the following overarching prerequisites must first be met:

1. Senior management must provide strong outward support.
2. A single, empowered staff member must be made specifically responsible for security initiatives (and have the time needed for testing, monitoring, and other activities designed to provide feedback on the system).
3. Employees must be educated through well-conceived training programs.
4. All employees must participate at all times.

The bottom line is that if, as an educational administrator, you are prepared to commit to these requirements and make the effort to educate yourself on the issues affecting information security, protecting your organization’s resources more effectively becomes entirely possible. By developing and implementing a well-conceived set of safeguards that are customized to your organization’s specific needs, you can increase the security of your system significantly.

Introductory Security Checklist

While it may be tempting to simply refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to meet an organization’s specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to ensure the effectiveness of any given guideline.
Seurat' Checklist for Chapter 1

The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Check Points</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1) Are top decision-makers aware that any and all information that is essential to the delivery of educational services should be maintained in a secure manner?</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Have staff considered the implications of local, state, and federal laws and regulations which require that certain types of education information (particularly individual-level records) be protected from improper release?</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Has security been made a priority in the organization, as evidenced by top-level staff commitment to read this document and refer to these guidelines while planning the security of the organization’s information system?</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Has a single, empowered staff person (of significant rank) been appointed to manage the organization’s security operation?</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) Does the appointed security manager have the appropriate authority and requisite time to do the job properly?</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6) Are decision-makers prepared to invest necessary resources in staff security training?</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7) Are all employees expected to participate in security initiatives at all times as is applicable (and, secondarily, are they aware of this expectation)?</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About The Cover Design...

A medieval castle is an integral part of our cover design. Whenever a neighboring Prince Charming turned ugly, these stone and brick edifices were expected to protect the borders, as well as the local populace and their possessions. In today’s technological age, security is just as important as it was in the medieval age. Verily, we may no longer be seeking shelter for our pigs and casks of ale, but we are looking for castle-like protection for our sensitive information, files, and equipment.
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Introduction to Risk Assessment

What would the damage be to an educational institution if confidential student aptitude information for which it was responsible was lost or misplaced? Would it cost the organization $2,000 to rekey the information? $20,000 to readminister the tests? Perhaps $200,000 in settling legal suits? How about $2,000,000 in technology funding from wary lawmakers who become fearful of entrusting private information about their constituents’ children to presumably unsafe record systems?

Estimating the actual dollar figure for every school building, campus, district, and state education agency is well beyond the scope of a single document—but it is not outside the realm of issues responsible administrators should be considering in their own organizations. After all, if the public and its representative governing bodies were to lose confidence in an education organization’s ability to protect confidential information, even the most severe estimates of the consequences might not be all that implausible—and a $2,000,000 issue deserves attention.

It can be a risky world out there—a single mistake can get a principal sued, a school board to forbid the exchange of vital education records, or the local legislature to deny technology funding.
Performing a risk assessment is a lot like the early stages of buying insurance—you shouldn’t spend your money on protection unless you know exactly what your needs are.

So, what could cause a multimillion dollar information leak? An intruder, a negligent operator, or a disgruntled employee? How about a technological snafu? Or even a tornado? A tornado, you ask? It’s possible. If those ominous winds were to blow in while your guidance staff was reviewing printed copies of confidential files, you could never be quite sure where those records might end up.

How can such a catastrophe be prevented? In the case of a tornado, it probably can’t. But like other potential troubles, even the devastating effects of a tornado can be minimized through a well-conceived and properly implemented security policy. The first phase in more effectively securing your information and equipment begins with a process referred to as risk assessment. Put simply, risk assessment involves identifying:

- **Assets** your organization possesses
- **Potential threats** to those assets
- Points in your organization where you may have **vulnerabilities** to those threats
- **Probabilities** of threats striking an organizational vulnerability
- **Cost estimates** of losses should a potential threat be realized

Such an endeavor may seem complicated on the surface, but it doesn’t have to be. Risk assessment is a straightforward process and a most necessary step in decision-making. By evaluating risk, you are determining your needs so that you don’t spend valuable resources on unnecessary safeguards while, at the same time, you don’t leave yourself exposed to unprotected loss.

Risk assessment forces an organization to consider the range of potential threats and vulnerabilities it faces.

What will your risk assessment tell you? Well, since risk assessment is a process and not a product, it depends on your specific situation. As stated above, it should identify your organization’s assets, threats, vulnerabilities, probabilities of incursion, and associated costs. How can that help you plan security? It tells you what you have, what it’s worth, what to worry about, where you’re weak, and why you should be concerned in the first place.

Say, for example, that you realize that the old building in which you store your staff records (an asset) was not constructed with fire-resistant materials in the way you would require for a newly built structure (a vulnerability)—and you also realize that it’s conceivable that a fire (a threat) could strike the site (a probability that, while low, is real, and could therefore be estimated). The question becomes whether you should introduce **countermeasures** to protect your staff records from a fire.

Knowing what you do about the asset, vulnerability, threat, and probability, the answer then depends upon the cost of replacing that lost asset. If you are in a very small school, it might be feasible to resurvey your staff to gather lost information at relatively little cost; therefore you could afford to risk the loss of staff records.

In contrast, however, while it might also be possible to resurvey staff in a large state system as well, the associated costs would be much greater—so much so that despite the low probability of a fire damaging your asset (the records), you wouldn’t want to accept the risk because it would be far too costly to assume should the threat (the fire) actually strike. Thus, a
small school could theoretically accept the threat of a fire while a large state system should rebuild to meet fire-resistant standards. Right? Not so fast—that’s not quite the answer.

While it may seem like a valid conclusion given the information presented, other issues must also be considered. One influencing factor might be that the building in question stores not only staff records, but also student and fiscal records as well, all of which are maintained on a state-of-the-art computer system. Suddenly the low cost of resurveying a few teachers doesn’t seem like an adequate solution because of the other costs you would likely incur should a fire occur at your site.

Serious discussions of security issues include terms like threats, vulnerabilities, penetrations, and countermeasures because of their precise meanings. While such terminology may seem somewhat out of place in an education publication, it’s included in this document all the same in an effort to be consistent with accepted security conventions.

Yet another consideration when evaluating the merit of protection plans is the option of alternative solutions. Yes, rebuilding would be an effective way of protecting your records in the example above, but so might be installing a sprinkler system or training staff to use fire extinguishers. There is also the option of keeping multiple copies of the information in different locations (known in the technical world as “off-site backups”). That way, the only chance you have of losing your information would be if there was a combination of highly improbable fires that destroyed both the primary site and each backup site. Supplement this with an insurance policy to replace your equipment, and you have yet another effective but less expensive security alternative to rebuilding.

It is precisely these types of thoughts that the risk-assessment process should elicit. In fact, a properly executed risk assessment provides decision-makers with a methodical approach to determining security strategies—not based on a sales pitch or gut instinct, but on the concrete, context-specific findings of cost/benefit analysis.

In a world of limited budgets, risk assessment provides an organization with the information it requires to accurately prioritize its needs. Options for meeting those needs can then be considered, ranked accordingly, and funded to reflect priority.

Commonly Asked Questions

Q. Where do I begin to protect information and equipment?

A. The answer to that question can be very straightforward if you know the answers to two related questions: (1) What information and equipment do you want to protect? and (2) What do you want to protect it from? Drawing conclusions about these important issues can be accomplished most effectively by a systematic approach to determining your assets, threats, and vulnerabilities—a process referred to here as risk assessment. Risk assessment is a collaborative effort to identify potential threats to your organization’s assets, estimate the likelihood of those
threats being realized, and quantify the costs attributable to potential losses.

Q. Why should I worry about all these details when I have far-reaching insurance policies to cover my losses?

A. First of all, many insurance policies cover only tangible assets (e.g., equipment). As is emphasized throughout this document, however, information is often more valuable than the equipment that is used to access it. After performing a risk assessment, you will be in a better position to inquire about additional insurance policies to cover your information as well. You can then make sure that you have insured yourself against reasonably probable, high-cost losses because risk assessment will have helped you determine what they are more likely to be. Remember, as an educational administrator, you are the expert on your organization, not an insurance agent. It is your job to know where and why you need insurance coverage—so review all policies after performing your risk assessment. Don’t pay for insurance you don’t need and make sure that you have those policies you do need.

Q. Even if my risk assessment identifies real threats and vulnerabilities, how can I possibly deal with them with such a small staff (not to mention budget)?

A. The fewer the resources you have to put into protecting your organization, the more vital the risk assessment process becomes. Think about it. If you have unlimited security funding, then you may have enough resources to protect yourself against the entire spectrum of threats. Having said that, however, it should be noted that even the wealthiest organizations should perform a risk assessment to be sure that they have considered all of their potential threats. On the other hand, if funds are scarce, you need to perform a risk assessment to accurately prioritize your needs before allotting your limited resources. In this way, risk assessment provides you with the information needed to address your most pressing needs first and increase the effectiveness of those resources that are at your disposal, whatever they may be.

Components of Risk

What is a risk? For the purpose of information security and this document, a risk is any hazard or danger to which your information or equipment is subject. Storing an expensive computer within reach of an open window is risky. Allowing students to have access to computerized grade books might also be considered risky. But even if you now know what a risk is, the question of what is at risk still remains—and the answer is your assets.

Assets

An asset is often defined as real property. This being the case, it’s quite probable that your organization’s computer equipment is prominently listed on the balance sheets as an asset—a fitting designation, especially considering the large amounts of money that the equipment surely cost. But recall that the only reason all those dollars were spent on technology in the first place was so that you could manipulate your organization’s information more efficiently—information like student academic data,
special support service files, staff health records, and organizational financial figures. The equipment is important only because it is the mechanism by which you access the files that are so essential to the operation of the educational enterprise. Information is the real asset.

Equipment is, of course, very valuable, but never forget that the real asset is the information.

Threats

It is estimated that as much as 67 percent of networked computers are infected with one form of a virus or another in a given year. Even accounting for the growing prevalence of virus threats, more than half of all reported system damage is caused by unintentional employee action—in most cases, simple negligence. Any such action, actor, or event that contributes to risk is referred to as a threat.

Examples of Threats to an Organization’s Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural Threats</th>
<th>Manmade Threats (Intentional)</th>
<th>Manmade Threats (Unintentional)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lightning</td>
<td>Tornado</td>
<td>Theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Vandalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Fire</td>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>Arson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirt</td>
<td>Rain/Water Damage</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer Viruses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unauthorized Copying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hurricane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snow/Ice Storm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Temperatures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (Aging Media)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although there appears to be more threats that come from outside of the organization, internal threats (e.g., authorized users who are either accident-prone, negligent, or criminal) are far more likely to breach system security than external threats.

As you consider types of potential threats, notice the secondary distinction that becomes relevant in the manmade category between intentional and unintentional threats. Intentional manmade threats are a source of particular resentment for many people. After all, why should an organization have to spend its valuable resources on keeping users from willfully causing damage? The same question can be asked about the need for uninsured motorist insurance, but the results will be the same. You have to be able to account for people who are unwilling to play by the rules!
**Threats and vulnerabilities**

Threats and vulnerabilities exist whether you are aware of them or not—risk assessment helps to inform decision-makers of their presence.

---

**Vulnerableleyes**

Vulnerabilities refer to points within a system that are open to attack or damage. What type of attack? That depends on the threat. Vulnerabilities are the mechanisms by which threats access your system. Think of a thief (a threat), for example, who is ready to strike your building (which houses your assets). An open back window through which that thief might enter the premises is a vulnerability.

---

**Countermeasures**

A countermeasure is a step planned and taken in opposition to another act or potential act. While ultimately aimed at rebuffing threats, countermeasures are often deployed strategically at points of vulnerability, as is the case when a lock (a countermeasure) is installed on a back window through which a thief may try to enter your building (see vulnerabilities above). Countermeasures are often designed to serve one of the following functions:

1. **Prevention**
   For example, by initiating backup procedures, threats are prevented from damaging your lone copy of information in a single event.

2. **Deterrence**
   For example, by training users about the legal consequences of unacceptable use, potential threats who might otherwise consider destructive activities may be deterred.

3. **Containment**
   For example, by segmenting each separate type of information in your system, even active threats can be limited to the record areas they can find and enter.

4. **Detection**
   For example, by reviewing records of user activity, commonly referred to as audit trails, unwelcome activity can be uncovered.

5. **Recovery**
   For example, by preparing and testing a contingency plan, "lost" systems and "damaged" information can be salvaged (or at least losses and damage can be minimized).
Dealing with Risk

Creating a risk-free environment is unrealistic, but instituting a “trusted system” (i.e., one that while not perfect is trustworthy) is possible. The reason for this limitation is that you simply cannot counter all risk. In actuality, counteracting risk is only one of three potential ways in which to deal with threats and vulnerabilities. Although it may seem counter-intuitive based on the stated purpose of this document, risk can also be accepted (sometimes a very stable strategy) or ignored (not a good plan under any circumstances).

Under what conditions could accepting risk make sense? Well, it is theoretically possible that an asteroid could smash into the earth and land, of all places, on your office. The risk is real, albeit small, and can be estimated as such. Should you, therefore, endeavor to build a concrete vault two miles beneath the surface of the earth to store backup files of your records, or should you accept the risk of an asteroid strike and figure that your system will be the last of your worries should the event actually occur? Your risk assessment (see Steps 1-8 below) and common sense will probably tell you that you can safely afford to accept the residual risk of asteroid strikes. That’s right, you don’t have to counter any and every risk conceivable, only those it makes sense to address based on the results of your risk assessment.

On the other hand, ignoring risk is not a stable strategy (although it is an all too common practice). Risks are everywhere. If you choose not to perform a risk assessment and, instead, simply choose to ignore your risks, they are still there all the same—you just won’t be prepared for them. Thus, despite the fact that it is possible to handle risk in any of the three ways—counter it, accept it, or ignore it—only the first two are stable strategies, and both depend on the results of an accurate risk assessment.

While potential risks should never be ignored, it only makes sense for an organization to focus its attention on those risks that are most likely to affect the system.

Guidelines for Risk Assessment

A properly conceived and implemented risk assessment should:

1. Provide the basis for deciding whether countermeasures are needed
2. Ensure that additional countermeasures counter actual risk
3. Save money that might have been wasted on unnecessary countermeasures
4. Determine whether residual risk (that risk which remains after countermeasures have been introduced) is acceptable

Options for dealing with risk:
(1) Counter it (an informed decision)
(2) Accept it (also an informed decision)
(3) Ignore it (an uninformed decision and a poor strategy)

You don’t want to put a 50-dollar lock on a 20-dollar hammer—unless you’re a carpenter and you would lose more than 50-dollars’ worth of business in the time it took to replace that 20-dollar tool.
If top educational administrators in an organization don't actively participate in, and outwardly demonstrate their commitment to, the security effort, no one else in the organization will either.

**Risk Assessment Outline**

**The Players: It's a Team Effort**

**Timing: First Things First**

**Take Stock in What You Have and What It's Worth**
- Step 1 - Identify Sensitive Information and Critical Systems
- Step 2 - Estimate the Value of System Components

**Identify Your Potential Threats and Vulnerabilities**
- Step 3 - Identify Threats
- Step 4 - Identify Vulnerabilities
- Step 5 - Estimate the Likelihood of a Potential Penetration Becoming an Actual Penetration

**Think Through Your Defensive Options**
- Step 6 - Identify Countermeasures Against Perceived Threats and Vulnerabilities
- Step 7 - Estimate Costs of Implementing Countermeasures

**Make Informed Decisions**
- Step 8 - Select Suitable Countermeasures for Implementation

**It Really Happens!**

A large and technologically sophisticated school district was having difficulties with the good practice of backing up its networked computer files each night. It seemed that despite the data manager’s best efforts to verify that all of the computer equipment used in the copying process was working properly, one portion or another of the tapes would invariably fail to copy every night—namely, there would always be a “blank spot” on the backup file where nothing had actually been copied. To make matters more perplexing, the data manager, well-trained in her field, had finally decided to try running the backup procedures in the middle of the workday just to test the equipment. Surprisingly, after repeated failures in the evenings, the process worked perfectly. Now thoroughly frustrated by the situation, she decided to stay several hours after work so that she could observe the backup system in action first hand. Three hours after everyone but the cleaning staff had left for the day, the tapes began the automatic copying process without a hitch. The data manager monitored the tape speed, the cabling between the computers, and even the room temperature. In fact, she was so totally engrossed with her inspection of the system that she barely noticed the custodian when he walked into the room and said hello. The focused woman, somewhat startled by the man, looked up to reply to the greeting—only to see him pulling the backup computer’s power cord from the outlet in order to plug in his vacuum cleaner. “So,” she said to herself ironically, “that’s why we have such a clean computer room.”
Timing: First Things First

Risk Assessment is a prerequisite for any serious attempt to implement a security policy within an organization. It's a step that simply cannot be ignored. After all, unless the organization's needs are first accurately assessed, there is no way of knowing whether financial and staff resources are being wisely invested in security initiatives.

Take Stock of What You Have and What It's Worth

Only careful and collaborative efforts will yield worthwhile results. Be inclusive, exhaustive, and realistic when documenting your assets.

\textbf{Step 1 - Identify sensitive information and critical systems:}\n
The goal here is to make a distinction between \textit{general information} and \textit{systems} (i.e., that information and those systems that are helpful to your organization as it carries out its mission) and \textit{sensitive information} and \textit{critical systems} (i.e., that information and those systems that are private and/or vital to your organization as it carries out its mission).

For example, the computer that houses the "HELP" file for your organization's word processing \textit{software} is a "general" support component. While it is most helpful to have access to user HELP when facing a word processing problem, the files themselves are not vital to running a school or school system. Conversely, the new software that manages a school system's substitute teacher scheduling is vital to the teaching mission. If it isn't available and working properly, principals could potentially find themselves with classrooms full of students who have no teacher. And that makes the system "critical" if ever there was one.

\textbf{Sensitive information} is that information which if lost or compromised might negatively affect the owner of the information or require substantial resources to recreate.

\begin{itemize}
  \item An example of sensitive information would be personal student or staff records.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Critical systems} are those systems or system components (hardware or software) that if lost or compromised would jeopardize the ability of the system to continue processing.

\begin{itemize}
  \item An example of a critical system might be the cabling that links your administrative and instructional computer networks.
\end{itemize}

Don't allow yourself to feel restricted when brainstorming—among other pitfalls, avoid working within the paradigm of conventional technical definitions if you feel that they might limit your ability to construct an exhaustive list of your assets. For instance, when considering critical systems, don't restrict yourself to physical systems, which traditionally require actual \textit{hardware} connections. In your organization and information system, perhaps two stand-alone computers in the same room constitute a single system. Remember, the primary consequence of Step 1 is that all equipment and information identified as being either sensitive or critical needs to be given strong consideration as high priorities on the list of concerns that demand security. To leave out a component because you didn't think broadly enough leaves the organization vulnerable.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Step 2 - Estimate the value of system components:} Estimating the value of your information system is not always simple, but the task is made more manageable by focusing on the word "estimate." After all, it
\end{itemize}
may very well be impossible, or at least impractical, to try to derive a precise dollar value for some assets (especially information assets). Instead, try to calculate a reasonable approximation of the replacement value of each component of the system—both equipment and information. Be sure to consider the following factors when deriving your estimation:

1. Direct replacement costs of hardware, software, and peripherals (Would there be installation costs? Consultant fees? Necessary upgrades?)
2. Replacement costs of stored information (Would rekeying be necessary? Resurveying?)
3. Costs associated with the disruption of service or other activities (Would you have to pay staff overtime during the recovery period? What about extra school days at the end of the year to make up for missed time?)
4. Indirect but real costs associated with a loss of public confidence (Would it impede current or future data collection efforts? What would be the effect on legislative initiatives?)

Again, keep in mind that while the costs of hardware and software tend to be more readily measurable, information costs are very real as well. You may not be able to call a vendor and say “What is my information worth?” the way you can call your equipment salesperson, but you still have to ask yourself “What is it worth to my organization?” Estimates of these costs, no matter how rough, give you a more accurate sense of the true value of important information assets.

Remember that people often rely on information in their school records for their entire lives—to get jobs, to apply to schools, and to verify age and credentials. Dollars and cents may be a poor measure of the value of such information.

One common mistake in this process that can lead to serious flaws in assessment results is when you focus on only the sensitive and critical segments (as identified in Step 1) when estimating the value of an information system. While identifying sensitive information and critical systems is necessary for setting priorities, all information has value and requires attention in this step. If it doesn’t, the information’s overall utility should be reconsidered. After all, if it isn’t valuable enough to recover or rekey upon being damaged (which requires a cost that can be estimated), what purpose could it possibly be serving?

If information isn’t valuable enough to warrant consideration of its protection and recovery, can it be valuable enough to warrant precious disk space in the first place?

Identify Your Potential Threats and Vulnerabilities

How do you identify threats and vulnerabilities? In a word: Brainstorm! No idea about potential threats or vulnerabilities is unimportant. However, keep in mind that management has a very limited perspective on information and system use. Maximize the resources at your disposal by including representatives from all organizational levels and duty types in the brainstorming effort. After all, you don’t want that
cleaning staff left out when they might be the only people on duty to protect equipment and information after hours. Nor do you want to exclude those library assistants who oversee the computers your students use to log on to the Internet. Always keep an open mind to what your users have to say.

**Step 3 - Identify threats:** What actors, actions, or events threaten your system? Refer to the examples on page 15 before creating an exhaustive list through a collaborative brainstorming process. Be sure to consider the following types of threats:

- Natural (e.g., fire, flood, lightning, and humidity)
- Manmade unintentional (e.g., negligence and accidents)
- Manmade intentional (e.g., hackers and viruses)

**Step 4 - Identify vulnerabilities:** Where is your system susceptible? Consider vulnerabilities to natural threats and both intentional and unintentional manmade threats as identified in Step 3. Also look at other examples of threats, as listed on page 15, to see if any new ideas are triggered. After this initial brainstorming, organize the list of vulnerabilities you've generated into categories such as the following and then once again see if additional thoughts come to mind:

- Physical concerns (e.g., room access, building construction, and climate)
- Hardware- and software-related issues (e.g., equipment, programs, and compatibility)
- Media liabilities (e.g., disks, tapes, hard drives, and print copies)
- Communications (e.g., access points and encryption)
- Human concerns (e.g., personnel and office behavior)

## Where Is Your Office Vulnerable?

The following happens in the typical office quite frequently:

- A door is propped open and doesn't have a lock (see Chapter 5).
- A cup of coffee is set on a computer case (see Chapter 5).
- A computer monitor sits within plain sight and easy reach of a window (see Chapter 5).
- Wiring is in the way of foot traffic (see Chapter 5).
- Equipment is plugged into wall sockets without a surge protector (see Chapter 5).
- Outlets are overloaded (see Chapter 5).
- Backup files are stored in the same room as the original files (see Chapter 6).
- Floppy disks are shared haphazardly and are not labeled (see Chapter 6).
- Someone's password is written and posted on their monitor (see Chapter 8).
- A computer is logged on but has been left unattended (see Chapter 8).

**Is any of this happening in your office? If it is, your system is vulnerable!**
Step 5 - Estimate the likelihood of a potential penetration becoming an actual penetration: What is the probability of a threat capitalizing on a vulnerability? As difficult as answering such a question might appear to be, you don’t have to be able to predict the future in order to generate reasonable probabilities of future events. Use logic, as possible, to support your estimates. For example, for an institution located along the Mississippi River, earthquakes and floods are threats that are within the realm of possibility, but logic will tell you that the site is probably much more susceptible to floods. Using flood histories, the likelihood of the next 100-year flood can be estimated. Similarly, by researching earthquake data, you can estimate the likelihood of earthquakes as well.

Think Through Your Defensive Options

Step 6 - Identify countermeasures against perceived threats and vulnerabilities: This step parallels Steps 3 and 4 in that its purpose is to generate an exhaustive list of ideas—this time potential solutions to the concerns caused by your identified threats and vulnerabilities. When considering options, be sure to keep in mind that many threats and vulnerabilities can be addressed by more than one countermeasure. A potential thief, for example, could be thwarted by better locks, video cameras and other electronic surveillance, or even trained security patrol officers. Step 6 focuses on generating a list of such options for each perceived threat and vulnerability, not in selecting what appears to be the preferred option. That is attempted only after an exhaustive list is finalized and costs/benefits are considered. Issues to consider when brainstorming potential countermeasures include:

- Physical security equipment and procedures—location and environmental strategies such as climate monitors, required building specifications, and regulations governing room access and food and beverage use
- Information security practices—storage and use regulations such as labeling and write-protecting files
- Software security techniques—purchasing and programming concerns such as copyright infringements and proper documentation
- User access controls—data and system access issues, including log-in and password protection
- Networking security initiatives—connectivity issues like firewalls and encryption strategies

A big screen television is nice, but not if it’s in a room that is 8 feet wide by 9 feet long. So, too, must countermeasure solutions be compatible with an organization’s environment in order to be effective.

Step 7 - Estimate costs of implementing countermeasures: This step entails determining the costs associated with countermeasures identified in Step 6. Remember that the vast majority of costs are twofold: initial and ongoing. Be certain to consider all of the following factors:

- Both money and time for research, development, procurement, installation, and maintenance of security features
- Staff training time—the costs are real and absolutely necessary
It Really Happens!

The local elementary school decided to purchase five new computers for its media center—no small investment considering its limited technology budget. Mr. Watkins, the librarian, would supervise their use and was in charge of the acquisition. He went down to the computer store to inspect the merchandise one last time before making a final commitment. While he was there, he bumped into the salesperson who had so ably advised him throughout the selection process. As they chatted, Mr. Watkins mentioned that he was very excited about the purchase, but also a bit nervous. “I’ve never had to run a computer lab before,” he admitted. “In truth, I bet that the students know more about these computers than I do.” The salesperson, with the best of intentions, mentioned that the store offered a service package that provided on-site maintenance on equipment they sold for only $100 per piece per year. Mr. Watkins immediately agreed to order the package, deciding that it was a waste to spend all that money on the equipment in the first place if he was not properly trained to keep the machines up-and-running. Privately, he absolutely dreaded the thought of having kids running throughout the lab with nothing to do as he tried to tinker with the complicated equipment in vain.

Two months later, after the new computers had been purchased and installed, Mr. Watkins noticed that one of the monitors wouldn’t turn on properly. Not wanting to push a panic button, he called the building custodian to check the outlet. “Nah, it’s not the power,” the custodian reported. “We’d better get the guys from central office down here.” Mr. Watkins looked at him with surprise, “Why would we bother them when I have a service contract from the store where I bought the monitor?” At that point, two months after an extra $500 had been spent on maintenance contracts, Mr. Watkins finally found out that the school district serviced instructional equipment at no cost to the schools. “Wow,” he thought as he looked with despair at the service contract he had purchased without much consideration, “what a waste of money!”

- Altered productivity (e.g., having each employee spend one minute using a virus scanner three times each day may amount to only three minutes of work time per day, but when calculated for the entire organization and compounded by a host of other possible security activities, such seemingly insignificant costs can add up)
- Countermeasures already available to the organization that may require less investment to institute (e.g., if your accounting office currently uses certain security procedures, there may be fewer training costs because you already have a core of people who can share their expertise)

Make Informed Decisions

- Step 8 - Select suitable countermeasures for implementation:
In Step 8, it’s finally time to decide which countermeasures make the most sense to implement. Remember that there will probably be more than one countermeasure that can protect your system from any given threat or vulnerability, so you have some choices. Your job is to determine which strategy makes the most sense from a cost/benefit perspective. This can be accomplished by comparing your estimated costs of potential losses for a given period of time (Steps 2-5) with actual security costs that would be incurred when preventing such a loss for the same period of time (Step 7).

A desired level of risk reduction is achieved when further reduction would cost more than the benefits gained.
One way to decrease your actual security costs is to keep in mind that a single countermeasure can actually serve as a solution to multiple threats and vulnerabilities. An example of this is when security officers who protect your most sensitive areas serve as a countermeasure to both external intruders and potentially misguided staff. Such a compromise solution is really no compromise at all—two potential threats are being countered for the price of one. In effect, you’re getting twice the protection for the cost of a single countermeasure!

Closing Thoughts on Risk Assessment

Once you determine your needs and priorities through the above eight steps, you can then make security decisions based on concrete information. Sales pitches from vendors and gut instinct on the part of well-intentioned, but perhaps uninformed, staff need no longer serve as reasons for making security policy when competent administrators are armed with the information required to make rational, valid decisions.

It should be emphasized that decision-makers must be involved in the entire process of risk assessment. Should, instead, they rely simply upon cost/benefit analysis without being aware of other important factors that might have been uncovered in the process, they might not make a completely informed decision. A good example of this would be if it was determined in Step 1 that some of the student information on a computer was actually sensitive. As discussed throughout this document, those confidential records would need to be protected regardless of cost/benefit analysis because of the various laws in place that mandate protection of student and family education records. Not knowing this important fact could, in such an instance, lead to disastrous results for the organization and its students!

An exception to the rule: Failure to introduce risk reduction cannot be justified by cost/benefit analysis if there are compelling non-financial reasons for mandating it (e.g., privacy or appropriate use laws).

Risk Assessment Checklist

While it may be tempting to simply refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to meet an organization’s specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to maximize the effectiveness of any given guideline.
Security Checklist for Chapter 2

The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Check Points for Risk Assessment</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1) Is the process of risk assessment being championed by a top-level decision-maker?</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Is feedback being elicited from representatives of all user types?</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Have sensitive information and critical systems been identified (Step 1)?</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Has the value of all system components (not just sensitive information and critical systems) been estimated (Step 2)?</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) Has an exhaustive list of potential threats been generated (Step 3)?</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6) Has an exhaustive list of vulnerabilities been generated (Step 4)?</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7) Has the likelihood of a potential penetration becoming an actual penetration been estimated (Step 5)?</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8) Has an exhaustive list of countermeasures to identified threats and vulnerabilities been generated (Step 6)?</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9) Have the costs of implementing identified countermeasures been estimated (Step 7)?</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10) Have suitable countermeasures been selected for implementation (Step 8)?</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. —Unknown
Like many people, Fred Jones thought he had a difficult job. As the Information Systems Manager in a small school district, he was responsible for operating a district-wide computer network—everything from installation and maintenance to user support and training. While it was clearly not a one-man job, he was his own one-man staff. Fred had tried to explain to his superintendent that the district’s network was vulnerable to a range of threats because his small budget and non-existent staff prevented him from handling system security effectively, but his warnings had always been ignored.

One morning at a staff meeting, and much to Fred’s surprise, the superintendent announced that he had read a newspaper article about a student breaking into a neighboring school district’s computer system and changing report card records. The boss proceeded to declare that Fred was now being charged with developing and instituting a computer security policy for the school district.

As soon as the meeting was over, Fred approached the superintendent to request an appointment for them to discuss a shared vision for development of the security policy. “Effective security policy requires input and commitment from the whole organization, so I think we should sit down and map out a plan for developing our security policy,” Fred asserted.

But the superintendent declined the invitation to participate in the policy-development process. “Fred, I’m just too busy to get involved in this project. I trust you to do a job that will make us all proud.” When Fred asked about expanding his staff and budget to meet the increased workload, the superintendent again dismissed the issue. “Fred, times are tough and the budget is lean. Maybe next year we’ll be able to work something out. In the meantime, you get cracking on securing our system as if your job depends on it... in fact, I guess your job does depend on it.”
Fred watched his unrealistic, if well-intentioned, boss walk away, realizing that his job was no longer difficult, but truly impossible. He was now expected to develop, institute, manage, and monitor an organization-wide security policy without assistance, consent, or buy-in from a single employee, much less empowered high-level administrators. He knew that the organizational support he failed to receive meant that there was little chance of his being able to effectively secure the system—and that it was just a matter of time before a significant breach in system security would take place. Fred found himself in the terrible position of being responsible for stopping the inevitable, yet powerless to do so.

Why Do You Need a Security Policy?

Who is responsible for securing an organization's information? Perhaps the Research and Evaluation department? Not exactly. The Management Information System (MIS) staff? Wrong again. Ultimately, it is not only individual employees or departments that are responsible for the security of confidential information, but also the institution itself. It is, therefore, incumbent upon top administrators, who are charged with protecting the institution's best interests, to ensure that an appropriate and effective security policy is developed and put into practice throughout the organization.

While policies themselves don't solve problems, and in fact can actually complicate things unless they are clearly written and observed, policy does define the ideal toward which all organizational efforts should point. By definition, security policy refers to clear, comprehensive, and well-defined plans, rules, and practices that regulate access to an organization's system and the information included in it. Good policy protects not only information and systems, but also individual employees and the organization as a whole. It also serves as a prominent statement to the outside world about the organization's commitment to security.

Commonly Asked Questions

Q. What does this document have to offer that experienced education policy-makers don't already know?
A. Experienced policy-makers certainly bring a great deal of skill to security policy development. But in many ways, security policy is different from other forms of more traditional policy—it requires policy-makers to think like data entry clerks, MIS staff, research and evaluation specialists, legal counsel, building administrators, teachers, and so on. Many of the procedural guidelines included here will already be appreciated by seasoned policy-makers, but this document tailors the information so that it can be more readily applied to the specific concerns of information and system security—an area of expertise not always held by educational administrators and policy-makers.

Q. Isn't policy written at the district and state level?
A. Yes, but not exclusively. Whoever is in charge of a site (be it a building, campus, district, or state education agency) must be concerned about protecting sensitive information and critical systems that can be accessed from within that site. This concern is articulated through security
policies that are designed to regulate access and protect information and systems as circumstances within the organization specifically warrant.

Q. Shouldn't expert technology consultants be hired to do the job?

A. There certainly are roles for expert consultants when instituting security policy: they could be hired as general technical support or they might be useful in offering advice about countermeasures (e.g., a password system). But generally speaking, the chief educational administrator and his or her employees need to shoulder the responsibility of protecting their system because, after all, it is their system. They are the people who know it best and they will be the ones who have to implement adopted security policy. Outside contractors, while certainly capable of lending expertise to the process, cannot take the place of committed and informed staff.

How to Develop Policy

Tenable security policy must be based on the results of a risk assessment as described in Chapter 2. Findings from a risk assessment provide policy-makers with an accurate picture of the security needs specific to their organization. This information is imperative because proper policy development requires decision-makers to:

- Identify sensitive information and critical systems
- Incorporate local, state, and federal laws, as well as relevant ethical standards
- Define institutional security goals and objectives
- Set a course for accomplishing those goals and objectives
- Ensure that necessary mechanisms for accomplishing the goals and objectives are in place

In this way, legal and regulatory concerns, organizational characteristics, contractual stipulations, environmental issues, and user input can all be incorporated into policy development. Effective security policy synthesizes these and other considerations into a clear set of goals and objectives that direct staff as they perform their required duties.

The Logic of Well-Planned Policy

If: Organizational needs define policy.
and: Policy guides personnel and technology decisions
then: Personnel and technology serve organizational needs.

Getting Perspective

Although finalizing organizational policy is usually a task reserved for top-level decision-makers, contributing to the development of policy should be an organization-wide activity. While every employee doesn't necessarily need to attend each security policy planning session, top-level administrators should include representatives from all job levels and types in the
Reviewing security arrangements in other organizations might uncover information that can contribute to more effective policy development.

While it makes sense to get as much input from potential users as is possible, it is also essential that voices from outside the organization be heard during the information gathering stages of policy development. Why? Because decision-makers need to be informed of security arrangements that other organizations are making that potentially impact them and the policies they will be developing. If, for example, every school but one in a district commits to encryption software to protect messages sent over the Internet, the lone school that does not have the encryption key is going to have a very difficult time communicating with its partners. The point is that just as security planning demands coordination internally, it often requires it externally as well—a recommendation that should not be overlooked, especially by those organizations that practice site-based management.

Creating consortia, cooperatives, and other types of associations enables organizations to pool resources and share expenses as they endeavor to devise and implement security strategies.

What to Include

An organization’s risk assessment, and not this document or any other source, informs policy-makers of their system’s specific security needs. But regardless of those findings, the following general questions should be addressed clearly and concisely in any security policy:

- What is the reason for the policy?
- Who developed the policy?
- Who approved the policy?
- Whose authority sustains the policy?
- Which laws or regulations, if any, are the policy based on?
- Who will enforce the policy?
- How will the policy be enforced?
- Whom does the policy affect?
- What information assets must be protected?
- What are users actually required to do?
- How should security breaches and violations be reported?
- What is the effective date and expiration date of the policy?

Writing with Proper Tone

Policy should be written in a way that makes sense to its intended audience. After all, guidelines that aren’t implemented foreshadow objectives that won’t be met. Tips for reader-friendly policy include:
**From the Board Room to the Break Room: Implementing Security Policy**

This document presents a great deal of information for policy-makers to consider. The role of an effective administrator, however, is to absorb these recommendations as appropriate and distill the results into a meaningful and manageable set of employee regulations that fit his or her organization. These rules then serve as the mechanisms for operationalizing policy goals and objectives throughout the workplace. Although it might be tempting (and certainly possible) to create an exhaustive inventory of “do’s and don’ts,” formulating a short list of sensible rules that can realistically be implemented is undoubtedly a better strategy.

**Policies that are neither implementable nor enforceable are useless**—ten security regulations that are implemented are more effective than 110 that are ignored.

How can policy implementation be made realistic? Aside from keeping regulations clear, concise, and understandable, endeavor to make them as easy as possible for staff to fulfill. Remember, the goal is not to tell staff “how it is” as much as to get everyone to join in the effort. By keeping things as simple as possible, employee participation becomes a realistic aspiration. Specific actions that increase the likelihood of your policies actually being realized in the work environment include:

- **Specifically assign an empowered and committed administrator to be accountable for security**: Someone must make security a day-to-day priority. This designated staff member must be authorized to both reward and reprimand employees, as necessary, at all levels of organizational hierarchy (see Chapter 4, Security Management).

- **Institute staff training that is specifically tailored to meet the requirements of security policy and the needs of your staff**: Recognize that most computer users have never been trained to properly use technology—and what little training they do have was probably
Unless the organization educates its users, there is little reason to expect security procedures to be implemented properly.

Increase security awareness by making security references readily available.

Because most people are unwilling to act unless they believe they are personally responsible, each user must be held individually accountable for specific security functions.

aimed at overcoming their fears and teaching them how to turn on their machines. At most, they may have learned how to use a particular piece of software for a specific application. Thus, the majority of your staff have little understanding of security issues, and there is no reason to expect that to change unless the organization does its part to correct the situation. Reluctance on the part of the organization to adequately prepare staff for making security policy a part of the work environment makes the rest of the effort an exercise in the theoretical—and theory won't protect a system from threats that are all too real (see Chapter 10, Training).

Communicate organizational needs and expectations to staff in both initial and ongoing ways: Make a serious attempt at getting the word out to staff, but don't be overly serious in its presentation. Just like in any marketing campaign, creativity and consistency will be rewarded by audience responsiveness. The following examples are recommended as effective strategies for communicating security expectations to staff:

- Hold security refresher workshops.
- Create an infrastructure to support staff (e.g., a Help Desk that is staffed with competent and readily available advisors).
- Acknowledge exceptional behavior frequently and publicly.
- Develop and distribute reference materials (e.g., checklists, brochures, and summaries—remembering that succinct and reader-friendly material is much more useful than an unabridged tome of security obscurities).
- Update the employee handbook to reflect security procedures.
- Keep security reminders visible throughout the workplace (e.g., posters, FYI memos, and e-mail broadcasts).

Enforce security regulations equally at all levels of the organization: Each individual in the system must understand that he or she is personally accountable for security. Bosses have to say "get with the system," mean it, and prove it by doing so themselves. If the rules don't apply to everyone, then they apply to no one. This is not simply an egalitarian moral—if the system is not secure from top to bottom, then, by definition, it is not secure!

Expecting every employee to become a security expert is wholly unrealistic. Instead, break down recommended security practices into manageable pieces that are tailored to meet individual job duties. A single, short and well-focused message each week will be better received than a monthly volume of information that is overly ambitious.

If your institution has several types of work environments or levels of users, consider writing separate security regulations, all of which support broader policy, for each user group. Each policy can then be tailored to the specific needs of the particular environment or user type. To increase involvement and acceptance, have staff contribute to the development of their own policy guidelines and procedures. For completeness and
consistency across the institution, each user group may require the services of an expert security coordinator while developing its own subset of guidelines.

Personnel Issues

One aim of successful security policy is that it should limit the need for trust in the system. While this may seem like a terribly cynical philosophy, it actually serves to protect both the organization's employees and the organization itself. But before the benefits of security can be realized, staff must be properly informed of their roles, responsibilities, and organizational expectations.

Employees must be told in writing:

- What is and is not acceptable use of equipment.
- What the penalties for violating regulations will be.
- That their activities may be monitored.
- That security will be a part of performance reviews (users who do their share should be rewarded, whereas those who lag behind might be reprimanded or retrained).

Employees should be reminded that:

- Organizational resources, including computers, belong to the organization.
- There should be no expectation of privacy for information stored on or transmitted with the organization's equipment.

Employees should be required to sign a Security Agreement (see Appendix D for a sample) to acknowledge that they are aware of their responsibilities and verify that they will comply with security policy. This requires that:

- Staff should have ample opportunity to read and review all policies and regulations for which they will be held accountable.
- Staff should be provided an appropriate forum for clarifying questions or concerns they may have about the organization's expectations.
- Staff should not be given access to the system until a signed agreement is accounted for and maintained in a safe place.

All new employees should be expected to meet the organization's security requirements and procedures as a part of their job description. Once hired, new employees should be informed of, and trained on, security policy as a part of their initial orientation in order to impress the importance of security upon them.

A Special Note on Outsiders

Outsiders (e.g., repair technicians, consultants, and temporary help) and outside organizations (e.g., other departments, other educational institutions, and contractors) with access to your system should also sign agreements that require them to respect and maintain the confidentiality of your information. But be careful not to share more about your security operation with outsiders than is necessary. Even apparently harmless warnings about what to expect of your defenses can give a skilled intruder
Outside organizations should be expected to guarantee (via binding agreements) that they and their employees will use and secure shared information appropriately.

an edge in tampering with your system. Instead, limit security briefings to those levels required to (1) keep them from breaching your defenses, (2) impress upon them that you are serious about protecting your system assets, and (3) ensure that they handle your assets in a secure manner.

Having said this, sharing general news with the public—parents, local organizations, business partners, and lawmakers to name few—about your organization’s commitment to securing confidential information can instill a feeling of confidence throughout your organization and community.

Closing Thoughts on Policy

The incredible pace of technological innovations requires that all security policies be reviewed on a frequent basis. How frequently? That depends on your organization’s needs and technological savvy. Generally speaking, however, each new technological change has the potential to necessitate a corresponding policy change—so it is a good rule to review all organizational policies (security or otherwise) annually at a minimum.

Policy Development and Implementation Checklist

While it may be tempting to refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to your organization’s specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to maximize the effectiveness of any given guideline.

Security Checklist for Chapter 3

The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Check Points for Policy Development and Implementation</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1) Are the findings of the organization’s risk assessment (see Chapter 2) available?</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Have staff who represent a range of job levels and types been included in the security policy development process?</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Have security-related practices, agreements, and arrangements in other organizations been reviewed to ensure that organizational policy is in line with those in comparable institutions and potential or actual trading partners?</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Has appropriate and meaningful support/reference information been provided within the policy itself (see checklist under “What to Include”)?</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) Has policy been written in a way that can be understood and appreciated by staff?</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6) Have policy goals and objectives been translated into organizational security regulations that are designed to modify staff behavior?

7) Has an empowered and committed administrator been specifically assigned to be accountable for security (see also Chapter 4)?

8) Have staff received security training that was specifically tailored to their needs (see also Chapter 10)?

9) Have organizational needs and expectations been communicated to staff in both initial and ongoing ways (see checklist of recommended strategies)?

10) Are security regulations enforced equally at all levels of the organization?

11) Have staff been informed of their security roles and responsibilities in writing?

12) Have security issues been included as a part of employee performance reviews?

13) Is adequate time provided for reading and reviewing Security Agreements before employees and outsiders are required to sign and submit them?

14) Is an appropriate forum provided for clarifying concerns and answering questions about Security Agreements before employees and outsiders are required to sign and submit them?

15) Are all new employees trained on their security roles, responsibilities, and expectations?

16) Are outsiders (e.g., repair technicians) and outside organizations required to sign Security Agreements to acknowledge that they are aware of their responsibilities and will abide by the organization's security rules?

17) Has news of the organization's commitment to security been shared with the general public as appropriate?

18) Are security policies reviewed annually at a minimum?

---

No doctrine, however high, however true, can make men happy until it is translated into life!

—Henry van Dyke
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Introduction to Security Management

Because system security is the aggregate of individual component security, "system boundaries" must encompass individual users and their workstations. But because personal computers are just that (personal), staff behavior can't always be dictated without potentially hampering workers' overall productivity. Recall that security policy becomes ineffective if it's so restrictive that legitimate user access is threatened. Thus, a key to successful security implementation is finding a reasonable balance between system protection and user autonomy and convenience.

The person responsible for finding that balance and actively promoting organizational security is the security manager. Security management consists of nurturing a security-conscious organizational culture, developing tangible procedures to support security, and managing the myriad of pieces that make up the system. The security manager ensures that administration and staff are aware of their security roles, support security efforts, and are willing to tolerate the minor inconveniences that are inevitably a part of system change and improvement. After all, if personnel circumvent security procedures (e.g., write down passwords, share

Effective security strikes a balance between protection and convenience.
accounts, and disable virus-checking software), they put the entire system at risk.

Effective system security depends on creating a workplace environment and organizational structure where management understands and fully supports security efforts, and users are encouraged to exercise caution. The security manager leads this effort.

A security manager must:
1) Communicate to staff that protecting the system is not only in the organization’s interests, but also in the best interest of users.
2) Increase staff awareness of security issues.
3) Provide for appropriate staff security training.
4) Monitor user activity to assess security implementation.

Commonly Asked Questions

Q. Can an organization make do without hiring a security manager?
A. Yes, but while a security manager doesn’t always need to be hired (especially in smaller organizations), someone must perform the functions of security management all the same. Many organizations prefer to hire a systems administrator and include security management as one of his or her primary duties. This is an acceptable strategy as long as the administrator has sufficient time to dedicate to security management. If, however, routine administrative functions take up a considerable part of the administrator’s work day, then the organization will be better served by having someone who is able to focus on system security.

Q. Would assigning a top educational administrator to the security manager role show commitment to system security?
A. Not necessarily. Although top administrators are often entrusted with sufficient authority to be effective security managers, it is quite possible that they do not possess the technical expertise necessary for the job. Security managers are responsible for operationalizing all aspects of system security—a task that requires significant technical competence. A secondary, but important, consideration is that managing system security can demand a great deal of time—time that policy-makers and other top administrators may be unable to devote given their other essential duties. While it is imperative that top administrators are actively committed to security effectiveness, in most cases it makes sense that the day-to-day administration of system security be assigned to a security/systems professional.

Q. Where does the security manager fit into the organizational hierarchy?
A. Just as the title implies, security managers and system administrators are most often considered to serve in a management capacity. The important tasks of developing security regulations, training staff, and monitoring implementation require that the security manager be vested
with substantial authority. While the security manager is not to be confused with a superintendent or principal, he or she should be considered to be the system "boss." If the security manager is not able to confidently address security miscues at even the highest levels of the organizational hierarchy, protecting system resources adequately becomes an impossibility.

Nurturing Support within the Organization

Even when an organization is committed to improving its information security, security managers often find themselves having to work harder than should be necessary to remind staff of the importance of each step in the security process. Fielding questions about the necessity of sometimes burdensome procedures or the expense of technical and training initiatives is an inevitable but important part of the security manager's job. Make no mistake about it, the security manager must not only administer security policy but must also champion it.

Garnering Administrator Support

Support for security at the managerial level is essential because security planning must be aligned within the context of greater organizational goals. Management must make sure that the organization's broader plans are adequately considered and that security policy conforms to existing rules, regulations, and laws to which the organization is subject—not to mention that adequate funding is budgeted. After all, every dollar that is invested in security, as necessary as it surely is, takes a dollar away from some other activity.

While technical support staff may have the best understanding of the ramifications of given technology initiatives, only users have the opportunity to implement policies and management the power to enforce them—and policies that are neither implemented nor enforced are worthless. Real security requires strong, visible support from senior management as a group, as well as personal accountability and exemplary behavior from individual managers. If management ignores or circumvents security procedures, others will do likewise.

It Really Happens!

Now Melissa was doing it too!

It just drove Carl crazy. First it was Dr. Dawson who flouted security regulations—but what more was Carl to do after his polite reminders about security policies had been ignored by the Superintendent? Then the Deputy, Dr. Cosgrove, began dismissing the policies as well. Soon both assistant superintendents had decided that they, too, need not comply with inconvenient security regulations. And now it had finally reached Melissa, the executive secretary. Carl didn’t blame her—of course she wasn’t going to play by the rules when no one else in her office did. But as the security manager, Carl was worried that when word got out that Melissa no longer changed her password regularly or used a screensaver, the rest of the support staff would quit following regulations as well. And from there it was a slippery slope until staff in the schools realized that the central office wasn’t following agreed-upon security policies. At this pace, Carl knew it wouldn’t take long for the district’s entire investment in system security to unravel.
Employees also have an ethical responsibility to maintain the security of confidential information entrusted to them.

Management can encourage an atmosphere of security, or they can undermine it—their behavior in large part determines whether staff who are meticulous about security are considered to be the oddballs, or the norm.

Ensuring User Support

Computers and networks are valuable tools to their users. Many people rely on them every day to help perform their jobs more efficiently. When computer resources are not available, fulfilling job requirements can become considerably more difficult. One important role a security manager plays is communicating to staff that protecting the system is in their best interests as well as those of the organization.

Planning for the Unexpected

Traditional computer security frequently relies heavily upon protecting systems from attack and minimizing the likelihood of software and equipment failure, but little attention is usually paid to how to handle an attack or failure once it actually occurs. The result is that when a problem does occur, many decisions are made in haste. Often, such decisions reflect this lack of forethought and don't contribute to tracking down the source of the incident, collecting evidence to be used in prosecution efforts, protecting the valuable information contained on the system, or preparing for system recovery.

A good policy whenever security is threatened, whether it be a disk crash, an external intruder attack, or natural disaster, is to have planned for potential adverse events in advance. The only way to be sure that you have planned in advance for such troubles is to plan now—because you can never predict exactly when a security breach will happen. It could happen in a year, a month, or this afternoon. Planning for emergencies beforehand goes beyond "good policy." There is no substitute for security breach response planning and other more overarching contingency planning!

It Really Happens!

The district's backup drive finally broke beyond repair. But Rita, the security manager, was prepared for the eventuality, and quickly produced a copy of a maintenance contract with her vendor that covered exactly this type of event. She called the sales representative and was told that she'd receive a replacement drive within 48 hours. She said that would be fine because the system wasn't due for another complete backup for three more days. Two days later the replacement part arrived as promised, but, to the sales representative's chagrin, it wasn't compatible with the district's system—the wrong part had been sent! Remarkably, Rita maintained her composure as the salesman told her that despite his unyielding efforts to correct the mistake, a new part couldn't possibly reach her rural site for another 48 hours. They'd have to postpone the backup cycle. "Not necessarily," Rita replied with determination.

Ten minutes later Rita was on her way to the County Office Building. Two years earlier she had collaborated with the County Administrator before purchasing technology for the district. The two had agreed to buy compatible equipment that could be shared if an emergency ever arose. While Rita acknowledged that she wasn't quite facing a dire emergency, borrowing the county's backup drive for an evening was a fairly simple procedure—and was exactly what she was going to do to prevent a delay in her backup routine. All of her advanced planning was finally paying off.
Security Breach Response Planning

There are three common responses to an attack on an information system: "protect and proceed," "pursue and prosecute," and "panic and pray." Either of the first two strategies, while clearly opposite in design, can be appropriate depending on the nature of the security breach and the philosophy of the organization. The third approach, "panic and pray," while unfortunately more common than the first two, is never an effective response. In fact, the entire rationale for contingency planning is to minimize the need for panic and prayer in the event of a security incident.

**Protect and Proceed.** If management fears that the site is particularly vulnerable to attack, it may choose a "protect and proceed" strategy. Upon detection of an attack, attempts are made to actively interfere with the intruder's penetration, prevent further encroachment, and begin immediate damage assessment and recovery. This process may involve shutting down facilities, closing off access to the network, or other drastic measures. The drawback is that unless the intruder is identified directly, he, she, or it may come back into the site via a different path, or may attack another site.

**Pursue and Prosecute.** This alternative to the "protect and proceed" approach adopts the opposite philosophy and goals. Here, the primary goal is to allow intruders to continue to access the system until they can be identified and have evidence of their unauthorized activities gathered against them. While this approach is endorsed by law enforcement agencies and prosecutors because of the evidence it can provide, the major drawback is that the system and its information remain open to potential damage while the organization is trying to identify the source and collect its evidence.

Careful consideration must be given to both of these security breach response philosophies by site management. It is imperative that forethought and planning take place before a problem occurs or else staff may not know how to respond in the event of a real emergency: to protect and proceed, or pursue and prosecute? In fact, the strategy eventually adopted might even be one of "it depends upon the circumstances." For example, an education organization might be willing to accept the additional risks of allowing an intruder to access financial records (that have been properly backed up) while he or she is incriminating him- or herself and being identified. On the other hand, the organization might decide that threats that access confidential student records must be thwarted immediately because the potential costs of disclosure are not worth the benefits of capturing the intruder. Regardless of the approach selected, the pros and cons must be examined thoroughly by policy-makers, and users must be made aware of their responsibilities.

Another decision that management must make concerns any distinctions it chooses to make about different types of unauthorized users. Sites may find it helpful to define who it considers to be "insiders" and "outsiders" by referring to administrative, legal, or political boundaries. These boundaries imply what type of action should be taken to reprimand an offending party—from written censure to pressing legal charges. Security plans need to spell out these options and how an appropriate response will be determined if someone is caught behaving in an unauthorized manner.
Security plans should also include procedures for interaction with outside organizations, including law enforcement agencies and other security support sites. The procedures should state who is authorized to make such contact and how it should be handled. Contact information for security support organizations can be found in Appendix E.

Contingency Planning

Hard drives will crash, electrical surges will zap data, and files will be erased accidentally. General system security (Chapters 5-9) is designed and implemented to protect an organization from these disturbing events. But as valuable as locks, virus scanners, disk labels, and passwords can be, if a fire, flood, or sophisticated intruder knocks at your door uninvited, be prepared for trouble.

Make no mistake about the term contingency planning—events that could happen will happen, it's just a matter of when.

Contingency planning does not protect the organization from a threat but, instead, explicitly details what is to happen if (when) there is a penetration or the system goes down. It prepares the organization for recovery from a breach in security as quickly and efficiently as possible. In fact, another term for contingency-type planning is recovery planning. Planning for recovery from loss or downtime is not pessimistic as much as it is realistic.

Contingency planning can be complex and detailed; after all, it amounts to a blueprint for jump-starting the most important aspects of the organization from scratch and, perhaps, even at another site—all during or, at best, immediately after a catastrophe has struck. The following outline includes recommended steps and considerations for effectively and completely preparing a contingency plan. As with all other guidelines offered in this document, each organization (and its security manager and policy-makers) will need to consider these recommendations and customize them to meet their unique needs.

1. Be inclusive when building the contingency planning team by including:
   - Key policy-makers
   - Building management
   - End-users
   - Local authorities
   - The security manager
   - Technical support
   - Other representative staff
   - Key outside contacts (e.g., contractors and suppliers)

2. Obtain and/or approximate:
   - An exhaustive list of critical activities performed within the organization (as should be identified in your risk assessment)
   - An accurate estimate of the minimum space and equipment necessary for restoring essential operations
   - A time frame for starting initial operations after a security incident
   - A list of key personnel and their responsibilities
Perform and/or delegate the following duties as part of the development of a contingency plan:

- Create an inventory of all assets, including information (data), software, hardware, documentation and supplies—include item by item, the manufacturer's name, model, serial number, and other supporting evidence. Perhaps videotape your facility, including close-ups. Keep it up-to-date and don't forget peripherals.
- Set up reciprocal agreements with comparable organizations to share each other's equipment in the event of an emergency at one site (e.g., school district to school district, school district to state department, school district to school, school to local nonprofit). The key is that you have compatible equipment requirements (e.g., MAC to MAC or Windows to Windows).
- Make plans to procure hardware, software, and other equipment as necessary to ensure that mission-critical activities are resumed with minimal delay. Keep in mind that old equipment that you have replaced may no longer ideally meet your needs, but might suffice in a pinch if it still meets your minimum requirements.
- Establish contractual agreements with "hot" and "cold" backup sites as appropriate.

A "hot" site is an off-site facility that includes computers, backed up data, etc. (everything necessary for resuming operations)

A "cold" site is an off-site facility that includes everything necessary for resuming operations with the exception of actual computers (if some delay is acceptable, then the expense can be incurred when and only when necessary)

- Identify alternative meeting and start-up locations to be used in case regular facilities are damaged or destroyed.
- Prepare directions to all off-site locations (if and when moving off-site is actually required).
- Establish procedures for obtaining off-site backup records (i.e., who, what, where, how, and under whose direction).
- Gather and safeguard contact information and procedures for communicating with key personnel, suppliers, and other important contacts.
- Arrange with manufacturers to provide priority delivery of emergency orders.
- Locate support resources that might be needed (e.g., equipment repair, trucking, and cleaning companies).
- Establish emergency agreements with data recovery specialists.
- Arrange for uninterrupted site security with local police and fire departments.
Specify the following within the plan:
- Individual roles and responsibilities—by name and job title so that everyone knows exactly what needs to be done
- Actions to be taken in advance of an occurrence or undesirable event
- Actions to be taken at the onset of an undesirable event to limit damage, loss, and compromise
- Actions to be taken to restore critical functions
- Actions to be taken to reestablish normal operations

Test the plan:
- Test the plan frequently and completely.
- Analyze test results to determine further needs (e.g., more training and better backup storage).

Periodically try to restore files that have been backed up (be sure to make secondary backups so that you are not risking your only backup copy of the data, but otherwise make the process identical to a real emergency).

Deal with damage appropriately:
- If a disaster actually occurs, document all costs (even interim assessment costs) and videotape the damage (to serve as proof of loss).
- Don’t do anything about water damage to technical equipment except immediately contact professional recovery technicians.
- Be prepared to overcome downtime on your own—insurance settlements can take time to be resolved. Once settled, rebuilding, repurchasing, and reinstalling can take even more time, so don’t expect that anything short of being completely prepared will get your office rolling again in a reasonable amount of time.

Give consideration to other significant issues:
- Don’t make the plan unnecessarily complicated.
- Make one individual responsible for maintaining the plan, but have it structured so that others are authorized and prepared to implement it if needed.
- Keep the plan in a secure but convenient location so that it can be accessed as needed.
- Update the plan regularly and whenever changes are made to your system.
- Recognize that people always come first (before equipment, information, or mission).

It's no one's fault, but everyone's problem.
—Robert F. Wagner, Jr.
This anecdote may sound far-fetched, but something remarkably similar was reported to have happened after the 1996 California earthquake.

It Really Happens!

The Great Quake, as it was soon called, took everyone by surprise—including the regional education agency that had been compiling student records for the state legislature for more than two months. Don Jones was in charge of the project and found himself in quite a predicament. Luckily, or unluckily depending on the outcome of his actions, he didn’t think about what he was about to do—he just ran back into the burning building to get a copy of his backup data tapes. He returned to an astonished group of co-workers who were amazed that he would, quite literally, risk his life to protect “his” data. He made it out alive, so he might say that it was worth the risk, but wouldn’t it have been easier to have just practiced off-site storage?

Testing and Review

Most organizations undergo some sort of annual financial auditing as a regular part of their fiscal life. So, too, are security audits an important part of running any computing environment. A complete security audit should include an examination of any policies that affect or are affected by system security, as well as a thorough test of each mechanism that is in place to enforce said policies. After all, a plan isn’t much good if it can’t be implemented—and the only way to really be sure that security policies and mechanisms are being implemented properly is through extensive testing (or during a real emergency, at which point it is too late to correct shortcomings).

When a threat or disaster is actually happening is not the time to discover the meaning of the phrase “a false sense of security.”

Although security drills can’t be scheduled every day of the week without seriously affecting office productivity (and probably morale), they should be conducted as frequently as is necessary to determine that security procedures are being implemented effectively. What kind of drills? Well, if your risk assessment (see Chapter 2) identifies a particular type of natural disaster as a primary threat to your organization, then a drill based on that scenario could be constructed (e.g., a test to verify your backup and recovery mechanisms after an earthquake). On the other hand, if your greatest threat is from external intruders attempting to penetrate your system, a drill might be conducted that simulates a hacker attack in order to observe access countermeasures in action.

Don’t let your organization contribute to the numerous stories of contingency plans that failed because of a minor oversight that easily could have been remedied, but wasn’t identified until it was too late.

Keep in mind that there are limits to reasonable testing. The purpose of testing is to verify that security procedures are being implemented properly and meet critical policy goals, not to prove the absoluteness of every aspect of the system and policy.
City Schools committed itself to top-rate system security. It assigned a staff member to serve as a full-time security manager, purchased state-of-the-art backup equipment, and refurbished an old building it owned on the edge of town to serve as off-site storage for its backup tapes. The security manager, having attended numerous technology and security conferences to keep abreast of his job responsibilities, took pride in his system and tested every step of his backup procedures right up until the tapes hit the shelves at the off-site storage facility. To the best of the manager’s knowledge, security drills had proven time and again that the system could truly be trusted. One night, as the manager lay in bed thinking about how wonderful the City Schools security system was, he realized that he’d never actually reloaded backup tapes from off-site storage. He was, of course, very confident that the facility (with its fire-retardant renovations, anti-static carpeting, and full-time security guard) was secure, but acknowledged that he couldn’t be sure until he actually tested it.

The next morning, he went to the facility, checked in with the security guard, entered the combination to unlock the door, and signed out a sample tape. He took it to his office and tried to reload it on a stand-alone “test” computer, but, to his great surprise, found that the tape held no data. He immediately returned to the storage facility to withdraw another tape but again, upon trying to read the data, found that there were no files.

Quicker than a flash, the security manager called in a team of high-tech security consultants to diagnose his problem. He showed them his records of test after test and drill after drill that verified that all pre-storage steps to backing up the data were being implemented properly. The specialists were convinced that the off-site facility was the place to begin the investigation. As they approached the building, the security manager mentioned that while he hadn’t thought to budget for the high hourly charges of the expert consultants, they should take whatever time they needed to figure out the problem because he wanted that backup system running properly. To this, the lead consultant replied as he walked toward the door, “Well, in that case I think that I’ve got some good news and some bad news to tell you. The good news is that I’ve already identified your problem and will only have to charge you for one hour’s work.”

“That is good news,” the manager responded. “But what’s the bad news?”

“The bad news is that electrical transformer behind the storage facility. Unless you have lead walls, it’s emanating enough residual electricity to erase every tape you have in the building. You’re going to have to move your storage site.”

“But we have a very secure site here,” the manager insisted desperately. “It has a security guard, a state-of-the-art sprinkler system, and anti-static carpeting.”

“And it also has a giant, tape erasing, electrical plant in its back yard. I’m sorry, but this site will never be secure. Every backup tape that gets within 50 feet of the building is going to have all of its data erased. But look at the bright side—while you may have lost the investment in the facility, at least you found all this out before you really needed the backed up data. Take last night’s tapes to another storage location and you should be okay.”

Although security can’t be tested each day, testing must be performed frequently enough to verify the effectiveness of security initiatives.
Implementation and Day-to-Day Maintenance

Security is more than keeping hackers and other trouble-makers out of your system. It involves a host of internal practices that serve to protect information in the case of system or disk failure. Some of the main activities security managers engage in on a day-to-day basis include administering backup and virus protection mechanisms, staying abreast of software updates, managing user accounts, and monitoring system activity.

Backups

It is almost impossible to over-emphasize the need for a good backup strategy. System backups not only protect the organization in the event of hardware failure or accidental deletions, but they also protect staff against unauthorized or accidental changes made to file contents. If an error is ever made (and we all know that they are), having the option of accessing an unaltered backup can be very appealing. But reaching into those archives is a viable strategy only when backup files have been made properly—a backup of a file that contains the errors and/or viruses you are trying to eliminate usually isn’t very helpful. Similarly, backup files need to be created at appropriate intervals and themselves must be well protected from damage and destruction.

Which type of backup strategy makes sense for your organization? That depends on the types and number of files in the system, the level of technical expertise within the organization, and the organization’s commitment to security—information that can be found in the results of a well-executed risk assessment (see Chapter 2). Even after needs unique to the organization have been identified, however, there are several more overarching issues that need to be considered before establishing backup plans:

1) What amount of exposure to data loss can your organization comfortably tolerate?
2) How old is your equipment? How reliable is it?
3) What is the nature of your workplace? Do you process new data everyday?

Recommended practices concerning actual backup procedures are included in Chapter 6.
To further evaluate the type of backup strategy that will best meet your organization's needs, also weigh the following factors:

1) The time and effort required to make changes to the files:
   If changes to the file take only a little time, backing up those changes may not be imperative. If the changes require a great deal of work (e.g., entering data collected from a long form), don't risk that effort and instead back it up frequently.

2) The time and effort required to back up the files:
   If the actual backing up process requires little effort, why put it off? If it is time consuming, be more aware of proper timing.

3) The value of the data:
   If the data are particularly valuable, back them up more often. If not, frequent backup may be less necessary.

4) The rate of file change:
   If a document changes rapidly (e.g., because of the operator's speed in data entry), more frequent backup is probably needed.

You may choose a combination of complete and partial backup routines. However, when initiating any system, a complete backup should first be done to serve as a reference point.

In general, there are three types of backup strategies:

1) A *complete* backup—backing up your *entire* hard drive. The advantage of this strategy is its completeness; you will get a snapshot of all your hard disk's contents.

2) A *partial* backup—only backing up *selected* directories. This is useful and efficient if your work is concentrated in a specific area of your hard disk.

3) An *incremental* backup—only backing up those files that have been *changed* since the last backup. It means using backup software to scan the files to see if they have been changed since the last backup cycle. If so, the file is saved; if not, the previous backup is maintained.

Above all, devise a backup strategy that is realistic for your organization's setting.

So how do all of these factors get synthesized into an effective strategy for meeting an organization's needs? The answer is simple: use the information available in order to devise a backup plan that is most likely to be implemented. Whatever the solution might be, be creative enough to develop the strategy that is most likely to ensure that your data gets backed up. It is imperative to establish realistic policies based on your agency's environment.

In any case, set a backup schedule that fits your agency's needs and work style and stick with it. Here are a few examples of common backup routines:

- Twice daily: partial at noon, full at end of day
- Once daily: full backup at end of day
- Three times weekly: full backup at end of every other day
- Twice weekly: full backup Tuesday, partial on Thursday
- Once a week: full backup
- Monthly: full backup
A last major planning issue to consider is what to do with backup files once they have been created. The choice of backup location depends on the agency's needs, resources, and ability to secure its physical structure (see Chapter 5). Any single option, or mixture of options, can be chosen as long as they meet the site's needs and have a realistic chance of being implemented. Backup storage options include:

**Option A** In the same room—great for easily recovering files after data loss, but bad if a threat gets "in" the room.

**Option B** In the same building—less convenient for correcting mistakes, but physical separation increases security as a single event is less likely to damage everything.

**Option C** In a secure, off-site location—not convenient at all for quick data recovery, but excellent for protection if maintained in a secure facility.

Like all security decisions, selecting a location for off-site storage facilities should be based on risk assessment findings. If, for example, risk assessment shows that an earthquake is the threat of chief concern, locating an off-site storage facility 100 miles away but along the same fault line makes little sense. Similarly, if risk assessment identifies flood as a paramount threat, the location of off-site storage should be outside the same flood plain.

**Virus Protection**

Any machine that is connected to a network or that interacts with others via diskettes or a modem is vulnerable to rogue programs: computer viruses, worms, Trojan horses, and the like. It is the security manager's duty to develop and monitor procedures for preventing viruses and other rogue programs from infiltrating the system. As a rule of thumb, no diskette from outside the system (including brand name, shrink-wrapped software) should ever be used on a system machine without first having been scanned by an up-to-date antivirus program.

The most effective protection against a virus is having a clean, up-to-date backup file.

**Software Updates**

It goes without saying that computer systems have bugs. Even operating systems, upon which we depend for so much of the protection of our information, have bugs. Because of this, software publishers release updates on a frequent basis. Often these updates are, in fact, plugs for holes in the software's security that have been discovered. It is important that whenever these bugs are identified, the system manager takes all action possible to remedy them as soon as possible in order to minimize exposure.

A corollary to the "bug problem" deals with the source for obtaining upgrades to software. Many computer systems and software packages come with support from the manufacturer or supplier. Remedies that come directly from such a source tend to be trustworthy and can usually be

Option C, "In a secure off-site location," is the best option from purely a security perspective. See Chapter 5 for recommendations on securing a location.

See Chapter 6 for more specific guidelines about combating viruses and other rogue programming.
Effective security demands "checks and balances" so that every user, including the system administrator and security manager, is accountable for system activity—no one should be able to print his or her own paycheck without being monitored.

As a general rule, trust manufacturer upgrades more than those that are posted on the Internet.

User Account Management

As stated throughout this chapter, a single person needs to have primary responsibility for an information system. For this person, the security manager or systems administrator, to effectively supervise the system, he or she needs to have access to all system components and files—access that is commonly referred to as "system administrator privileges." It is generally considered to be good practice to share system administrator access privileges with someone other than the system administrator; if for no other reason than to have emergency system access should the administrator ever become unavailable. But, having said this, such total access also requires total accountability, and should be limited to the fewest number of staff as is necessary to keep the system secure—after all, each person with total system access has the ability to override any and all security features.

Users other than the system manager (and an accountable replacement in case of emergency) should be given access to the system based solely on their job needs. Restricting user access minimizes the opportunities for accidents and other possibly inappropriate actions (see Chapter 8). Through the use of user accounts, each authorized user is identified before accessing the system, and any action that is made by that user is classified as such.

Users should be given access only to files and systems that they need to do their jobs, and nothing more.

System Use Monitoring

System monitoring can be done by either the security manager or by software designed specifically for that purpose. Monitoring a system involves looking at all aspects of the system, identifying patterns of regular use, and searching for anything unusual. Most operating systems store information about system use in special files referred to as log files. Examination of these log files on a regular basis is often the first line of defense in detecting unauthorized use of the system. System managers should:

1. Compare lists of currently logged-in users and past log-in histories. Most users typically log in and out at roughly the same time each day. An account logged in outside the "normal" time for the account may be a sign of unauthorized activity and require investigation and explanation.

2. Check system logs for unusual error messages. For example, a large number of failed log-in attempts in a short period of time may indicate that someone is trying to guess passwords.
It Really Happens!

Steve was serious about the security of his school’s computer system. And although some folks may have thought that he was perhaps too serious, it didn’t stop him from making them toe the security line all the same. He was a no-nonsense kind of security manager.

When he noticed some extraordinarily odd system activity one afternoon during his daily (but randomly timed) monitoring operations, he was fast on the trail of the troublemaker. Steve knew he was an efficient security manager, but he surprised even himself by so quickly tracing the violations back to Mrs. Todd, the fifth-grade teacher. He should have known to never have trusted Mrs. Todd. No one could be that nice—it had to be a ruse.

Steve marched down the hall and through the door into the empty classroom in time to find the culprit still seated at her computer. He could barely control himself, “What in the world do you think you’re doing? You could lose your job for hacking my system. In fact, I’m going to do my best to see that you do!”

As Steve could have predicted, Mrs. Todd denied that she had done anything improper. “But, Mr. Johnson, what are you talking about?... And please don’t use that tone with me.”

“Tone?” Steve replied in amazement. “You’re lucky that all I use is ‘tone’ with you. Now let me see what you’re doing here.” He walked behind Mrs. Todd’s desk and looked at her monitor screen. “Hmm,” Steve thought out loud, surprised to see that she was working on the electronic grade book that was on her own hard drive and didn’t require being logged on to the network. “What were you doing before I got here? Were you on the network?”

Mrs. Todd looked puzzled, “No, I’ve been in my grade book since the children left. Why?”

Before Steve could continue with his interrogation, Mrs. Yow, the Principal, charged into the room. “What is all the commotion about, Steve? I could hear you hollering half-way down the hall.’

“I caught Mrs. Todd tampering with the report card files on the network. It’s a serious offense to our security system.”

Mrs. Todd was quick to defend herself. “He did no such thing, Mrs. Yow. He couldn’t have caught me doing that because I would never do such a thing. Look, I’m working on my own grade book.”

Steve was surprised that Mrs. Todd was able to maintain such a straight face when he had caught her nearly red-handed. But before he could say anything, Mrs. Yow reached for Mrs. Todd’s keyboard. She hit a few function keys and clicked the mouse once or twice. Steve could tell that she was pulling up an audit trail of the computer’s use. He loved having a principal who knew her way around the equipment!

“Steve,” Mrs. Yow asked, “what time did the violation take place?”

“Three o’clock,” he replied, “right after last period. That’s when Mrs. Todd said she got on the computer. Quite a coincidence, huh?”

The principal stared at him, “It must have been a coincidence, because the audit trail shows that she’s been in her grade book file since 3:02 p.m. No activity before that since eight o’clock this morning.” Mrs. Yow frowned at Steve before looking apologetically at the fifth-grade teacher, “I’m sorry Mrs. Todd. He may get carried away sometimes, but he does have a big job in keeping our network safe.” She looked back at Steve, “Did you really need to make such a scene when you weren’t even sure that you were accusing the right person?”

Steve tried to reply, but Mrs. Todd cut him off. “That’s okay, he must have really thought he had found the culprit.” She laughed, “Me, a computer hacker, isn’t that a story?”

Steve looked at the woman who now defended him. Just moments earlier, he had wrongly accused her of hacking and had threatened her job. So, she might really be that sweet after all.

“Come on, Steve,” Mrs. Yow finally said, breaking the silence, “we’ve got a hacker to identify. This time, no going off half-cocked with accusations until we know what we’re talking about.”

Post-script: Over the next two weeks, Steve and Mrs. Yow monitored a hacker who was masquerading as several different staff members (including Mrs. Yow) and attempting to enter protected report card files. After
much analysis, Steve identified a bug in the password software that allowed the hacker to misrepresent himself as an authorized user. Once this was accomplished, they were able to trace the unauthorized activities back to the machine from which the intruder was working—and, subsequently, were able to catch the eighth-grade student who was trying to pull off the charade. After dealing with the troublesome student appropriately (during which time Steve let Mrs. Yow do most of the talking), Steve again apologized to sweet Mrs. Todd for his unwarranted accusations and unprofessional behavior.

The task of systems monitoring is not as daunting as it may seem. Security managers can execute many monitoring tasks periodically throughout the day during even the briefest of free moments (e.g., while waiting on hold on the telephone). By executing the commands frequently, the manager will rapidly become familiar with seeing "normal" activities and become better able to spot things that are out of the ordinary.

The single most important thing about monitoring system use is that it be done regularly. Picking one day out of the month to monitor the system is not a solid security strategy, since a breach can take place in a matter of hours or even minutes. Only by maintaining a constant vigil can you expect to detect security violations in time to react to them—hence one appeal of monitoring software that, unlike even the most dedicated of administrators, is able to work 24 hours and seven days a week.

Despite the advantages that regular system monitoring provides, some intruders will be aware of the standard log-in mechanisms used by systems they are attacking and will actively attempt to evade these mechanisms. Thus, while regular monitoring is useful in detecting intruders, it does not guarantee that your system is secure and should not be considered an infallible method of detecting unauthorized use.

A Final (But Very Important) Question

Q. How does a security manager verify that the system for which he or she is responsible is actually secure?

A. 1) Read this document and follow the security guidelines as outlined in the checklists at the end of each chapter.

2) Practice, drill, and test each and every security measure being implemented.

Security Management Checklist

While it may be tempting to simply refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to your organization's specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to maximize the effectiveness of any given guideline.
The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Check Points for Policy Development and Implementation</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1) Has it been communicated to staff that protecting the system is in everyone's best interests?</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Has an effort been made to increase staff awareness of security issues?</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Has appropriate staff security training been provided?</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Are security activities regularly monitored (see Step 14 below)?</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) Has administrator support been garnered?</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>6) Has user support been sought?</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7) Has a security breach response plan been developed?</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8) Have contingency plans been developed to deal with significant and probable threats (addressing the issues raised on pages 42-44)?</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9) Are response and contingency plans frequently and exhaustively tested?</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10) Has a backup plan been developed and implemented?</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11) Is a virus protection system in place?</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12) Are software updates tracked?</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13) Are user accounts managed appropriately?</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14) Is system use monitored appropriately?</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most people think about locks, bars, alarms, and uniformed guards when they think about security. While these countermeasures are by no means the only precautions that need to be considered when trying to secure an information system, they are a perfectly logical place to begin. Physical security is a vital part of any security plan and is fundamental to all security efforts—without it, information security (Chapter 6), software security (Chapter 7), user access security (Chapter 8), and network security (Chapter 9) are considerably more difficult, if not impossible, to initiate. Physical security refers to the protection of building sites and equipment (and all information and software contained therein) from theft, vandalism, natural disaster, manmade catastrophes, and accidental damage (e.g., from electrical surges, extreme temperatures, and spilled coffee). It requires solid building construction, suitable emergency preparedness, reliable power supplies, adequate climate control, and appropriate protection from intruders.

Commonly Asked Questions

Q. How can I implement adequate site security when I am stuck in an old and decrepit facility?

A. Securing your site is usually the result of a series of compromises—what you need versus what you can afford and implement. Ideally, old and unusable buildings are replaced by modern and more serviceable facilities, but that is not always the case in the real world. If you find yourself in this situation, use the risk assessment process described in Chapter 2 to identify your vulnerabilities and become aware of your preferred security solutions. Implement those solutions that you can, with the understanding that any steps you take make your system that much more secure than it had been. When it comes time to argue for new facilities, documenting those vulnerabilities that were not addressed earlier should contribute to your evidence of need.
Even if we wanted to implement these physical security guidelines, how would we go about doing so?

Deciding which recommendations to adopt is the most important step. Your risk assessment results should arm you with the information required to make sound decisions. Your findings might even show that not every guideline is required to meet the specific needs of your site (and there will certainly be some variation based on need priorities). Once decided on, however, actually initiating a strategy is often as simple as raising staff awareness and insisting on adherence to regulations. Some strategies might require basic "handyman" skills to install simple equipment (e.g., key locks, fire extinguishers, and surge protectors), while others definitely demand the services of consultants or contractors with special expertise (e.g., window bars, automatic fire equipment, and alarm systems). In any case, if the organization determines that it is necessary and feasible to implement a given security strategy, installing equipment should not require effort beyond routine procedures for completing internal work orders and hiring reputable contractors.

What if my budget won't allow for hiring full-time security guards?

Hiring full-time guards is only one of many options for dealing with security monitoring activities. Part-time staff on watch during particularly critical periods is another. So are video cameras and the use of other staff (from managers to receptionists) who are trained to monitor security as a part of their duties. The point is that by brainstorming a range of possible countermeasure solutions you can come up with several effective ways to monitor your workplace. The key is that the function is being performed. How it is done is secondary—and completely up to the organization and its unique requirements.

Policy Issues

Physical security requires that building site(s) be safeguarded in a way that minimizes the risk of resource theft and destruction. To accomplish this, decision-makers must be concerned about building construction, room assignments, emergency procedures, regulations governing equipment placement and use, power supplies, product handling, and relationships with outside contractors and agencies.

The physical plant must be satisfactorily secured to prevent those people who are not authorized to enter the site and use equipment from doing so. A building does not need to feel like a fort to be safe. Well-conceived plans to secure a building can be initiated without adding undue burden on your staff. After all, if they require access, they will receive it—as long as they were aware of, and abide by, the organization's stated security policies and guidelines (see Chapter 3). The only way to ensure this is to demand that before any person is given access to your system, they have first signed and returned a valid Security Agreement. This necessary security policy is too important to permit exceptions.
Physical Security Countermeasures

The following countermeasures address physical security concerns that could affect your site(s) and equipment. These strategies are recommended when risk assessment identifies or confirms the need to counter potential breaches in the physical security of your system.

Countermeasures come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and levels of complexity. This document endeavors to describe a range of strategies that are potentially applicable to life in education organizations. In an effort to maintain this focus, those countermeasures that are unlikely to be applied in education organizations are not included here. If after your risk assessment, for example, your security team determines that your organization requires high-end countermeasures like retinal scanners or voice analyzers, you will need to refer to other security references and perhaps even need to hire a reliable technical consultant.

Select only those countermeasures that meet perceived needs as identified during risk assessment (Chapter 2) and support security policy (Chapter 3).

Create a Secure Environment: Building and Room Construction:

- Don’t arouse unnecessary interest in your critical facilities: A secure room should have “low” visibility (e.g., there should not be signs in front of the building and scattered throughout the hallways announcing “expensive equipment and sensitive information this way”).
- Maximize structural protection: A secure room should have full height walls and fireproof ceilings.
- Minimize external access (doors): A secure room should only have one or two doors—they should be solid, fireproof, lockable, and observable by assigned security staff. Doors to the secure room should never be propped open.
- Minimize external access (windows): A secure room should not have excessively large windows. All windows should have locks.
- Maintain locking devices responsibly: Locking doors and windows can be an effective security strategy as long as appropriate authorities maintain the keys and combinations responsibly. If there is a breach, each compromised lock should be changed.
- Investigate options other than traditional keyhole locks for securing areas as is reasonable: Based on the findings from your risk assessment (see Chapter 2), consider alternative physical security
strategies such as window bars, anti-theft cabling (i.e., an alarm sounds when any piece of equipment is disconnected from the system), magnetic key cards, and motion detectors.

Recognize that some countermeasures are ideals and may not be feasible if, for example, your organization is housed in an old building.

- Be prepared for fire emergencies: In an ideal world, a secure room should be protected from fire by an automatic fire-fighting system. Note that water can damage electronic equipment, so carbon dioxide systems or halogen agents are recommended. If implemented, staff must be trained to use gas masks and other protective equipment. Manual fire fighting equipment (i.e., fire extinguishers) should also be readily available and staff should be properly trained in their use.

- Maintain a reasonable climate within the room: A good rule of thumb is that if people are comfortable, then equipment is usually comfortable—but even if people have gone home for the night, room temperature and humidity cannot be allowed to reach extremes (i.e., it should be kept between 50 and 80 degrees Fahrenheit and 20 and 80 percent humidity). Note that it’s not freezing temperatures that damage disks, but the condensation that forms when they thaw out.

- Be particularly careful with non-essential materials in a secure computer room: Technically, this guideline should read “no eating, drinking, or smoking near computers,” but it is quite probably impossible to convince staff to implement such a regulation. Other non-essential materials that can cause problems in a secure environment and, therefore, should be eliminated include curtains, reams of paper, and other flammables.

Security is measured not by its effect on theory, but by its effect on reality!

**KEEP DOOR CLOSED AT ALL TIMES**

**Absolutely NO Food or Drink Allowed**

Don’t say it if you don’t mean it—instuting policies that you don’t bother to enforce makes users wonder whether you’re serious about other rules as well.
Guard Equipment:

- **Keep critical systems separate from general systems:** Prioritize equipment based on its criticality and its role in processing sensitive information (see Chapter 2). Store it in secured areas based on those priorities.

- **House computer equipment wisely:** Equipment should not be able to be seen or reached from window and door openings, nor should it be housed near radiators, heating vents, air conditioners, or other duct work. Workstations that do not routinely display sensitive information should always be stored in open, visible spaces to prevent covert use.

- **Protect cabling, plugs, and other wires from foot traffic:** Tripping over loose wires is dangerous to both personnel and equipment.

- **Keep a record of your equipment:** Maintain up-to-date logs of equipment manufacturers, models, and serial numbers in a secure location. Be sure to include a list of all attached peripheral equipment. Consider videotaping the equipment (including close-up shots) as well. Such clear evidence of ownership can be helpful when dealing with insurance companies.

- **Maintain and repair equipment:** Have plans in place for emergency repair of critical equipment. Either have a technician who is trained to do repairs on staff or make arrangements with someone who has ready access to the site when repair work is needed. If funds allow, consider setting up maintenance contracts for your critical equipment. Local computer suppliers often offer service contracts for equipment they sell, and many workstation and mainframe vendors also provide such services. Once you’ve set up the contract, be sure that contact information is kept readily available. **Technical support** telephone numbers, maintenance contract numbers, customer identification numbers, equipment serial numbers, and mail-in information should be posted or kept in a log book near the system for easy reference. Remember that computer repair technicians may be in a position to access your confidential information, so make sure that they know and follow your policies regarding outside employees and contractors who access your system.

---

**Who Needs a Maintenance Contract?**

"Percussive maintenance" is the fine art of pounding on a piece of sensitive electronic equipment until it returns to proper working order.

---

**Locking critical equipment in a secure closet can be an excellent security strategy if risk assessment findings establish that it is warranted.**
Losing a computer to theft has both financial costs (the replacement value of the equipment) and information costs (the files contained on the hard drive).

Rebuff Theft:

- **Identify your equipment as yours in an overt way:** Mark your equipment in an obvious, permanent, and easily identifiable way. Use bright (even fluorescent) paint on keyboards, monitor backs and sides, and computer bodies. It may decrease the resale value of the components, but thieves cannot remove these types of identifiers as easily as they can adhesive labels.

- **Identify your equipment as yours in a covert way:** Label the inside of equipment with the organization's name and contact information to serve as powerful evidence of ownership.

- **Make unauthorized tampering with equipment difficult:** Replace regular body case screws with Allen-type screws or comparable devices that require a special tool (e.g., an Allen wrench) to open them.

- **Limit and monitor access to equipment areas:** Keep an up-to-date list of personnel authorized to access sensitive areas. Never allow equipment to be moved or serviced unless the task is pre-authorized and the service personnel can produce an authentic work order and verify who they are. Require picture or other forms of identification if necessary. Logs of all such activity should be maintained. Staff should be trained to always err on the cautious side (and the organization must support such caution even when it proves to be inconvenient).

Attend to Portable Equipment and Computers:

- **Never leave a laptop computer unattended:** Small, expensive things often disappear very quickly—even more quickly from public places and vehicles!

While the X-ray conveyor belt is the preferred way of transporting a laptop through airport security (compared to subjecting the computer to the magnetic fields of walk-through or wand scanners), it is also a prime place for theft. Thieves love to “inadvertently” pick up the wrong bag and disappear while passengers are fumbling through their pockets to find the loose coins that keep setting off the metal detectors. Use the X-ray conveyor belt, but never take your eyes off your laptop!

- **Store laptop computers wisely:** Secure laptops in a hotel safe rather than a hotel room, in a hotel room rather than a car, and in a car trunk rather than the back seat.

- **Stow laptop computers appropriately:** Just because a car trunk is safer than its back seat doesn’t mean that the laptop won’t be damaged by an unsecured tire jack. Even if the machine isn’t stolen, it can be ruined all the same. Stow the laptop and its battery safely!

- **Don’t leave a laptop computer in a car trunk overnight or for long periods of time:** In cold weather, condensation can form and damage the machine. In warm weather, high temperatures (amplified by the confined space) can also damage hard drives.
It Really Happens!

Jack’s briefcase was his life. Well, maybe it wasn’t his whole life, but it definitely contained the better part of his professional life. It held his grade book, his lesson plans, his master’s thesis—all very important things in the world of a middle school teacher.

And it wouldn’t be an exaggeration to say that Jack sure was surprised when his life (the briefcase) went up in flames one afternoon in the school cafeteria. He couldn’t explain it, but nonetheless he found himself sitting in front of the district technologist trying to do exactly that—explain why his briefcase caught on fire and ruined, among more important things to him, the spare battery he was carrying for the school’s laptop computer.

“So,” the technologist asked, “you’re saying that you’re surprised that your briefcase caught on fire? Well, let me tell you, I’m glad that it was only your bag that was damaged. Didn’t you know that the exposed terminals of a battery can cause a spark? Didn’t you know that any piece of metal, even a paper clip, can serve as the conduit? That’s all it takes: an improperly stored battery, a paper clip and anything combustible—and wham, you’ve got yourself a fire. Your home could have gone up in flames last night because of it. Or your school could have this afternoon. Didn’t you know that?”

Jack almost replied that, of course, he hadn’t known about all of those dangers, and that the technologist should have warned him about them before he had borrowed the laptop and extra battery. But instead he just shook his head sheepishly. After all, along with his grade book, lesson plans, and master’s thesis, he had just burned a $200 dollar laptop battery that didn’t belong to him.

Regulate Power Supplies:

- Be prepared for fluctuations in the electrical power supply: Do so by (1) plugging all electrical equipment into surge suppressors or electrical power filters; and (2) using Uninterruptible Power Sources (UPSs) to serve as auxiliary electrical supplies to critical equipment in the event of power outages.

- Protect power supplies from environmental threats: Consider having a professional electrician design or redesign your electrical system to better withstand fires, floods, and other disasters.

- Select outlet use carefully: Although little thought generally goes into plugging equipment into an outlet, machines that draw heavily from a power source can affect, and be affected by, smaller equipment that draws energy from the same outlet.

- Guard against the negative effects of static electricity in the office place: Install anti-static carpeting and anti-static pads, use anti-static sprays, and encourage staff to refrain from touching metal and other static-causing agents before using computer equipment.

Protect Output:

- Keep photocopiers, fax machines, and scanners in public view: These types of equipment are very powerful tools for disseminating information—so powerful, in fact, that their use must be monitored.

- Assign printers to users with similar security clearances: You don’t want employees looking at sensitive financial information (e.g., staff salaries) or confidential student information (e.g., individual records) while they are waiting for their documents to print. It is better to dedicate a printer to the Director of Finance than to
have sensitive data scattered around a general use printer. Don't hesitate to put printers in locked rooms if that is what the situation demands.

- **Label printed information appropriately**: Confidential printouts should be clearly identified as such.
- **Demand suitable security procedures of common carriers when shipping/receiving confidential information**: Mail, delivery, messenger, and courier services should be required to meet your organization's security standards when handling your confidential information.
- **Dispose of confidential waste adequately**: Print copies of confidential information should not be placed in common dumpsters unless shredded. (Comparable requirements for discarding electronic copies of confidential information can be found in Chapter 6.)

---

**It Really Happens!**

Dr. Hamilton was everything that a school district could ask for. She was a great visionary, a trusted leader, and an excellent superintendent... but she was terrible with the piles of paper she kept on her desk. Luckily for her and the district, she had an equally competent secretary. Lucy was always one step ahead of Dr. Hamilton with the paperwork. She knew where to find the latest draft of the letter to the Board. She knew which form needed to be completed by when. She knew how many copies of the monthly report needed to be run off.

One afternoon, Dr. Hamilton came running out of her office to Lucy's desk, "You haven't shredded those papers I gave you this morning yet, have you?"

As was always the case, Lucy had, of course, completed the task shortly after it had been handed to her. She told Dr. Hamilton so, and asked what was the matter.

"I think that I accidentally gave you my only copy of the speech I'm giving to the Chamber of Commerce tonight," the distraught woman replied, knowing that she'd never be able to reproduce the outline in time for the meeting.

"Don't worry," Lucy said, beaming with pride that her forethought was about to again pay off, "I make backup copies of every sheet of paper you give me before I turn on that paper shredder. Let's look in my filing cabinet."

Dr. Hamilton let out a deep sigh of relief—Lucy had again saved the day. Suddenly, however, the astute superintendent paused, "What do you mean you make copies of everything I give you before you turn on the paper shredder?"

---

*Don't throw a monkey-wrench into the machinery.* —Philander Johnson

---
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Physical Security Checklist

While it may be tempting to simply refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to your organization’s specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to maximize the effectiveness of any given guideline.

Security Checklist for Chapter 5

The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Check Points for Physical Security</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Create a Secure Environment: Building and Room Construction</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) Does each secure room or facility have low visibility (e.g., no unnecessary signs)?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Has the room or facility been constructed with full-height walls?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Has the room or facility been constructed with a fireproof ceiling?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Are there two or fewer doorways?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) Are doors solid and fireproof?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6) Are doors equipped with locks?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7) Are window openings to secure areas kept as small as possible?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8) Are windows equipped with locks?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9) Are keys and combinations to door and window locks secured responsibly?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10) Have alternatives to traditional lock and key security measures (e.g., bars, anti-theft cabling, magnetic key cards, and motion detectors) been considered?</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11) Have both automatic and manual fire equipment been properly installed?

12) Are personnel properly trained for fire emergencies?

13) Are acceptable room temperatures always maintained (i.e., between 50 and 80 degrees Fahrenheit)?

14) Are acceptable humidity ranges always maintained (i.e., between 20 and 80 percent)?

15) Are eating, drinking, and smoking regulations in place and enforced?

16) Has all non-essential, potentially flammable, material (e.g., curtains and stacks of computer paper) been removed from secure areas?

**Guard Equipment**

17) Has equipment been identified as critical or general use, and segregated appropriately?

18) Is equipment housed out of sight and reach from doors and windows, and away from radiators, heating vents, air conditioners, and other duct work?

19) Are plugs, cabling, and other wires protected from foot traffic?

20) Are up-to-date records of all equipment brand names, model names, and serial numbers kept in a secure location?

21) Have qualified technicians (staff or vendors) been identified to repair critical equipment if and when it fails?

22) Has contact information for repair technicians (e.g., telephone numbers, customer numbers, maintenance contract numbers) been stored in a secure but accessible place?

23) Are repair workers and outside technicians required to adhere to the organization's security policies concerning sensitive information?

**Rebuff Theft**

24) Has all equipment been labeled in an overt way that clearly and permanently identifies its owner (e.g., the school name)?
25) Has all equipment been labeled in a covert way that only authorized staff would know to look for (e.g., inside the cover)?

26) Have steps been taken to make it difficult for unauthorized people to tamper with equipment (e.g., by replacing case screws with Allen-type screws)?

27) Have security staff been provided up-to-date lists of personnel and their respective access authority?

28) Are security staff required to verify identification of unknown people before permitting access to facilities?

29) Are security staff required to maintain a log of all equipment taken in and out of secure areas?

### Attend to Portable Equipment and Computers

30) Do users know not to leave laptops and other portable equipment unattended outside of the office?

31) Do users know and follow proper transportation and storage procedures for laptops and other portable equipment?

### Regulate Power Supplies

32) Are surge protectors used with all equipment?

33) Are Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPSs) in place for critical systems?

34) Have power supplies been "insulated" from environmental threats by a professional electrician?

35) Has consideration been given to the use of electrical outlets so as to avoid overloading?

36) Are the negative effects of static electricity minimized through the use of anti-static carpeting, pads, and sprays as necessary?

### Protect Output

37) Are photocopiers, fax machines, and scanners kept in open view?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38) Are printers assigned to users with similar security clearances?</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39) Is every printed copy of confidential information labeled as</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;confidential&quot;?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40) Are outside delivery services required to adhere to security</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>practices when transporting sensitive information?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41) Are all paper copies of sensitive information shredded before</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being discarded?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 6

Protecting Your System: Information Security

CHAPTER 6 IN A NUTSHELL:
Introduction to Information Security
Commonly Asked Questions
Policy Issues
Information Security Countermeasures
Information Security Checklist

Introduction to Information Security

As stated throughout this document, one of an organization's most valuable assets is its information. Local, state, and federal laws require that certain types of information (e.g., individual student records) be protected from unauthorized release (see Appendix B for a FERPA Fact Sheet). This facet of information security is often referred to as protecting confidentiality. While confidentiality is sometimes mandated by law, common sense and good practice suggest that even non-confidential information in a system should be protected as well—not necessarily from unauthorized release as much as from unauthorized modification and unacceptable influences on its accessibility.

Components of Information Security
- **Confidentiality:** Preventing unauthorized disclosure and use of information
- **Integrity:** Preventing unauthorized creation, modification, or deletion of information
- **Availability:** Preventing unauthorized delay or denial of information

Commonly Asked Questions

**Q.** If an organization maintains physical, software, and user access security, isn't information security addressed by default?

**A.** Yes and no. Information backups and their storage are surely safer when the building is secure, software is used properly, and unauthorized users are effectively restricted. However, these security features are meaningless if the information that is being backed up and stored wasn’t maintained in a sound way in the first place. While there is no doubt that physical, software, and user access security strategies all...
While encryption prevents others from reading your information, encrypted files can still be damaged or destroyed so that they are no longer of any use to you.

**Policy Issues**

Perhaps more than any other aspect of system security, protecting information requires specific procedural and behavioral activities. Information security requires that data files be properly created, labeled, stored, and backed up. If you consider the number of files that each employee uses, these tasks clearly constitute a significant undertaking. Policy-makers can positively affect this effort by conducting an accurate risk assessment (including properly identifying sensitive information maintained in the system). They should also provide organizational support to the security manager as he or she implements and monitors security regulations. The security manager must be given the authority and budget necessary for training staff appropriately and subsequently enforcing information security procedures at all levels of the organizational hierarchy.

A final consideration for policy-makers is information retention and disposal. All information has a finite life cycle, and policy-makers should make sure that mechanisms are in place to ensure that information that is no longer of use is disposed of properly.

**Information Threats (Examples)**

As discussed more completely in Chapter 2, a threat is any action, actor, or event that contributes to risk. Examples of information threats include:

- Natural events (e.g., lightning strikes, and aging and dirty media)
- Intentional acts of destruction (e.g., hacking and viruses)
- Unintentionally destructive acts (e.g., accidental downloading of computer viruses, programming errors, and unwise use of magnetic materials in the office)

Isn't there software that can protect my information?

Yes, a variety of software products can help your organization in its effort to secure its information and system, but only a thorough, well-conceived, and committed effort to develop and implement an overarching security plan will prove effective in the long run.

Doesn't it make sense to just go ahead and encrypt all information?

Not necessarily. Encryption and decryption are time consuming. If information is confidential, then additional time for encrypting and decrypting makes sense. But if the files aren't confidential, why would you slow down processing speed for an unnecessary step? And while encryption is a good practice for sensitive information or information that is being transmitted over unsecured lines, it should be noted that it is not a complete security strategy in itself. Encrypting information protects files from breaches in confidentiality, but the risks of unauthorized or accidental modification (including destruction) and/or denial of use are still real.
Information Security Countermeasures

The following countermeasures address information security concerns that could affect your site(s). These strategies are recommended when risk assessment identifies or confirms the need to counter potential breaches in your system's information security.

Countermeasures come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and levels of complexity. This document endeavors to describe a range of strategies that are potentially applicable to life in education organizations. In an effort to maintain this focus, those countermeasures that are unlikely to be applied in education organizations are not included here. If after your risk assessment, for example, your security team determines that your organization requires high-end countermeasures like retinal scanners or voice analyzers, you will need to refer to other security references and perhaps hire a reliable technical consultant.

Transmit Information Securely (including e-mail):

- **Use e-mail only for routine office communication**: Never send sensitive information as e-mail. If e-mail absolutely must be used, encrypt the file and send it as an attachment rather than in the text of the e-mail message.

- **Encrypt everything before it leaves your workstation**: Even your password needs to be encrypted before leaving the workstation on its way to the network server—otherwise it could be intercepted as it travels network connections.

- **Physically protect your data encryption devices and keys**: Store them away from the computer but remember where you put them. Use the same common-sense principles of protection you should be giving your bank card's personal identification number (PIN).

- **Inform staff that all messages sent with or over the organization’s computers belong to the organization**: This is a nice way of saying that everything in the office is subject to monitoring.

- **Use dial-up communication only when necessary**: Do so only after the line has been satisfactorily evaluated for security. Do not publicly list dial-up communication telephone numbers.

- **Confirm that outside networks from which there are dial-ins satisfy your security requirements**: Install automatic terminal identification, dial-back, and encryption features (technical schemes that protect transmissions to and from off-site users).

- **Verify the receiver’s authenticity before sending information anywhere**: Ensure that users on the receiving end are who they represent themselves to be by verifying:
  a. **Something they should know**—a password or encryption key; this is the least expensive measure but also the least secure.
  b. **Something they should have**—for example, an electronic keycard or smart card.

A countermeasure is a step planned and taken in opposition to another act or potential act.

Select only those countermeasures that meet perceived needs as identified during risk assessment and support security policy.

Countermeasures like biometrics are probably beyond the realm of possibility (and necessity) in most, if not all, education organizations.
Pre-arranged transmission times set for the middle of the night (e.g., 1:37 a.m.) may seem odd, but they can increase security because there is less traffic on telephone lines and fewer hackers snooping around at such odd hours.

Consider setting up pre-arranged transmission times with regular information trading partners: If you know to expect transmissions from your trading partners at specific times and suddenly find yourself receiving a message at a different time, you'll know to scrutinize that message more closely. Is it really your trading partner sending the message? Why has the pre-arranged time been ignored? Has the message been intercepted and consequently knocked off schedule?

Maintain security when shipping and receiving materials: When sending sensitive information through the mail, or by messenger or courier, require that all outside service providers meet or exceed your security requirements.

Present Information for Use in a Secure and Protected Way:

1. Practice “views” and “table-design” applications: A “view” selects only certain fields within a table of information for display, based on the user’s access rights. Other table fields are excluded from the user’s view and are thus protected from use. For example, although a school record system may contain a range of information about each student, Food Services staff can view only information related to their work and Special Education staff can view only information related to their work. This type of system maintains information much more securely than traditional paper systems, while at the same time increasing statistical utility and accountability options.

2. Use “key identifiers” to link segregated information: If record information is maintained in a segregated manner (e.g., testing files are kept in a different database than special education files) for security purposes, a common file identifier (e.g., a Social Security Number) can be used to match records without unnecessarily divulging the identity of individuals and compromising confidentiality.

Back up Information Appropriately (see Chapter 4):

1. Back up not only information, but also the programs you use to access information: Back up operating system utilities so that you retain access to them even if your hard drive goes down. Also maintain current copies of critical application software and documentation as securely as if they were sensitive data. Caution: Some proprietary software providers may limit an organization’s legal right to make copies of programs, but most allow for responsible backup procedures. Check with your software provider.

2. Consider using backup software that includes an encryption option when backing up sensitive information: Encryption provides additional security that is well worth the extra effort, since it ensures that even if unauthorized users access your backup files, they still can’t break confidentiality without also having access to
your encryption key. If you adopt this recommendation, be sure to change your encryption key regularly.

- **Verify that your backups are written to the disk or tape accurately:** Choose a backup program that has a verification feature.

- **Rotate backup tapes:** Although backup tapes are usually quite reliable, they tend to lose data over time when under constant use. Retire tapes after two to three months of regular use (i.e., about 60 uses) to a backup activity that requires less regular use (e.g., program backups). Also note that routine tape drive cleaning can result in longer tape life.

- **Maintain a log of all backup dates, locations, and responsible personnel:** Accountability is an excellent motivator for getting things done properly. Remember to store the logs securely.

- **Avoid over-backing up:** Too many backup files can confuse users and thereby increase the possibility of exposing sensitive information. Clear hard drives, servers, and other storage media that contain old backup files to save space once you have properly secured (and verified) the last complete and partial backup.

- **Test your backup system:** This point has been made numerous times throughout the document, but it truly cannot be overemphasized!

---

Store Information Properly (see Chapter 5):

- **Apply recommended storage principles as found in this document to both original and backup files alike:** Backup files require the same levels of security as do the master files (e.g., if the original file is confidential, so is its backup).

- **Clearly label disks, tapes, containers, cabinets, and other storage devices:** Contents and sensitivity should be prominently marked so that there is less chance of mistaken identity.
As Principal Brown’s secretary, Marsha didn’t have time for all the difficulties she was having with her computer—well, it wasn’t really her computer that was having problems, but her most important files (and that was worse). Fed up with having to retype so many lost files, she finally called in the vendor who had sold the school all of its equipment. The vendor appeared at her office promptly and asked her to describe the problem.

“Well,” Marsha explained, “I keep a copy of all of my important files on a 3½ inch disk, but when I go to use them, the files seem to have disappeared. I know that I’m copying them correctly, so I just can’t understand it. I don’t know if it’s the word processing software or what, but I’m tired of losing all of my important files.”

The vendor asked whether it was possible that Marsha was using a bad disk. “I thought about that,” she replied as if prepared for the question, “but it has happened with three different disks. It just has to be something else.” Marsha reached for a disk that was held to the metal filing cabinet next to her desk by a colorful magnet. “You try it.”

“That’s a very attractive magnet,” the vendor said as Marsha handed over the disk. “Do you always use it to hold up your disks?”

“Yes, it was a souvenir from Dr. Brown’s last conference. I just think it’s beautiful. Thanks for noticing.”

“It is beautiful,” the vendor replied, “but you know that it’s also the root of all your problems. Every time you expose a disk to that magnet, it erases the files. That’s just the way magnets and computer disks get along—like oil and water. Try storing the disk away from the magnet and your troubles, not your files, will soon disappear.”

- **Segregate sensitive information**: Never store sensitive information in such a way that it commingles with other data on floppy disks or other removable data storage media.

- **Restrict handling of sensitive information to authorized personnel**: Information, programs, and other data should be entered into, or exported from, the system only through acceptable channels and by staff with appropriate clearance.

- **Write-protect important files**: Write-protection limits accidental or malicious modification of files. Note that while write-protection is effective against some viruses, it is by no means adequate virus protection in itself.

- **Communicate clearly and immediately about security concerns**: Train staff to promptly notify the system administrator/security manager when data are, or are suspected of being, lost or damaged.

- **Create a media library if possible**: Storing backups and sensitive material in a single location allows for security to be concentrated (and perhaps even intensified). Note, however, that an on-site media library is not a substitute for off-site backup protection.
Dispose of Information in a Timely and Thorough Manner:

- Institute a specific information retention and disposal policy as determined by the organization's needs and legal requirements: All data have a finite life cycle. Consult local, federal, and state regulations for guidance before implementing the following:
  - Establish a realistic retention policy.
  - Mark files to indicate the contents, their expected life cycle, and appropriate destruction dates.
  - Do not simply erase or reformat media, but overwrite it with random binary code. Sophisticated users can still access information even after it has been erased or reformatted, whereas overwriting actually replaces the discarded information.
  - Consider degaussing (a technique to erase information on a magnetic media by introducing it to a stronger magnetic field) as an erasure option.
  - Burn, shred, or otherwise physically destroy storage media (e.g., paper) that cannot be effectively overwritten or degaussed.
- Clean tapes, disks, and hard drives that have stored sensitive data before reassigning them: Never share disks that have held sensitive data unless they have been properly cleaned. Also remember to clean magnetic storage media before returning it to a vendor for trade-ins or disposal.

Retaining data beyond its useful life exposes the organization to unnecessary risk.

Even if a vendor replaces a hard drive, require that the old one be returned so that you can verify that it has been cleaned and disposed of properly.

It Really Happens!

Trent couldn’t believe his eyes. Displayed before him on a monitor in the high school computer lab were the grades of every student in Mr. Russo’s sophomore English classes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linda Foster</td>
<td>C-, C, C+, C</td>
<td>Improving slightly, but unable to make sufficient gains; a candidate for learning disability testing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Trent had done was hit the “undelete” function in the word processing software to correct a saving mistake he had made, and suddenly a hard drive full of Mr. Russo’s files were there for the taking. Luckily for Mr. Russo, his sophomores, and the school, Trent realized that something was very wrong. He asked the lab supervisor, Ms. Jackson, where the computers had come from.

“Most of them have been recycled,” she admitted. “Teachers and administrators were given upgrades this year, so their old machines were put to good use in the labs. They should still be powerful enough to handle your word processing. Why?”

Trent showed Ms. Jackson what he had uncovered about the sophomore English students. She gasped, “Oh my goodness, they gave us all these computers without clearing the hard drives properly! I bet it’s that way across the district. Trent, you may have just saved us from a potentially disastrous situation. That information is private and certainly shouldn’t be sitting here for anyone in the computer lab to see. I’ve got some phone calls to make!”
While it may be tempting to refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to your organization’s specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to maximize the effectiveness of any given guideline.

Security Checklist for Chapter 6

The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Check Points for Information Security</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Transmit Information Securely (including e-mail)</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) Is e-mail used for only the most routine of non-sensitive office communication?</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Is everything, including passwords, encrypted before leaving user workstations?</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Are encryption keys properly secured?</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Has staff been informed that all activity on the organization’s equipment belongs to the organization and is subject to monitoring?</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) Is dial-up communication avoided as much as is possible?</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6) Are outside networks required to meet your security expectations?</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7) Is the identity of information recipients verified before transmission?</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8) Have times for information transmission been pre-arranged with regular trading partners?</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9) Are security issues considered before shipping sensitive materials?</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Information for Use in a Secure and Protected Way</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Are &quot;views&quot; and &quot;table-design&quot; applications being practiced?</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Are &quot;key identifiers&quot; used when linking segregated records?</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backup Information Appropriately</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12) Are programs that are used to access information backed up?</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Does backup software include an encryption option that is used?</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Does backup software include a verification feature that is used?</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Are backup tapes retired after a reasonable amount of use?</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Is a log of all backup dates, locations, and responsible personnel kept and maintained securely?</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) Is an effort made to avoid &quot;over-backing up&quot; (i.e., are old backups removed to avoid &quot;clutter&quot;)?</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) Does the backup system pass regularly administered tests of its effectiveness?</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Store Information Properly</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19) Are recommended storage principles applied to master files and their backups alike?</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) Are disks, tapes, containers, cabinets, and other storage devices clearly labeled?</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) Is sensitive information segregated (i.e., is it maintained separately from normal use information at all times)?</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) Is the handling of sensitive information restricted to authorized personnel?</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) Are important files write-protected?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24) Does staff know to communicate security concerns immediately?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25) Has a secure media library been created as is possible?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispose of Information in a Timely and Thorough Manner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26) Has an information retention and disposal policy been implemented?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27) Are magnetic media that contain sensitive information properly cleaned before reuse or disposal?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*There is no record in history of a nation that ever gained anything valuable by being unable to defend itself.*

—H.L. Mencken
CHAPTER 7

Protecting Your System: Software Security

CHAPTER 7 IN A NUTSHELL:
- Introduction to Software Security
- Commonly Asked Questions
- Policy Issues
- Software Security Countermeasures
- Software Security Checklist

Introduction to Software Security

Saying that software is an integral part of your computer system is like saying that the steering wheel is an integral part of an automobile. It’s an understatement if ever there was one. All the technological and mechanical muscle in the world is virtually useless without a way of controlling it—and software is precisely the means by which users control what they are doing on a computer system. Application software affects all areas of computing. It defines the concepts of word processing and spreadsheets, and allows for e-mail and other forms of electronic communication that have recently become so prevalent. Its security, therefore, is essential to the overall security of your information and system.

Commonly Asked Questions

Q. Doesn’t software come with its own security?

A. At some level, the answer is yes. Many types of software include security components within their programming, but, generally speaking, these safeguards are of a fairly simple nature. In most cases, they can be circumvented easily by skilled intruders. Effective software security requires a host of well-conceived policies aimed at software procurement, development, and use that must be realized through staff activity and organizational commitment.

Q. Isn’t software security starting to get too technical for policy-makers?

A. Not necessarily. Effective software security can demand technical knowledge and experience, but policy-makers can overcome these concerns by including technical support staff in the policy development process.
How can an organization overcome programming errors and viruses?

Any new or modified software has the potential to have programming errors. In fact, errors are a normal part of the product refinement process. Viruses, while not a normal part of any healthy process, have also become far from uncommon. But a rigorous pre-implementation testing routine (developed in coordination with technical staff) can diagnose these problems before they damage the organization's system or information. It is imperative that such testing be done on dedicated computers that are not connected to the organization's network and with dummy data in order to minimize risk.

Policy Issues

Because certain aspects of software security can become quite technical, administrators should work closely with technical staff throughout the policy-development process. Software security requires policies on software management, acquisition and development, and pre-implementation training. Unlike many personnel aspects of system security, appropriate software use requires that products and equipment match in a range of technical specifications. Policy-makers may, therefore, choose to pay close attention to the advice of technical staff when considering software issues and generating policy. Software users (virtually anyone who turns on a computer) should also be surveyed about the types of software required to perform their jobs, the ways in which those pieces of software are used, and the kinds and amount of training that are necessary to properly prepare staff to meet their job requirements.

Software Threats (Examples)

Examples of software threats include:
- Natural events (e.g., aging and dirty media)
- Intentional acts of destruction (e.g., hacking, creation of computer viruses, and copyright infringement)
- Unintentionally destructive acts (e.g., accidental downloading of computer viruses, losing instructions, and programming errors)

As discussed more completely in Chapter 2, a threat is any action, actor, or event that contributes to risk.

Software Security Countermeasures

The following countermeasures address software security concerns that could affect your site(s). These strategies are recommended when risk assessment identifies or confirms the need to counter potential breaches in the security of your software system.

Countermeasures come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and levels of complexity. This document endeavors to describe a range of strategies that are potentially applicable to life in education organizations. To maintain this focus, those countermeasures that are unlikely to be applied in education organizations are not included here. If after your risk assessment, for example, your security team determines that your organization requires high-end...
countermeasures like retinal scanners or voice analyzers, you will need to refer to other security references and perhaps hire a technical consultant.

Coordinate (and Centralize) the Organization’s Software Management:

- **Centrally control all critical system software:** (1) Know what programs are being added, deleted, and changed in your system; (2) control all additions, deletions, and modifications; and (3) take all necessary steps to ensure that new and old software work together appropriately (i.e., that they interface).
- **Initiate formal testing and certification procedures for new/modified software:** Require that any new or modified software be tested rigorously and certified as fully operational before releasing it for general use.
- **Maintain an off-site location for critical backup copies (see Chapter 6):** Backups of any and all software, databases, and information that serve critical functions should reside in a secure off-site location and be readily accessible when and if needed. Backups require the same level of protection as master files (i.e., if the files are designated as confidential, treat the backups as confidential as well). Periodically check that the backups function as expected so that there are no surprises if and when they are really needed.
- **Secure master copies of software and associated documentation:** If master copies and/or their instructions are lost, an entire system can be put in jeopardy. But while documentation must be protected, it must also be kept available to users who have legitimate questions about proper use of the software.
- **Never lend or give proprietary software to unlicensed users:** By definition, proprietary software means that it isn’t yours to give—someone else makes their living by selling it.

It Really Happens!

Every state education agency has its computer whiz—that person who not only can program in seven different languages, but can also fix everyone else’s system whenever and whatever problems arise. Martin was his agency’s sensation. He was a programmer by training, but had so mastered system technology that it was eventually understood that he should be “doing his own thing.” He was always working on some kind of new program or another that would inevitably revolutionize the way the state managed its data. Whenever there was need for a special computer job, there was little question where folks could turn.

But one afternoon Martin and the state superintendent found out that even the computer genius wasn’t perfect. It seems that Martin’s hard drive had crashed that morning as he was putting the finishing touches on a project that was needed by his boss that very day. Martin’s initial response was to tell the superintendent not to panic, “Don’t worry, I’m not foolish enough to go to all this effort and not back up my work files.” But when Martin tried to access the backup files on another computer, he got nothing but error messages. It was then that he remembered that the files had all been created with the new software he had purchased especially for the superintendent’s project. He also remembered that since he was the only one using the software, he hadn’t loaded it on to anyone else’s machine but his own.
Now panicked himself, Martin looked feverishly for the software's master diskettes. He checked the stacks of stray disks and piles of loose paper that littered his office. He went through every hanging folder in his filing cabinet. Where could those disks be? In a last ditch effort, he even called the local computer store to see if they could help. They politely told him that he'd have to repurchase the software unless he could produce a valid user license number—which could be found on the packaging of the master diskettes. That wasn't any help.

In the end, Martin didn't get the project to the superintendent on time. He eventually found the master diskettes at his home (where he had taken all of the documentation to read one night several weeks earlier). But because he had been accessing the electronic HELP file through the software as soon as it had been loaded onto his computer, he had never again thought about the paper documentation or the master diskettes. It was a tough lesson to learn—and it cost him some of the confidence he had worked so hard to earn from his boss.

Software acquisition and development is addressed in greater detail in another National Center for Education Statistics publication, Technology @ Your Fingertips (see Appendix C).

- Tolerate nothing but licensed and organizationally approved software on workplace equipment: Games are fun and software from home can sometimes be useful, but they have no place on organizational equipment unless explicitly authorized.
- Monitor software use (and hard drive inventories) to counter possible copyright infringements: Unlicensed software on organizational equipment puts the entire organization at risk for fines and other penalties stemming from copyright violations. Software inventories should include the name of the manufacturer, version number, assigned computer (as applicable), and function.
- Permit only authorized personnel to install software: In this way you know exactly what software is being introduced to your system and that it is being installed properly.
- Train staff on software use and security policies: The best designed software for accessing and manipulating information is useless if staff are unable to use it properly.

Regulate Software Acquisition and Development:

- Define security needs before purchasing or developing new software: After identifying your needs through a risk assessment (see Chapter 2), the findings should be used as the criteria by which you select appropriate software products.
- Require written authorization before anyone tampers with software: Any changes to software requires a paper trail of what, why, and under whose auspices software was modified.
- Conduct design reviews throughout the development process: Continued feedback from expected users during development ensures that the product will satisfy functional specifications and security requirements.
- Modify archived copies of software (not the copy that is up and running on the system): By doing so, you can be sure that you are not putting active applications and files at risk. Once the modified copy passes testing and is certified as operational, then and only then should it be loaded onto the system for use with "live" data.
- Require that all software developed or modified by a programmer be reviewed by a second, independent programmer: This review should verify that all code is appropriate and correct.

- Maintain master files of all developed software independent of the programmer: Software belongs to the organization, not the programmer. By controlling all original copies, the organization clearly guarantees this ownership.

- Require documentation for all new or revised programming: Requisite documentation includes the name of the developer, the name of the programming language, the development date, the revision number, and the location of the master copy (i.e., the source code).

- Verify authenticity of public programs: If software downloaded from the Internet must be used with sensitive information,

---

**It Really Happens!**

The management team had finally had enough of Lou the programmer. They might have been able to overlook his daily late arrivals and early departures (rumor had that even the airlines kept to their schedules better than Lou), but when he started his own computer consulting business on district time, they'd had enough. As his direct supervisor, Charlotte accepted the responsibility of informing Lou that he was being dismissed.

Charlotte and the Director of Personnel called Lou to the conference room to break the news. “Lou,” Charlotte began, “you recall that six months ago the three of us met to discuss your work patterns. We informed you that they were unsatisfactory and that things would need to change. At that time you agreed to try to improve your performance. Unfortunately, it has become clear through this whole business of you leaving work during office hours to attend to your personal consulting that your performance has not improved. Therefore, I must inform you that your contract is being terminated.”

Lou paused to assimilate Charlotte’s message. “You mean that you’re firing me?”

“Yes,” Charlotte replied, “you are being terminated.”

“Nah,” Lou protested, “you don’t want to do that.”

Charlotte was surprised by his audacity, “Yes, we do.”

“No,” Lou clarified, “I mean you really don’t want to do that. I’ve been working on the programming for the School Report Cards for the last six months. You need it if you are to have any chance of getting them out this year. It really would be a mistake to get rid of me at this point.”

“Are you threatening to withhold work that we’ve already paid you for?” the Director of Personnel interjected.

Lou sensed the trap. “No, not at all. I’d never do that. But I can tell you that I’ve had a tough time keeping things organized on my hard drive, so I’ve had to store a lot of my programs on diskettes. Suddenly I’m having difficulty remembering where I’ve put them all. And if I’m having problems figuring it all out, I seriously doubt that you’d ever be able to find those files if you hired someone to replace me.”

Charlotte paraphrased the effective, if thinly veiled, threat. “So, you’re saying that we have a choice between keeping you or saying goodbye to the School Report Cards?”

Lou smiled smugly, “You said it, not me... but I like the way you think. Now, maybe it’s time that we talk about a raise.”

---
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be sure that it has not been tampered with by checking for a digital signature to verify its authenticity.

Because new products are bound to have their share of kinks, software's “cutting edge” is often referred to only half-jokingly as its “bleeding edge.” Bleeding edge software should be avoided for mission-critical activities.

Thoroughly Test Newly Acquired and Developed Software:

- **Specifically search for common types of computer viruses:** Have technical staff check for common viruses such as **Trojan Horses** and **worms**.
- **Verify that all software user functions are working properly before putting the software into operation:** Check that new software meets anticipated user needs, current system requirements, and all organizational security standards. This recommendation is also applicable when **upgrading** software.
- **Back up old files before installing new software and software upgrades:** Don't risk the latest copies of your files/records until you're certain that your new versions are up and running properly.
- **Never test application software with “live” data:** Don't risk losing real information if the software doesn't pass the test. Instead, verify software integrity with dummy files and/or copies of non-sensitive files.
- **Test on independent machines:** Initial software testing should never occur on computers that are connected to the system. By maintaining a separate test environment, the entire system is not at risk if the software malfunctions.
- **Run existing and upgraded versions of software in parallel during final testing phases:** By running the old software at the same time as the new and improved software, you can verify that the new versions generate the same or better results than the existing system.

Avoid the “ohnosecond”—that fraction of a second in which computer users realize that they have just made a huge mistake with their data.

—adapted from *The Electronic Traveller* by Elizabeth P. Crowe
Software Security Checklist

While it may be tempting to simply refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy within and throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to your organization's specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to maximize the effectiveness of any given guideline.

Security Checklist for Chapter 7
The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Check Points for Software Security</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Coordinate (and Centralize) Software Management</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) Is critical system software controlled by central administration?</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Has a formal testing and certification procedure for new/modified software been developed and initiated?</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Are backups of critical software and information maintained in secure facilities at an off-site location?</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Have all master copies of software been properly secured?</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) Has all software documentation been secured appropriately?</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6) Does the organization expressly forbid lending or giving proprietary software to unlicensed users?</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7) Does workplace equipment store and use only licensed and organizationally-approved software?</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8) Are software use and hard drive inventories monitored for copyright violations?</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9) Is installation of software limited to authorized personnel?</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10) Are staff adequately trained in software use and security?</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulate Software Acquisition and Development</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Are risk assessment findings considered before purchasing and developing new software?</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Is written authorization required before any software is modified?</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Is software design reviewed throughout the development process?</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Are active applications and files (i.e., those actively running on the system) properly shielded from experimental/developmental software?</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Is all software that is created or modified by a programmer subjected to review by a second programmer?</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Are all master copies of internally developed software maintained by the organization and not the programmer?</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) Is suitable documentation prepared for all newly developed software?</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) Has all public software accessed via the Internet been verified for authenticity?</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thoroughly Test Newly Acquired and Developed Software**

| 19) Are common types of viruses searched for specifically during new software testing? | 82 |
| 20) Have all user functions been verified before new software is put into operation? | 82 |
| 21) Are all files backed up before installing and upgrading software? | 82 |
| 22) Are "live" data protected from new application testing? | 82 |
| 23) Is new application testing done on non-networked computers? | 82 |
| 24) Has old and new software been run in parallel to compare results? | 82 |

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Introduction to User Access Security

User access security refers to the collective procedures by which authorized users access a computer system and unauthorized users are kept from doing so. To make this distinction a little more realistic, however, understand that user access security limits even authorized users to those parts of the system that they are explicitly permitted to use (which, in turn, is based on their "need-to-know"). After all, there is no reason for someone in Staff Payroll to be given clearance to confidential student records.

A person with a "need-to-know" has been designated by school officials as having a legitimate educational or professional interest in accessing a record.

It Really Happens!

Kim approached Fred cautiously. As the security manager, she knew how important it was to gather information completely before jumping to conclusions. "Fred, my review of our computer logs shows that you have been logging in and looking at confidential student information. I couldn't understand why someone in Food Services would need to be browsing through individual student test scores, so I thought I'd come by and ask you."

Fred looked up at Kim as if he was surprised to be entertaining such a question. "Are you forgetting that I'm authorized to access student records?"

"You're authorized to access specific elements that relate to a student's free- and reduced-price lunch eligibility," Kim clarified. "That's the limit of your need-to-know."

"I didn't know that my access was limited," Fred asserted honestly. "I figured that if my password got me into a file, it was fair game."

Kim paused, realizing that it might be reasonable for Fred to have assumed that he was allowed to read a file if his password gave him access. "Hmm, I see your point, Fred, but in truth you shouldn't be accessing student record information that isn't related to your legitimate educational duties. I'm not going to make a big deal of it this time, but from now on, limit your browsing to the free- and reduced-price lunch information. In the meantime, I'm going to send a memo out to staff reminding them what need-to-know really means."

"And you might want to reconsider how our password system works," Fred added. "It would have been very clear to me that I had no business in a file if my password wouldn't get me in."
While there is no question that an organization has the right to protect its computing and information resources through user access security activities, users (whether authorized or not) have rights as well. Reasonable efforts must be made to inform all users, even uninvited hackers, that the system is being monitored and that unauthorized activity will be punished and/or prosecuted as deemed appropriate. If such an effort is not made, the organization may actually be invading the privacy rights of its intruders!

An excellent way of properly informing users of monitoring activities is through the opening screen that is presented to them. By reading a warning like the one that follows, users explicitly accept both the conditions of monitoring and punishment when they proceed to the next screen. Thus, the first screen any user sees when logging into a secure computer system should be something to the following effect:

**WARNING!**

This is a restricted network. Use of this network, its equipment, and resources is monitored at all times and requires explicit permission from the network administrator. If you do not have this permission in writing, you are violating the regulations of this network and can and will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. By continuing into this system, you are acknowledging that you are aware of and agree to these terms.

**Commonly Asked Questions**

**Q. Is it possible to have a secure system if you have employees who telecommute or work otherwise non-traditional schedules?**

**A.** Yes. While particular countermeasures might need to be adjusted to accommodate non-traditional schedules (e.g., the practice of limiting users to acceptable log-in times and locations), a system with telecommuters, frequent travelers, and other remote access users can still be secure. Doing so may require policy-makers to think more creatively, but each security guideline needs to be customized to meet the organization’s needs anyway (see Chapter 2).

**Q. Is the use of passwords an effective strategy for securing a system?**

**A.** Just because password systems are the most prevalent authentication strategy currently being practiced doesn’t mean that they have become any less effective. In fact, the reason for their popularity is precisely because they can be so useful in restricting system access. The major concern about password systems is not their technical integrity, but the degree to which (like many strategies) they rely upon proper implementation by users. While there are certainly more expensive and even effective ways of restricting user access, if risk analysis determines that a password system meets organizational needs and is most cost-effective, you can feel confident about password protection as long as users...
are implementing the system properly—which, in turn, demands appropriate staff training (see Chapter 10).

Q: Are all of these precautions necessary if an organization trusts its staff?

A: Absolutely. While the vast majority of system users are probably trustworthy, it doesn’t mean that they’re above having occasional computing accidents. After all, most system problems are the result of human mistake. By instituting security procedures, the organization protects not only the system and its information, but also each user who could at some point unintentionally damage a valued file. By knowing that “their” information is maintained in a secure fashion, employees will feel more comfortable and confident about their computing activities.

Initiating security procedures also benefits users by:
1) Helping them to protect their own files
2) Decreasing the likelihood of their improperly releasing confidential information
3) Educating them about what is and is not considered to be appropriate behavior

Policy Issues

User access security demands that all persons (or systems) who engage network resources be required to identify themselves and prove that they are, in fact, who they claim to be. Users are subsequently limited to access to those files that they absolutely need to meet their job requirements, and no more. To accomplish this, decision-makers must establish policies regulating user account systems, user authentication practices, log-in procedures, physical security requirements, and remote access mechanisms.

Guidelines for security policy development can be found in Chapter 3.

Examples of user access threats include:
- Intentional acts (e.g., shared user accounts, hacking, and user spoofing or impersonating)
- Unintentional acts (e.g., delayed termination of inactive accounts, unprotected passwords, and mismanaged remote access equipment)

User Access Security Countermeasures

The following countermeasures address user access security concerns that could affect your site(s) and equipment. These strategies are
recommended when risk assessment identifies or confirms the need to counter potential user access breaches in your security system.

Countermeasures come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and levels of complexity. This document endeavors to describe a range of strategies that are potentially applicable to life in education organizations. In an effort to maintain this focus, those countermeasures that are unlikely to be applied in education organizations are not included here. If after your risk assessment, for example, your security team determines that your organization requires high-end countermeasures like retinal scanners or voice analyzers, you will need to refer to other security references and perhaps hire a reliable technical consultant.

Select only those countermeasures that meet perceived needs as identified during risk assessment (Chapter 2) or support policy (Chapter 3).

Countermeasures like biometrics are probably beyond the realm of possibility (and necessity) in most, if not all, education organizations.

See Chapter 9 for guidelines for authenticating messages transmitted over outside networks.

Implement a Program in Which Every User Accesses the System by Means of an Individual Account:

- Limit user access to only those files they need to do their jobs: Providing access that is not needed greatly contributes to risk without a corresponding increase in benefit. Why bother?
- Avoid shared accounts: Individual activity cannot be differentiated unless there are individual accounts.
- Secure the user account name list: Because of its importance to system security, the user account list should be considered to be confidential and should never be made public. Give strong consideration to storing it as an encrypted file.
- Monitor account activities: Keep a record of all system use (many systems perform this function through an audit trail feature).
- Terminate dormant accounts after a pre-set period of inactivity (e.g., 30 days): Legitimate users can always reapply and reestablish their accounts.

Require Users to "Authenticate" Themselves in Order to Access Their Accounts (i.e., make sure that they prove that they are who they are representing themselves to be):

- Select an authentication system: The right choice for an authentication system depends on the needs of the organization and its system, and should be based on the findings of a risk assessment (see Chapter 2). Note that the following options progress from least secure to most secure, as well as (not surprisingly), least expensive to most expensive:
  1) Something the user knows (e.g., a password—see below)
  2) Something the user has (e.g., an electronic key card)
  3) Something the user is (e.g., biometrics—finger printing, voice recognition, and hand geometry)
Passwords

Because passwords are the most common method of user authentication, they deserve special attention.

Password selection:
- Require that passwords be at least six characters in length (although eight to ten are preferable).
- Prohibit the use of passwords that are words, names, dates, or other commonly expected formats.
- Forbid the use of passwords that reflect or identify the account owner (e.g., no birthdates, initials, or names of pets).
- Require a mix of characters (i.e., letters/numbers and upper/lower case if the system is case sensitive).

One way to effectively create apparently random passwords that can be memorized easily is to use the first letter of each word in a favorite quote, capitalize every other letter, and add a number. For example, Longfellow’s “One if by land, two if by sea” (from Paul Revere’s Ride) becomes the password “olbLtlbS3.”

Password maintenance:
- Require the system administrator to change all pre-set passwords that are built into software (e.g., supervisor, demo, and root).
- Systematically require passwords to be changed at pre-set intervals (e.g., once per month).
- Maintain zero-tolerance for password sharing.
- Forbid unsecured storage of personal passwords (e.g., they should not be written on a Post-it™ note and taped to the side of a monitor).
- Never send a password as a part of an e-mail message.
- Warn users not to type their password when someone may be watching.
- Mask (or otherwise obscure) password display on the monitor when users type it in.
- Remind users that it is easy to change passwords if they think that theirs may have been compromised.
- Maintain an encrypted history of passwords to make sure that users are not simply recycling old passwords when they should be changing them.
- Monitor the workplace to ensure that all regulations are being followed.

There are tradeoffs associated with making passwords more difficult to remember than a pet’s name or a person’s initials (e.g., staff are more likely to write down password reminders). The costs and benefits of these tradeoffs should be considered in the organization’s risk assessment (see Chapter 2).

A Security Manager’s Nightmare

“Is our password still ‘Fido’?”
Principal Mullins was a stickler for rules, but he was also serious about getting the job done. When, two weeks after school had already begun, he learned that none of his three new teachers had yet received accounts on the computer network from central office, he was incensed. They had enough to worry about without being hampered by being kept off-line. He called in his assistant, "I don't care whether security policy prohibits password sharing or not, these people need to get on the system. Let them use my password to log on—it's 'A4abdc', got that? Make sure that they have access to everything they need to do their jobs!"

Three weeks passed before the system administrator e-mailed Principal Mullins about apparent misuse of his password: "System logs show almost daily incidents when more than one person at a time is trying to log on to the system with your password. Please change the password immediately and let me know if you have any idea about who is misusing it."

Principal Mullins knew that he had not only been risking trouble with the system administrator but also truly jeopardizing system security. Despite his initial (and legitimate) anger about his teachers being unable to access the system, he did not feel good about circumventing agreed-upon policy.

Unfortunately, when central office was so unresponsive to the needs of his teachers and school, he felt that he had been left with very few options. He replied to the system administrator: "My three new teachers are using the password since they have yet to be assigned their own network accounts. We are not looking to break good rules, only to do our jobs—please allow us to do so. Find a way to get new staff access to the system in a timely manner and we will surely respect and abide by security policy." Principal Mullins could only hope that the system administrator would understand his position, and that system security had not been violated.

Remember to customize countermeasures to meet organizational and user needs.

Establish Standard Account and Authentication Procedures (known as log-in procedures):

- **Limit users to acceptable log-in times:** There is no reason for an average day-shift employee to be able to access the system in the middle of the night.

- **Limit users to acceptable log-in locations:** There is no reason for an average employee with a terminal on his or her desk to access the system from his or her supervisor’s desk.

- **Set reasonable limits to the number of allowable log-in attempts:** Enable the system to assume that anyone who can’t enter a password correctly after three attempts may, in fact, not be who they say they are. Allow users more than one or two attempts or else they might make mistakes simply because they’re worried about getting shut out. After three incorrect attempts, the account should be suspended (to prevent an intruder from simply calling back and trying three more times). Legitimate users can always have their accounts reopened by contacting the security manager.

- **Require staff to log off the system and turn off the computer:** The last important step of logging on properly is logging off properly. Users should be required to log off every time they leave their workstations (e.g., for lunch, breaks, and meetings). After all, an unauthorized user has free reign to an authorized user’s access when a computer is left unattended and logged into the system.
Recognize that Routine Physical Security Plays an Important Role in User Access Management (see also Chapter 5):

- Protect every access node in the system: An "access node" is a point on a network through which you can access the system. If even one such point is left unsecured, then the entire system is at risk. A good example of frequently forgotten access nodes are modular network plugs that are often built into conference rooms (into which portable computers can be plugged). If unauthorized users can get to such a node with a laptop, they are in position to attack the system.

- Protect cables and wires as if they were access nodes: If a sophisticated intruder can access a span of cable that is used as a connector between pieces of equipment, he or she may be able to access the entire system. Physically accessing the wiring is referred to as "tapping the line." High-end equipment can monitor electrical emanations (known as Radio Frequency Interference) from wiring without even physically touching the cable.

- Disconnect floppy drives from servers: A sophisticated intruder can boot-up (the technical term for "starting the system") from an external disk drive.

- Install screen savers (with mandatory locking features): Prevent information from being read by anyone who happens to be walking past the display monitor.

Pay Particular Attention to Remote Access Systems (i.e., when someone, including an authorized user, accesses your system from off-site via a modem):

- Consider requiring pre-approval for remote access privileges: An identified subset of employees to monitor is more manageable than every random person who calls into the system.

- Remind staff that remote access is particularly subject to monitoring activities: Increased risk requires increased vigilance.

- Set modems to answer only after several rings: An authorized user will know that he has dialed a "slow" modem and will therefore be willing to wait. A random-dialer looking to bump into modems may be less likely to be so patient.

- Use a "call back" communication strategy with remote access users: Once users call in and properly identify themselves, the connection is dropped and the system then calls back the authorized users at a pre-approved access location.

- Use software that requires "message authentication" in addition to "user authentication": Even if a user can provide the right password, each message sent and received must have its delivery verified to ensure that an unauthorized user didn't interrupt the transmission.

- Never transmit sensitive information over public telephone lines unless the transmission has first been encrypted: Unless a line can be verified as secure, it must be considered to be susceptible to tampering.

See Chapter 9 for more information about securing connections to outside networks, including the Internet.
Investigate security features of external networks to which the system connects: The Internet and other networks are not just things your staff can access and browse—they are two-way lines of communication. If security cannot be verified, then additional precautions must be taken (e.g., gateways and firewalls).

Install firewalls on your system at external access points: A firewall is by far the most common way to secure the connection between your network and outside networks. It works by allowing only trusted (authenticated) messages to pass into your internal network from the outside (see also Chapter 9).

School officials allow the use of calculators in the classroom without necessarily understanding how the transistors process mathematical calculations. So, too, can they make informed decisions about highly technical security options like firewalls without having to become experts on installing and operating associated software and hardware.

Never list dial-in communication numbers publicly: Why advertise what authorized users should already know?

Disable modems when not in use: No need to provide a viable line of access to and from the system unless it's necessary.

Never leave a modem on automatic answer mode: Such a practice opens the door to unauthorized and unsupervised system access.

Permit modem use only from secure locations: Never allow a modem to be connected to a system machine that is not itself protected by a firewall or gateway.

Grant Internet access only to those employees who need it to perform their jobs: A student might need the Internet for legitimate learning purposes, but a staff assistant probably does not.

Remind students and staff that the Internet (and all system activity for that matter) is for approved use only: There are countless Internet sites and activities that have no positive influence on the education environment. They have no place on the system.

Require all users to sign Appropriate Use Agreements before receiving access to the system: Signed Security Agreements (see Chapter 3) verify that users have been informed of their responsibilities and understand that they will be held accountable for their actions.

User Access Security Checklist

While it may be tempting to refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to your organization's specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to maximize the effectiveness of any given guideline.
## Security Checklist for Chapter 8

The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Check Points for User Access Security</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>Design an Appropriate Opening Screen That Users Must Visit Before Accessing the System</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) Is the opening screen clear and specific about the organization's expectations of the user?</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Does the opening screen require the user to accept the conditions of monitoring and punishment before proceeding?</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>Implement a User Account System</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Is file access limited to that information users need to do their jobs?</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>4) Are shared accounts explicitly prohibited?</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>5) Is the list of user accounts and names maintained securely?</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>6) Is account activity properly monitored?</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>7) Are dormant accounts terminated after pre-set periods of inactivity?</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>Require Users to Authenticate Themselves</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8) Has an appropriate authentication system been selected based on risk assessment findings?</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>9) Are passwords required to be at least six characters in length?</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>10) Are names, dates, and other commonly anticipated password formats disallowed?</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes ☑️</td>
<td>11) Are passwords that reflect or identify the user forbidden (e.g., initials and pet names)?</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Is a mix of letters and numbers, and upper and lower cases required?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Is the use of non-words and random characters encouraged?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Has the system administrator changed all pre-set and packaged passwords?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Are passwords required to be changed at regular intervals?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Is password sharing expressly forbidden?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) Are password reminders stored securely by personnel?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) Have users been warned to never send their password as a part of an e-mail message?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19) Have users been warned not to type in their passwords when someone may be watching?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) Are password characters masked on display screens?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) Have users been told that they can, and should, change their password if they think it might be compromised?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) Is a history of user passwords maintained securely and reviewed routinely to ensure that users are not recycling passwords?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) Is the workplace appropriately monitored for adherence to security regulations?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Establish Standard Log-in Procedures**

| 24) Is each user limited to acceptable times for logging into the system? |
| 25) Is each user limited to acceptable places for logging into the system? |
| 26) Is there a limit to the number of times a user can attempt to log in incorrectly? |
27) Do staff know to log off and turn off computers?

Recognize the Importance of Physical Security

28) Have all system access points (nodes) been secured?

29) Has all cabling and wiring been secured?

30) Have floppy drives been disconnected from servers?

31) Are lockable screen savers installed and in use?

Pay Attention to Remote Access (and Modem Use)

32) Is pre-approval required for remote access capabilities?

33) Are staff aware that remote access is monitored? Is it?

34) Are modems set to answer only after several rings?

35) Is a call-back system in place?

36) Is message authentication required in addition to user authentication?

37) Is sensitive information prohibited from being transmitted over public lines unless the files are first encrypted?

38) Is the organization aware of security features used by outside networks to which it connects? Are they acceptable?

39) Are firewalls in use as needed?

40) Are dial-in communication numbers protected from outsiders?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Are modems disabled when not in use?</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Are modems always kept off automatic answer modes?</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Are modems only installed on computers in secure locations?</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Is Internet access granted to only those users who need it?</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Have all users been reminded that system use is only for approved activities?</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Are users required to sign Appropriate Use Agreements (see Chapter 3) before receiving access to the system?</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We have met the enemy and he is us.*
—Pogo (Walt Kelly)
CHAPTER 9
Protecting Your System: Network (Internet) Security

CHAPTER 9 IN A NUTSHELL:
Introduction to Network Security
Commonly Asked Questions
Policy Issues
Network Security Countermeasures
Closing Thoughts on Network Security
Network Security Checklist

Introduction to Network Security

Network security, especially as it relates to the biggest network of all, the Internet, has emerged as one of today’s highest-profile information security issues. Many education organizations have already connected their computing resources into a single network; others are in the process of doing so. The next step for these organizations is to weigh the costs and benefits of opening a connection between their private networks (with their trusted users) and the unknown users and networks that compose the Internet.

If, like many readers will, you have turned to this Network and Internet chapter first because it is your highest priority, be reminded that the information included in the other chapters of this document cannot be ignored. To reduce redundancy, security strategies from Chapters 1-8 and 10 that apply to Network and Internet security are not repeated in this chapter.

WARNING!
Discussions about Internet security can get technical. But while this issue is not for the faint of heart, it can and must be addressed before going on-line!

Commonly Asked Questions

Q. What is the Internet?
A. The Internet is simply a worldwide connection of computers and networks. That is why this chapter is titled Network Security—because the Internet is, in its simplest terms, a very large network. If your
While employment sanctions and denial of access privileges are enforceable deterrents for internal users, they are not options for external Internet users.

Wouldn’t an internal network be safer if it was never connected to an external network like the Internet in the first place?

Yes, just as a person would be better protected from automobile accidents if he or she walked everywhere instead of driving. If walking (or avoiding external networks) meets your transportation (or computing and communication) needs, then it is a fine strategy. If, however, an organization wants to take full advantage of its equipment’s powerful communication capabilities, then isolating itself from outside networks is a very poor plan. Instead, it would be better to connect with those networks that benefit the organization (including the Internet if that is the case), and then invest in, and implement, those protection strategies necessary to provide adequate security.

Why is there so much anxiety over connecting to the Internet?

Internet access opens lines of communication with the world. But while this is potentially a powerful education tool, the admonition “beware of strangers” certainly applies. The major concern about being connected to the Internet is one of trust. Internet users and machines are not known to your network, don’t fall within your policy and management jurisdiction, and may not share your opinions on appropriate use.

When you don’t know who is accessing your network, you also don’t know their intentions or level of technical expertise—thus, choosing to connect to the Internet has a significant impact on an organization’s risk assessment (see Chapter 2).

It Really Happens!

Dan’s files were losing data. There were no two questions about it—they had somehow been infected by a computer virus, and it deeply perplexed him. After all, hadn’t he just downloaded a new virus scanner from the Internet precisely so this wouldn’t happen. He was so baffled by the situation that he called Lisa, the office’s computer guru to explain the mystery.

“I had been worried about my files accidentally getting infected by a virus for some time—you know, you read so much about it. So when I received this e-mail about getting a free virus scanner…”

Lisa interrupted, “What do you mean you received an e-mail? Who sent it?”

“That’s the interesting part,” Dan replied, “the guy who sent it said it was an electronic cold call. It seems that he was working for a software company and was trying to drum up business by offering a free virus scanner on a trial basis. I thought that it sounded weird, but when I visited the Web site, it all checked out.”

Lisa also thought that it sounded odd and resolved to do some investigating. The first thing she did was run the software Dan had downloaded through her own virus scanner, one that had been verified for its authenticity. Sure enough, the scan revealed that Dan’s download harbored a hidden virus—probably the one that was destroying his files. Now convinced that something very fishy was indeed going on, she decided to pay a visit to the Web site from which Dan had downloaded the software. When she got to it, the solution to the puzzle stared her in the face.
The web site you have accessed belongs to Antivirus, Inc.

Antivirus, Inc. warns its customers that our sales staff is not, and never has been, responsible for sending random e-mail messages offering free trials of virus scanner software from this site. If you have received such an e-mail, you are the victim of a hacker who is masquerading as an agent of this company. This criminal has spoofed this Web site address and distributed a computer virus within software wrongly attributed to our product line. If you have downloaded this software, please e-mail Antivirus, Inc., and we will immediately furnish you an authentic version of our virus scanner for your temporary use while you disinfect your files. As co-victims of this crime, we understand your displeasure and apologize for any damage to your computing environment this incident has caused.

Be realistic!
Recognize that as beneficial as the Internet can be for communicating and gathering resources, not everyone on it has your best interests in mind.

Policy Issues

Connecting to the Internet doesn’t necessarily raise its own security policy issues as much as it focuses attention on the necessity of implementing security strategies properly. Internet security goals fall within two major domains. The first centers around protecting your networks, information, and other assets from outside users who enter your network from the Internet. The second deals with safeguarding information as it is being transmitted over the Internet.

Although it is not within the scope of this document to address in sufficient detail, policy-makers must consider what information can and cannot be posted to the Internet on, for example, a school’s Web page.

Guidelines for security policy development can be found in Chapter 3.

Network Threats (Examples)

Examples of network threats include:

- Intentional acts of destruction (e.g., address spoofing and masquerading)
- Unintentionally destructive acts (e.g., accidental downloading of computer viruses and improper release of information)

As discussed more completely in Chapter 2, a threat is any action, actor, or event that contributes to risk.

If your brand-name operating systems, hardware, or software have any known security weakness built in, someone on the Internet will know about it. The Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) Web site and comparable sites (see Appendix E) monitor weaknesses in computer software and post corrections. You should watch these sites—after all, hackers do.
A countermeasure is a step planned and taken in opposition to another act or potential act.

Select only those countermeasures that meet perceived needs as identified during risk assessment (Chapter 2) and that support security policy (Chapter 3).

Network Security Countermeasures

Because the Internet is relatively new, it isn't surprising that its standards are still being established and agreed upon. Consequently, it also shouldn't be surprising that its existing mechanisms for governing information exchanges are varied, not uniformly implemented, and, in many cases, not interoperable. Thus, it is only fair to admit that although the following countermeasures will greatly increase Internet security, more sophisticated and robust solutions remain on the horizon.

The following countermeasures address network security concerns that could affect your site(s) and equipment. These strategies are recommended when risk assessment identifies or confirms the need to counter breaches in the security of your network.

Countermeasures come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and levels of complexity. This document endeavors to describe a range of strategies that are potentially applicable to life in education organizations. In an effort to maintain this focus, those countermeasures that are unlikely to be applied in education organizations are not included here. If after your risk assessment, for example, your security team determines that your organization requires high-end countermeasures like retinal scanners or voice analyzers, you will need to refer to other security references and perhaps even hire a reliable technical consultant.

- Protect Your Network from Outsiders:
  - Implement applicable security recommendations as raised in previous chapters: Solid defense against external Internet threats includes the proper implementation of relatively straightforward security measures like encryption software (Chapter 6), virus scanners (Chapter 7), remote access regulations (Chapter 8), and passwords (Chapter 8).
  - Isolate your network through the use of a firewall: Installing a firewall enables the organization to decide which types of messages should be allowed into the system from external sources (e.g., "nothing with identifiable virus coding" and "nothing with decryptor coding structures"). The actual installation and operation of the complex features requires expert technical assistance, but policy-makers can make informed decisions about product features all the same.
  - Locate equipment and information that is intended for external users outside of the firewall: If an organization's Web server is intended to provide information and services to the public, it should not be located on the private side of the firewall. Nor should it be able to access confidential information that resides inside the firewall. This way, if the public Web server should ever be compromised, confidential information is still protected.

- Protect Transmissions Sent over the Internet:
  - Use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) Servers to secure financial and information transactions made with a Web browser: In a secure Web session, your Web browser generates a random encryption
key and sends it to the Web site host to be matched with its public encryption key. Your browser and the Web site then encrypt and decrypt all transmissions.

- **Authenticate messages through the use of digital signatures:** A digital signature amounts to a “fingerprint” of a message. It depicts the message such that if the message were to be altered in any way, the “fingerprint” would reflect it—thus making it possible to detect counterfeits. The converse, of course, is that if the “fingerprint” does not change during transmission, you can be confident that the message was not altered.

- **Authenticate messages through the use of time stamps or sequence numbers:** Another way to recognize when messages have been modified is to challenge the “freshness” of the message. This is done by embedding time stamps, sequence numbers, or random numbers in the message to indicate precisely when and in what order the message was sent. If a received message’s time and sequence are not consistent, you will be alerted that someone may have tampered with the transmission.

- **Authenticate message “receivers” through the use of digital certificates:** By requiring an authentication agent or digital certificate, you force the person on the other end of the transmission to prove his or her identity. In the digital world, trusted third parties can serve as certificate authorities—entities that verify who a user is for you. In this way, digital certificates are analogous to a state-issued driver’s license. If you trust the party that issues the certificate (e.g., the state or the certificate authority), then you don’t need to try to verify who the user is yourself.

- **Encrypt all messages sent over the Internet (see Chapter 6):** As more and more messages are sent over larger and larger networks, information becomes increasingly vulnerable to assault. Encryption has become a leading tool to combat this vulnerability. Like other countermeasures, it can be very effective if used properly and regularly.

---

Digital signatures, time stamps, sequence numbers, and digital certificates are simply more examples of “authentication” procedures as discussed in Chapter 8.

Keep in mind that monitoring “authentication” procedures is accomplished by software. Once the systems are established, the user need only read the warning that the transmission did not maintain its integrity.

---

None goes his way alone.
—Edwin Markham
"Encryption" is a term used to describe when information is transformed into an unreadable format unless the reader possesses the appropriate key for decryption. The term "key" refers to a mathematical equation used to code (encrypt) information.

Policy-makers need not worry about the security of the entire Internet if they can be confident of the security of their connection to it.

More Than You Need to Know about How Messages Are Encrypted

The process of encrypting and decrypting files depends on which encryption model your security solution employs. Encryption models vary in the number and size of the key(s) they use. As a general rule, the larger the key, the tougher it is to crack. There are two major types of encryption keys, systems currently in use:

- In a Single Key Encryption System, parties exchange a key known only to themselves, and use that key to encrypt and decrypt messages. The fundamental premise of this system is that parties must securely communicate the secret key to each other in order to encrypt and decrypt messages.

- The Public/Private Key Encryption System is based on a pair of mathematically related keys—a public key and a private key. Each key can decrypt information encrypted by the other. Your public key is used by anyone who wishes to send you an encrypted message or to verify your digital signature. Your private key is known only to you and is used to decrypt messages sent to you through the public key, or to digitally sign messages you are sending. This model allows for a much larger number of users than single key encryption because you need not have a separate key sent secretly to every trading partner.

Consensus appears to be moving the Internet toward a public/private key system in which third-party organizations that are entrusted as certificate authorities provide key management. Key management refers to the secure administration of encryption keys so that they become available to users only when and where they are required. This system is often referred to as the Public Key Infrastructure.

Closing Thoughts on Network Security

The Internet simply is not secure unless you make it so. Luckily, basic Internet security is not beyond a non-technical person's ability to understand. By collaborating with technical support staff (or outside consultants if necessary), educational administrators can ensure that the near limitless amount of information and resources that exist on the Internet are available to system users without jeopardizing system integrity.

It should also be noted that network configurations are constantly changing. Many organizations are now relying upon Intranets for their internal communications. All security recommendations for the Internet can also be applied to Intranet applications.
Network Security Checklist

While it may be tempting to refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy within and throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to your organization's specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to maximize the effectiveness of any given guideline.

Security Checklist for Chapter 9

The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Check Points for Network (Internet) Security</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td><strong>Protect Your Network from Outsiders</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) Have you fully implemented applicable security strategies as recommended in previous chapters?</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Has your network been isolated from the outside (e.g., the Internet) through the use of a firewall?</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Is equipment and information that is intended for &quot;external&quot; use logically located outside of your firewall?</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td><strong>Protect Transmissions Sent over the Internet</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4) Is a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) used to secure financial and information transactions made with a Web browser?</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5) Are messages authenticated via digital signatures?</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6) Are messages authenticated via time stamps or sequence numbers?</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7) Are message recipients authenticated by digital certificates?</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8) Are all messages sent over the Internet first encrypted?</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction to Training

Most staff in an education organization could probably offer a fairly accurate description of the term computer virus if asked. Viruses are big news. They are reported in the major media quite regularly, and, on occasion, are even headline stories. But ask those same staff members what encryption software is, or to suggest effective disk backup procedures, and they will most likely find themselves without much to say. While threats and catastrophes are newsworthy, day-to-day activities that protect information systems are often considered mundane.

When an organization allows television, magazines, and newspapers to be solely responsible for educating its staff, there is no logical reason for it to expect its employees to know how to implement even the most clearly stated of information technology security procedures. After all, while staff may have heard a thirty-second newsflash about the latest megavirus, they will not have been exposed to proper ways of using computer equipment and protecting information.

As mentioned throughout Chapters 5-9, all of the technological and procedural precautions in the world will be ineffective if they are not executed properly. But through well-conceived and committed security training programs, staff will be better prepared to avoid problems in the first place, minimize the damage of those problems that do arise, and maximize their contributions to system and information recovery when necessary. Without appropriate training (and associated reference tools), staff will instead be more likely to actually contribute to security risk through accidental but not necessarily malicious behavior. After all, most security problems are the result of unintentional human error. These mistakes will be less likely to occur when a well-intentioned employee has been properly trained.
It Really Happens!

The annual Management Information Systems (MIS) meeting was always a big deal. It was a great time for educators from across the state to meet and share fresh ideas and innovative projects. Dr. Lambeth spent the better part of the first day of the conference telling his fellow superintendents about the computerized student record system his staff had developed. He was very proud of the project and enthusiastically invited his counterparts to attend the presentation that his staff was giving later in the week.

When the day of the big presentation finally arrived, Dr. Lambeth was pleased to see several of his peers scattered throughout the large audience that had come to learn about the new system. His MIS Director, who was the lead speaker, began by offering a few introductory remarks before proceeding with a much-anticipated demonstration.

"Before we get started," he said into the microphone confidently, "we would like you to know that we've done everything we can to show you how this system really works. To this end, every step you see us take will be just as we do back in the office." He pushed a button on his computer and the overhead monitor displayed a student transcript. "For example, this transcript is exactly what we see when we access a student's record."

A hand was raised in the back of the room. The MIS Director acknowledged it. "Do you have a question?"

"Yes," a woman stood up and replied. "You accessed that sample student record very quickly. Are you running the software on a particularly powerful computer or have you just limited the number of records and files that you're using for the demonstration?"

The MIS Director smiled, pleased with the answer he was able to offer. "Neither. This equipment is no different than any other machines we run in our schools. And the records are 100% authentic school-level data. This demonstration re-creates our experiences in the real world accurately."

Another hand was raised. "You're not suggesting that the record we're looking at on the screen is that student's actual transcript. We can see her name, address, and grades."

The presenter interjected, "That's right, you're seeing the real thing, just like we do back in our district." Dr. Lambeth twisted in his seat uncomfortably. So did many other members of the audience, including several of the superintendents who had been encouraged to attend.

The next voice from the audience asked the MIS Director what everyone else was now wondering: "How can you interpret FERPA in a way that allows you to openly display that student's record?" Someone else added, "Especially considering that the presentation wouldn't be hindered if you just masked the parts of the transcript that identified that individual student. This is a public meeting. Anyone could walk in off the street and attend these sessions, including the parents of that young lady... who, we can all see, received a D in English last year."

The MIS Director was surprised by the criticism, "But I just wanted to make the demonstration realistic...." Dr. Lambeth interrupted the explanation. Despite his profound personal and professional embarrassment, the Superintendent stood up to apologize to the audience. "As you have duly noted, this demonstration of our student record system is flawed. It is apparent that we will need to share details about our project at another time when we are prepared to abide by laws such as FERPA and our own internal policies on protecting individual student record information. I am sorry, but this presentation is over."
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Commonly Asked Questions

Q. If funds are scarce, isn't it better to implement security and postpone training rather than neglect security altogether?

A. Neglecting security altogether is a terrible option. Unfortunately, attempting to implement security without appropriate training is not much better. A more effective approach is to rely upon the security priorities that are established in the organization’s risk assessment (see Chapter 2) and then fund as many precautionary measures as can be implemented and trained for based on those priorities. While some vulnerabilities might be left unaddressed, the organization can have the peace of mind of knowing that at least those steps it has taken have a realistic chance of being properly implemented. It can then informally increase vigilance in areas of vulnerability it will not be able to address until additional funds become available.

Q. Can’t training sometimes be overdone?

A. Training can surely be overdone, although that is rarely the case in today’s world of shrinking and non-existent training budgets. More often, training problems are a result of poor focus and poor timing. A training program should be focused on helping staff do their jobs better. It must be relevant to assigned duties and be presented in an understandable way that encourages employees to make security a part of their everyday routines. Similarly, training classes should be scheduled at convenient times for participants. If focus and timing are properly handled (i.e., sessions are helpful and convenient), it is much less likely that participants will complain about training being a burden.

Q. How does an organization know if its training program is effective?

A. The most obvious way of measuring the effectiveness of security training is by monitoring the workplace for improved security performance. Scheduled and unscheduled testing of the security system is an excellent way of assessing its condition (see Chapter 4). Pre- and post-testing staff on training content is also an effective way of measuring improvements in security awareness, while yet another (and even more straightforward) way of evaluating training is to simply ask training participants what they thought of the experience. Since security depends heavily on the attitude and resulting commitment of staff, their opinion of the training, its relevance, and effectiveness is quite probably a good indicator of its success.

Targeting Training Efforts

Who should receive security training? In a word, everybody! After all, a security breach affects each person in an organization. No matter the task a staff member is assigned, chances are that his or her role influences, and is influenced by, security policies and procedures. For example, people who clean offices need to know what can and can’t be thrown away, and which rooms may or may not be off-limits. Teachers need to appreciate the necessity of protecting passwords and monitoring computer activity in their classrooms. Superintendents need to understand the importance of policy enforcement. And students need to be aware of proper floppy disk use and the viruses that can be spread if they fail to exercise due caution.

Training is a prerequisite for order, consistency, and realistic expectations of effective system defense.

Staff technology training is also addressed in another National Center for Education Statistics publication, Technology @ Your Fingertips (see Appendix E).
How Does Security Affect the Workplace?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Area</th>
<th>Affected Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical strategies (Chapter 5)</td>
<td>Housekeeping/custodial, maintenance and operations, weekend/evening activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information/data protection (Chapter 6)</td>
<td>Public relations releases, research and evaluation reporting, interoffice mail delivery, disposal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software regulations (Chapter 7)</td>
<td>Administrative/clerical assistance, instructional delivery, library offerings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access mechanisms (Chapter 8)</td>
<td>Access by Board members, substitute staff, students, and telecommuters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network/Internet connections (Chapter 9)</td>
<td>Internet searches, site-to-site transmissions, public access (e.g., a school's homepage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exercises in the theoretical are not often well received by busy people. If staff members to whom training is directed don't think that it is practical, then the training will be seen as an additional burden. One way to make training sessions meaningful is to customize separate training programs to meet the needs of different types of staff and job groupings. For example, a training session designed to address security issues that affect clerical staff (e.g., software use and system access) has a good chance of being well-received by people who perform clerical duties because it is relevant to their jobs. Those same people might find a more general training session that includes significant periods of time discussing the management of students in computer labs less applicable to their duties and, consequently, less interesting.

Every effort should be made to make security training as relevant as possible to day-to-day activities in the staff’s work environment.

It Really Happens!

Nancy had finally had enough of the training session. She raised her hand to ask the district’s technology security manager a simple question: “Why am I here?”

Dan, the security manager, was taken by surprise. He thought through what he believed to be a straightforward answer to the question, and offered his reply. “Well, Nancy, protecting the district’s information and equipment is important to us as an organization, and we must all do our part.”

“I understand that,” Nancy interrupted him, “and I agree with it. But I’ve been here for over an hour listening about how to transmit transcripts to colleges, how to mask individual identifiers in press releases, and how to develop documentation when programming new software. In twelve years as a classroom teacher, I’ve not done one of those things, and I seriously doubt that I will in the next twelve years either. What I do need to do as a teacher is submit end-of-the-quarter grades... by Thursday. Going to the teachers’ lounge and doing so would be a much better use of my time than this training class.”

Dan hadn’t expected such an attack on his training session, and explained that the time would prove worthwhile for everyone if, as a group, the audience could be patient. “Nancy, I pride myself on being thorough.
I plan to address electronic grade book issues in the next fifteen minutes or so. Will that satisfy you?" 

Nancy sensed that Dan was put off by her comments. She didn't want to be unfriendly but felt strongly about her point. "I'm glad that you're planning to talk about the security of our electronic grade books. It is an important issue to many of us, especially the teaching staff. But it would have been better for each of the twenty or thirty teachers here if you would have just told us that you wouldn't be getting to the part that matters to us until the end of the session. We could have then shown up at that point and wouldn't have felt like the rest of this had been a waste of our time. I'm sorry to be so blunt about it, Dan, but you need to hear this so that you can plan the next training a little more efficiently. Please accept this as constructive criticism, because you do a great job with the training material when it is relevant—but, like teaching, it doesn't matter how well you present the material if the students don't see any point to it."

Each organization will be different in terms of the types of job-alike training sessions that it might want to offer, but the following groups are common to many organizations and are logical target audiences for security training.

**Typical Job-Alike Training Groups**

- High-Level Administrators
- Middle Managers
- Teachers
- Students
- Data Processing/MIS Professionals
- Clerical Staff
- Custodial Staff
- Paraprofessionals
- Volunteers
- Other Support Staff

**Training Goals**

Even when information security training is customized to meet the needs of specific user groups through a job-alike approach, every session, no matter the target audience, should have the following goals:

**Goal 1:** Raise staff awareness of information technology security issues in general.

**Goal 2:** Ensure that staff are aware of local, state, and federal laws and regulations governing confidentiality and security.

**Goal 3:** Explain organizational security policies and procedures.

**Goal 4:** Ensure that staff understand that security is a team effort and that each person has an important role to play in meeting security goals and objectives.

**Goal 5:** Train staff to meet the specific security responsibilities of their positions.

**Goal 6:** Inform staff that security activities will be monitored.

**Goal 7:** Remind staff that breaches in security carry consequences.

**Goal 8:** Assure staff that reporting potential and realized security breakdowns and vulnerabilities is responsible and necessary behavior (and not trouble-making).

**Goal 9:** Communicate to staff that the goal of creating a "trusted system" is achievable.
Each of the above goals should provide the same types of information to all employees without regard to their job-alike grouping—the significant exception to this point is Goal 5, in which security responsibilities are explained as they specifically relate to participant duties.

**A Sample Training Outline**

Allowing for customizing to meet the requirements of job-alike training, the following outline provides an overview of how a typical security training session could be effectively structured:

I. Security overview
   A. What is information security?
   B. Why does it matter?

II. Federal laws
   A. FERPA overview
   B. FERPA relevance and application (include specific examples that relate to audience duties).

---

This list is adapted from the *Code of Conduct for Computer Users* as developed by The Computer Ethics Institute (see Appendix E).

While security training focuses on improving the implementation of security procedures, training staff on basic computer use also contributes to system security, and is vital.

---

*What a Wonderful World It Would Be…*

In the broader sense of computer use, staff should learn to:

1. Never use a computer as a tool to harm other people.
2. Never interfere with other people's computer work.
3. Never snoop around in other people's computer files.
4. Never use a computer to steal.
5. Never use a computer as a tool for misrepresenting information.
6. Never use other people's computer resources without their permission.
7. Never lose sight of the social consequences of the work being done with the computer.

---

Train staff to control the system responsibly so that the system doesn't control them.

---

See Chapters 1-3 for information about FERPA and other policy concerns.
III. State and local laws, regulations, and standards
   A. Statute, regulation, and standard overview
   B. Statute, regulation, and standard relevance and application
      (include specific examples that relate to audience duties)
IV. The organization's security plan
   A. Risk assessment findings
      1. Assets
      2. Threats
      3. Vulnerabilities
   B. Organizational security policies, procedures, and regulations
      (focus on those related to audience duties)
      1. Physical security regulations
      2. Information security regulations
      3. Software security regulations
      4. User access security regulations
      5. Network security regulations
   C. Security administration
      1. Expectations
      2. Monitoring activities
      3. Authorities
      4. Enforcement and consequences
      5. Avenues of communication
V. On-the-job training (i.e., "Here's what you really need to do...")
   A. Explanations
      1. Turning the computer on and off
      2. Logging in and out
      3. Changing passwords
      4. And so on
   B. Demonstrations
      1. Turning the computer on and off
      2. Logging in and out
      3. Changing passwords
      4. And so on
   C. Testing
      1. Turning the computer on and off
      2. Logging in and out
      3. Changing passwords
      4. And so on
   D. Monitoring
      1. Turning the computer on and off
      2. Logging in and out
      3. Changing passwords
      4. And so on

Ongoing training is essential for keeping staff focused. Distributing handouts, "cheat" sheets, and other reference materials is an effective way of supporting staff long after a training session is over and everyone is back on the job.
One way of illustrating the rationale for security regulations is to have staff look at the vulnerabilities of an unsecured system from the perspective of a potential intruder, and then consider how much more difficult it would be to attack a secured system.

True training entails more than telling employees what they can and cannot do. Simply saying "back up your work because it is a rule" does not educate staff. Instead, rationale for policies and regulations should be explained to employees. This does not require every step of the organization's risk assessment to be rehashed, as much as it means that procedures should be justified and made relevant to the audience's work. For example, instead of telling staff that they must protect their passwords, an explanation of what a malicious user could do while posing as an innocent staff person (through the use of their password) might be more effective—after all, very few people are willing to allow themselves to be made someone else's scapegoat! By describing how security protects users as well as the system and organization, security training can become an effective way of garnering staff support and ensuring that policies and regulations are implemented.

Users must be reminded what is at risk if the system is not effectively secured, including:

1. Organizational resources and reputation
2. Confidential information that students trust school employees to protect
3. Personal work files that would need to be re-created at considerable staff effort

Training Frequency

How often staff should be trained (and when) is an issue that requires significant consideration. A good rule of thumb is that all newly hired employees should undergo general organizational security training as a part of their orientation before they actually assume their duties. Similarly, job-alike or comparable training should be required of all staff (new or old) at the onset of initiating a security program.

After initial training sessions have been offered, it is important to continue to educate staff regularly. Ongoing efforts allow for major points to be reemphasized, while also providing trainers with opportunities to break complex issues into manageable pieces of information that staff can more easily comprehend. For example, the concept of user authentication may be more readily understood by staff if it is broken into separate sessions on in-house log-in procedures (session one) and remote access (session two).

Training surely demands the dedication of time and resources, but the alternative usually exacts a far higher toll!

The secret of education lies in respecting the pupil. —Emerson
Closing Thoughts on Security Training

Security policies and regulations are “living” concepts. That is, they can change depending on circumstances. If, for example, an improved type of encryption software is released, an organization and its employees might need to learn how to use it. Similarly, if a new data collection is initiated, policy-makers will need to evaluate the confidentiality of the information it generates. In both cases (and countless other examples), having a training mechanism in place to inform and educate staff is not only very valuable, but a real necessity—because a staff that is not properly trained limits, and perhaps even negates, the potential effectiveness of even the best devised security strategies.

Shortchanging security training is the equivalent of short-changing security itself. Don’t undermine an investment in equipment, software, and policy development by failing to also invest in your people.

Security Training Checklist

While it may be tempting to simply refer to the following checklist as your security plan, to do so would limit the effectiveness of the recommendations. They are most useful when initiated as part of a larger plan to develop and implement security policy throughout an organization. Other chapters in this document also address ways to customize policy to your organization’s specific needs—a concept that should not be ignored if you want to maximize the effectiveness of any given guideline.

Security Checklist for Chapter 10

The brevity of a checklist can be helpful, but it in no way makes up for the detail of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accomplished?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check Points for Security Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) Have decision-makers committed to comprehensive training as a necessary part of implementing any information technology security program?</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Is training targeted at everyone in the organization to the degree their activities warrant?</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Are training sessions customized to meet the needs of specific user groups, a concept referred to here as “job-alike” training (see Point 8 below)?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Is training designed to raise staff awareness of information technology security issues in general?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Is training designed to make staff aware of local, state, and federal laws and regulations governing information confidentiality and security?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Is training designed to explain organizational security policies, procedures, and regulations?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Is training designed to ensure that staff understand that security is a team effort and that each person has an important role to play?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Is training designed to help staff meet the specific security responsibilities of their positions?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Is training designed to inform staff that security activities must and will be monitored?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Is training designed to remind staff that breaches in security carry consequences for the individual and the organization?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Is training designed to encourage staff to report potential and actual security breakdowns and vulnerabilities?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Is training designed to communicate to staff that the goal of creating a &quot;trusted&quot; system is achievable?</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Has the sample training outline been reviewed as an aid in helping the organization's training planners develop their own program?</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Is the rationale for security policies and regulations explained as a part of training?</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Are all new staff trained before they assume their duties?</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Will staff training be initiated at the onset of implementing any security program?</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) Is staff training and related support information provided on an ongoing basis?</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) Have decision-makers recognized that a security policy is a &quot;living&quot; concept and, therefore, requires frequent reevaluation?</td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Additional Resources about Computing

This document endeavors to maintain its focus on information and technology security, and is not intended to explain the technical operations of computers, systems, or networks. For those readers who are interested in how computers operate, are configured, and are networked, the following is a list of on-line and print resources that address those and other technical issues.

On-line Resources

A Search Engine - http://www.yahoo.com/computers
This site provides a directory of computer-related on-line resources.

A Dictionary - http://whatism.com
Whatism.com offers an on-line dictionary of computer terms.

A Self-Study Course - http://www.mkdata.dk/english
This site, titled Click & Learn, offers a self-study course about PCs, their hardware, and internal architecture. It is an excellent technical resource.

Frequently Asked Questions - http://kbl.ucs.indiana.edu
This Indiana University site, titled Knowledge Base, is a database of common technology questions that arise at the University, but is applicable to outsiders as well. It, too, is an excellent resource.

Print Resources
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Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA)

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) is a Federal law designed to protect the privacy of a student's education records. The law applies to all schools that receive funds under an applicable program of the U.S. Department of Education.

FERPA gives parents certain rights with respect to their children’s education records. These rights transfer to the student, or former student, who has reached the age of eighteen or is attending any school beyond the high school level. Students and former students to whom the rights have transferred are called eligible students.

Parents or eligible students have the right to inspect and review all of the student’s education records maintained by the school. Schools are not required to provide copies of materials in education records unless, for reasons such as great distance, it is impossible for parents and eligible students to inspect the records. Schools may charge a fee for copies.

Parents and eligible students have the right to request that a school correct records believed to be inaccurate or misleading. If the school decides not to amend the record, the parent or eligible student then has the right to a formal hearing. After the hearing, if the school still decides not to amend the record, the parent or eligible student has the right to place a statement with the record commenting on the contested information in the record.

Generally, the school must have written permission from the parent or eligible student before releasing any information from a student’s record. However, the law allows schools to disclose records, without consent, to the following parties:

- School employees who have a need-to-know
- Other schools to which a student is transferring
- Certain government officials in order to carry out lawful functions
- Appropriate parties in connection with financial aid to a student
- Organizations doing certain studies for the school
- Accrediting organizations
- Individuals who have obtained court orders or subpoenas
- Persons who need to know in cases of health and safety emergencies
- State and local authorities, within a juvenile justice system, pursuant to specific state laws

Schools may also disclose, without consent, "directory" type information such as a student’s name, address, telephone number, date and place of birth, honors and awards, and dates of attendances. However, schools must tell parents and eligible students about directory information and allow parents or eligible students a reasonable amount of time to request that the school not disclose directory information about them.

Schools must notify parents and eligible students of their rights under this law. The actual means of notification (special letter, inclusion in a PTA bulletin, student handbook, or newspaper article) is left to the discretion of each school.

For additional information or technical assistance, call (202) 260-3887 or TDD (202) 260-8956, or contact:

Family Policy Compliance Office
U.S. Department of Education
600 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202-4605
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Related NCES Publications

(These publications are available through the U.S. Government Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents, Mail Stop: SSOP, Washington, DC 20402-9328. More information can also be found through the NCES World Wide Web Home Page at http://nces.ed.gov.)

Technology @ Your Fingertips
A Guide to Implementing Technology Solutions for Education Agencies and Institutions

Technology @ Your Fingertips describes a process for getting the best possible technology solution for an education organization. It presents a step-by-step approach to identifying an organization’s technology needs, evaluating its options, and acquiring and implementing its solution. The document does not dictate specific equipment and software that must be purchased. Rather, it arms its readers with a process they can use to customize technology solutions to their organization’s specific needs.

The book is not aimed at “technical” staff who may already be familiar with many of the concepts and much of the information it contains. The guidelines are, instead, intended for those who have been given the responsibility of purchasing and installing computers and networking technology for an education organization (or the responsibility of supervising computers and network technology once they have already been established). The guidelines are expected to be of most use to persons in schools or districts. However, they are also applicable to other types of education settings, including colleges, universities, libraries, and state education agencies.

Because the world of technology is very broad, the document focuses on computer and networking technology—primarily software used to meet administrative and instructional needs, and the hardware, networking, and support to allow it to function properly. It also addresses budgetary and human resources concerns. It is written in non-technical language and includes references to numerous other resources.

Protecting the Privacy of Student Records
Guidelines for Education Agencies

School districts maintain and use personal information for a variety of educational purposes. Students and their parents entrust schools with their personal information with the expectation it will be used to serve the students effectively and efficiently. To protect the privacy of families whose children are in school, states and the federal government have established strong legal statutes to secure information that schools maintain in student education records. Thus, agency and school staff are not only ethically, but also legally, responsible for safeguarding student information in order to protect the privacy of students and their families.

Protecting the Privacy of Student Records was written to help state and local education agencies and schools develop adequate policies and procedures to protect information about students and their families from improper release, while still satisfying the need for school officials to make sound management, instructional, and service decisions. Suggested audiences include state education agency staff, state and local policy-makers, school district staff, school administrators and staff, program and support services staff, technical staff, and teachers and other school-based support professionals.
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Sample Acceptable Use Agreements

The following are samples of agreements that organizations can refer to as they develop Information and Technology Security Agreements and Internet Acceptable Use Agreements for students, staff, contractors, and other individuals who are to be given access to equipment, information, or networks. These samples have been compiled from existing agreements that are currently in use in schools and local education agencies. The conditions they specify may or may not be applicable to all potential readers, and are, therefore, presented only as a resource. They do not in any way represent a standard or an agreed-upon convention.

Information and Technology Security Agreements

These sample Information and Technology Security Agreements do not take the place of security policies, guidelines, and procedures that are customized to meet the specific needs of the organization (the development of which is detailed throughout the body of the document). In fact, precisely the opposite is true. The following agreements are designed to certify that the signer acknowledges that relevant security policies, guidelines, and procedures have been developed by the organization and subsequently presented to the signer in a clear and meaningful way that outlines what their security responsibilities will be. These agreements are, therefore, simply the formal mechanisms by which the signer acknowledges that he or she is aware of the information and technology security policies, guidelines, and procedures, and agrees to abide by them.

Employee Information and Technology Security Agreement

I acknowledge that [name of organization]’s information and technology security policies, guidelines, and procedures have been made available to me for adequate review and consideration. I also certify that I have been given ample opportunity to have any and all questions about my responsibilities addressed. I am, therefore, aware that I am accountable for information and technology security procedures as they govern the acceptable performance of my job. I understand that failure to abide by any and all policies, guidelines, and procedures can result in organizational, civil, or criminal action and/or the termination of my employment.

Signature: ________________________________  Printed Name: ________________________________
Job Title: ________________________________  Date: __________/_______/______

Contractor/Consultant/Outsider Information and Technology Security Agreement

I acknowledge that [name of organization] has provided me with adequate time to review and consider the information and technology security policies, guidelines, and procedures it deems applicable to responsibilities I am undertaking on behalf of [name of organization], regardless of my employment status. I also certify that I have been given ample opportunity to have any and all questions about my responsibilities addressed. I am, therefore, aware that I am accountable for those information and technology security procedures as they relate to my work for, or on the behalf of, [name of organization]. I understand that failure to abide by any and all policies, guidelines, and procedures can result in organizational, civil, or criminal action and/or the termination of my relationship with [name of organization].

Signature: ________________________________  Printed Name: ________________________________
Affiliation: ________________________________  Date: __________/_______/______
Internet Acceptable Use Agreements

The following sample Internet Acceptable Use Agreements specify common requirements and prohibitions for Internet use by (1) organization staff, (2) high school students, and (3) elementary, middle, or junior high students. A sample Parent/Guardian Internet Permission Letter is also included and should accompany any Acceptable Use Agreements given to minors (i.e., most students).

Staff Guidelines for Acceptable Internet Use

The following statements guide acceptable staff use of Internet resources:

1. Staff must sign a valid Employee Information and Technology Security Agreement that affirms that they acknowledge and agree to abide by all organizational policies, guidelines, and procedures that govern computer, network, Internet, and information use.
2. Staff may not damage or mistreat equipment or facilities under any circumstances.
3. Staff may not intentionally waste computer resources.
4. Staff may not employ the network for personal financial gain or commercial purposes.
5. Staff may not violate regulations prescribed by the network provider.
6. Staff may not engage in practices that threaten the integrity of the network (e.g., knowingly download files that contain a virus).
7. Staff may not engage in personal business that is unrelated to the mission of the organization or the performance of their job.
8. Staff may not write, use, send, download, or display obscene, threatening, harassing, or otherwise offensive messages or pictures, including pornography.
9. Staff may not use the equipment or network for any illegal activities, including the violation of copyright laws and software piracy.
10. Staff may not load or copy any software or other programs to or from organizational equipment unless permission is explicitly granted by an authorized party (e.g., the network administrator or technology committee).
11. Staff may not use anyone else’s password, nor may they share their password with others.
12. Staff may not trespass into anyone else’s folders, documents, or files.
13. Staff may not disclose anyone else’s personal information (e.g., address, phone number, or confidential information), including and especially that belonging to students, community members and families, or fellow employees.

Staff should also be aware that communication over a network is frequently recognized as public by its very nature. Therefore, general rules and standards for professional behavior and communications will apply at all times. In an effort to maintain system integrity and to ensure responsible use, files and communications can and will be monitored. Staff should not under any circumstances expect that messages or files that are created, modified, transmitted, received, or stored on organizational equipment are private.

Staff Member: “I have read these Staff Guidelines for Acceptable Internet Use and agree to use the Internet and all associated equipment and information in a way that is consistent with these guidelines. I understand that failure to do so will result in the loss of my Internet privileges and other disciplinary action as deemed appropriate by organizational officials.”

Signature: 
Printed Name: 
Date: _____/_____/____
High School Student Guidelines for Acceptable Internet Use*

Access to computer, network, and Internet equipment and software at [name of organization] offers students an almost unlimited source of resources and information to support their educational development. Under staff supervision, students will have the privilege of searching the Internet for expert resources, communicating with other students from around the world, and participating in various distance-learning activities. But with the use of these powerful tools comes great responsibility. Access to these resources is a privilege, not a right. Students are advised that some Internet sites may contain offensive or inappropriate information, messages, and pictures for an educational setting. [Name of organization] does not condone or permit the use of such material. Therefore, access to the Internet is granted only on the condition that a student agrees to be accountable for appropriate use of these resources. In addition to all information and technology security policies, guidelines, and procedures that govern computer and network use at [name of organization], the following statements guide acceptable use of Internet resources by all high school students:

1. Students may not use equipment or facilities in a way that is inconsistent with the general rules of conduct that govern student behavior at [name of organization].
2. Students may not damage or mistreat equipment or facilities under any circumstances.
3. Students may not intentionally waste computer resources.
4. Students may not employ the network for personal financial gain or commercial purposes.
5. Students may not violate regulations prescribed by the network provider.
6. Students may not engage in practices that threaten the integrity of the network (e.g., knowingly download files that contain a virus).
7. Students may not write, use, send, download, or display obscene, threatening, harassing, or otherwise offensive messages or pictures, including pornography.
8. Students may not use the equipment or network for any illegal activities, including the violation of copyright laws and/or software piracy.
9. Students may not load or copy any software or other programs to or from organizational equipment.
10. Students may not use anyone else's password, nor may they share their password with others.
11. Students may not trespass into or in any way alter anyone else's folders, documents, or files.
12. Students may not disclose anyone's personal information (e.g., address, phone number, or confidential information), including their own or that belonging to a fellow student, community members and families, or staff member.

Students should be advised that in an effort to maintain system integrity and to ensure responsible use, files and communications can and will be monitored. Students should not under any circumstances expect that messages or files that are created, modified, transmitted, received, or stored on organizational equipment are private. Students who violate any of the above conditions will be subject to the suspension or termination of their Internet and computing privileges, as well as other disciplinary action as determined appropriate by school officials.

Student: “I have read these Student Guidelines for Acceptable Internet Use and agree to use the Internet and all associated equipment and information in a way that is consistent with these policies. I understand that failure to do so will result in the loss of my Internet privileges and/or other disciplinary action as deemed appropriate by school officials.”

Signature: ___________________________________________

Printed Name: _______________________________________

Date: _____/_____/_____

*This agreement should be accompanied by a signed and dated Parent/Guardian Internet Permission Letter.
Elementary, Middle, and Junior High School Student Guidelines for Acceptable Internet Use*

Access to the Internet is offered to help students learn. With the help of teachers, the Internet can be used for researching, studying, and communicating. But the Internet also includes some information that is not appropriate for students and the school environment. Therefore, students must agree to behave properly when using this powerful learning tool. The following rules should help a student understand what type of behavior is expected of Internet users.

1. Students must be kind and polite when using the Internet.
2. Students must use Internet equipment only for school-related activities.
3. Students may use the Internet only when they have permission from a teacher.
4. Students should not damage or mistreat computer equipment under any circumstances. This includes trying to "fix" plugs, cables, or other parts of the equipment. Leave that to your teacher.
5. Students should not access files that do not belong to them.
6. Students should not copy, download, or install any software or programs to or from school computers.
7. Students must not write, send, download, or display obscene, threatening, harassing, or otherwise harmful messages or pictures.
8. Students must not share their personal address, phone number, or any other contact information over the Internet. They must not share information about other people either, including friends, fellow students, or teachers.
9. Students should be aware that e-mail and Internet use can and will be monitored and therefore is not private.
10. Students must obey all rules that normally govern their behavior at school when using the Internet.

Student: "I have read or been read these Student Guidelines for Acceptable Internet Use and agree to use the Internet in a way that is consistent with these policies. I understand that failure to do so will result in the loss of my Internet privileges and/or other disciplinary action as deemed appropriate by school officials."

Student Signature: 
Printed Name: 
Date: 

*This agreement should be accompanied by a signed and dated Parent/Guardian Internet Permission Letter
Parent/Guardian Internet Permission Letter*

Dear Parent/Guardian,

We are pleased to offer students at [insert name of organization] access to the Internet. The Internet is a global computer network that is used by educators, students, government, business, and a host of other organizations and individuals to communicate electronically. As a learning resource, the Internet is similar to books, magazines, video, CD-ROM, and other information sources, except that it quite literally enables students to explore countless numbers of computers, networks, libraries, and databases from throughout the world. Use of the Internet for educational purposes will assist students in identifying resources, gathering information, and developing the technical skills they will need for life and work in the twenty first century.

It must be made clear, however, that although your child's use of the Internet will be supervised, we cannot guarantee that a student will not be able to access information that you might consider to be objectionable. Therefore, it is imperative that both students and their parents be aware of each individual student's responsibility for ethical and appropriate Internet use. Just as students are expected to behave properly in the classroom and school hallways, they will also be required to behave responsibly while using school computers and networks. Technical resources are provided to help students meet their information needs within the context of teacher-planned assignments and school-sponsored activities. Access to these resources, however, is a privilege, not a right. It is permitted only on the condition that a student agrees to act in a responsible manner. School staff reserve the right to suspend or terminate the use of the Internet by any student who violates these policies. Similarly, Internet use is subject to all policies and regulations that govern student behavior in other school activities.

Please review the attached Student Guidelines for Acceptable Internet Use agreement that your child will be required to read and sign before being granted Internet access. We encourage you to take advantage of this opportunity to discuss your family's values with your child and how they, too, should affect Internet use. Please feel free to contact [name and title of organizational contact person] at [contact information] if you have any questions about Internet use or Internet policies at [name of organization]. You are not required to grant permission for your child to access the Internet, but we firmly believe that Internet use in an approved educational setting, with specific educational objectives, and under appropriate supervision will prove to be a positive learning experience for your child.

Parent/Guardian: "I have read this letter and the Student Guidelines for Acceptable Internet Use, and give permission for my son/daughter to use the Internet at [name of organization]."

Parent/Guardian Signature: _____________________________
Printed Name: _____________________________
Date: ____/____/____

Student: "I have read or been read the Student Guidelines for Acceptable Internet Use as attached and agree to use the Internet in a way that is consistent with these policies. I understand that failure to abide by these policies will result in the loss of my Internet privileges and/or other disciplinary action as deemed appropriate by school officials."

Student Signature: _____________________________
Printed Name: _____________________________
Date: ____/____/____

*Any minor should present written permission from a parent/guardian before receiving access the Internet.
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Available On-Line Resources

American Association of School Administrators (http://www.aasa.org). This site includes appropriate use policies as well as technology plans and other planning resources.

Computer Crime Research Resources (http://mailer.fsu.edu/~btf1553/ccrr/states.htm). This site provides lists of, and links to, state statutes (by state) pertaining to crimes involving computers and information.

Computer Ethics Institute (CEI) (www.brook.edu/its/cei/cei%5Fhp.htm). CEI offers an advanced forum and resource for identifying, assessing, and responding to ethical issues associated with the advancement of information technologies in society.

Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) Coordination Center (http://www.cert.org). CERT studies Internet security vulnerabilities, provides incident response services to sites that have been victims of attack, publishes a variety of security alerts, researches security and survivability in wide-area-networked computing, and develops information to help you provide security at your site.

National/International Computer Security Association (NCSA/ICSA) (http://www.ncsa.com). The NCSA/ICSA is an organization dedicated to improving security and confidence in global computing through awareness and the continuous certification of products, systems, and people. It offers a wide range of security publications for sale included under topics such as Communications and Security, Computer Privacy and Ethics, Computer Viruses, Cryptography, Disaster Recovery, Firewalls and Internet Security, General Security, and Network Security.


National Security Institute (http://nsi.org/compsec.html). This site offers a wide range of security-related information under the headings Alerts and Warnings, Threats, Manager’s Guides, Communication and Encryption, Papers and Programs (and FAQs), Government Standards, Internet, Mailing Lists and News Groups, and Links.

Network/Computer Security Technology (http://huitzilo.tezcat.com/web/security). This site is intended to provide an access point to security-related resources across the Internet.

U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Technology (http://www.ed.gov/Technology). This site offers access to information on a range of U.S. Department of Education initiatives that promote the use of technology in schools, libraries, and communities to achieve its mission of ensuring equal access to education and promoting educational excellence throughout the nation.

World Wide Web Security FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) (http://www.w3.org/Security/Faq). This FAQ list attempts to answer some of the most frequently asked questions relating to the security implications of running a Web server and using Web browsers.
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Glossary

(Note: All terms are defined based on their use in this document.)

**Acceptable use policy**- A policy designed to limit the ways in which a computer or network can be used. Acceptable Use Policies (AUPs) usually include explicit statements about the required procedures, rights, and responsibilities of a technology user. Users are expected to acknowledge and agree to all AUP stipulations as a condition of system use, as should be certified on the AUP by the user's signature.

**Access**- To make use of a technology resource (e.g., a computer or network). Also, to make use of the information or data that reside on a computer or network. See also **Remote access**.

**Address spoofing**- See **Spoofing**.

**Administrative software**- Computer programs that are used to expedite the storage and use of data and information. Examples of administrative software include student records systems, personnel records systems, and transportation mapping packages. See also **Computer program**, **Software**, **Instructional software**, and **Application software**.

**Antivirus software**- Computer programs designed to detect the presence or occurrence of a computer virus. The software subsequently signals an alert of such a detection via any of a variety of mechanisms and, in many commercial products, can then be used to delete the virus. See also **Computer program**, **Software**, **Virus**, and **Virus scanner**.

**Application software**- Computer programs that are used to accomplish specific tasks not related to the functioning of the computer itself. In broad categories, both administrative software and instructional software are types of application software. More specific examples include word processing, spreadsheet, and database software. See also **Computer program**, **Software**, **Administrative software**, **Instructional software**, and **Operating system software**.

**Appropriate use policy**- See **Acceptable use policy**.

**Asset**- Real property, including information, software, and hardware (i.e., those things an organization needs to protect). Information and technology security requires that all assets be identified through the process of risk assessment in order to appropriately design security strategies. See also **Information**, **Software**, **Hardware**, and **Risk assessment**.

**Attack**- An attempt to violate information and technology security. See also **Asset**, **Countermeasure**, **Risk**, **Threat**, **Vulnerability**, and **Risk Assessment**.

**Audit**- See **Security audit**.

**Audit trail**- A detailed record of user transactions that chronicles all system activity (from each user’s log-on to log-off and everything in between). Review and analysis of audit trail records can lead to the detection of unauthorized or otherwise unacceptable system activity. See also **Log on** and **Security audit**.

**Authentication**- The act of verifying a user's identity in order to prevent unauthorized use. See also **User**, **Biometrics**, **Digital certificate**, **Digital signature**, **Log on**, and **Password**.
**Back door**- A mechanism for circumventing or disabling system security as purposefully devised and included by system designers. Back doors are presumably “justified” because they offer system access to technicians and other administrators who have been made aware of the deliberate flaw. Unfortunately, searching for (and finding) back doors is a common and fairly effective attack technique used by uninvited system hackers as well. See also **Access**, **Vulnerability**, and **Hacker**.

**Back up**- (Verb) To make a copy of a file or program for the purpose of restoring the data if the masters were to be lost, damaged, or otherwise unavailable for use.

**Backup**- (Noun) A copy of a master file or program. To be most effective from a security standpoint, back-up files are frequently stored at off-site locations. See also **Master file** and **Off-site storage**.

**Biometrics**- The use of biological characteristics (e.g., retinal patterns, fingerprints, and voice properties) to uniquely identify a person. These measurements can then be used to authenticate computer users. See also **Authentication**, **User**, and **Voice recognition**.

**Bit**- A binary digit. The smallest unit of computer memory, eight of which constitute a byte. The value of each bit, as limited by the “binary” code read by computers, is either 0 or 1. See also **Byte**, **Megabyte (MB)**, and **Memory**.

**Browser**- See **Web browser**.

**Bug**- A programming error that prevents software from performing as designed and anticipated. See also **Computer program** and **Software**.

**Byte**- Eight bits. The amount of computer memory needed to store one character (i.e., a number, letter, or symbol). See also **Bit**, **Megabyte (MB)**, and **Memory**.

**Cables (a.k.a. cabling)**- An assembly of insulated electronic conductors used to connect electrical equipment (e.g., peripheral equipment to a computer). See also **Wireless**.

**CD**- See **Compact disc**.

**CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Memory)**- An optical disk capable of storing large amounts of embedded electronic programs or files that can only be read from the disk (i.e., data can not be written to the disk after it has been produced). Unlike diskettes, CD-ROMs can be read by any type of computer with a CD-ROM disk drive. See also **Compact disc** and **Diskette**.

**Central processing unit (CPU)**- The main chip that controls the operation of the rest of the computer (i.e., the computer’s “brain,” where instructions are processed and information flow is managed). In a personal computer, a microprocessor serves as the CPU. See also **Microchip** and **Microprocessor**.

**Certificate**- See **Digital certificate**.

**Certificate authority**- A “trusted” third-party entity that issues digital certificates to individuals or organizations. The digital certificates are then used to create digital signatures and other security mechanisms. By issuing a digital certificate, the certificate authority guarantees that the recipient of the unique identifier is who he or she claims to be. See also **Digital certificate** and **Digital signature**.

**Chip**- See **Microchip**.

**Client**- The computer (user) in a client/server network that requests the files or services. The computer that supplies the services is the server. See also **Thin client**, **Server**, and **Client/server network**.
Client/server network- A network configuration in which all users access files stored on a central computer or several central computers. Each central computer is a server, and each user (actually each user's computer) is a client. See also Client, Thin client, Server, Peer-to-peer network, and Network.

Code- 1. (Noun) A familiar, if not precise, expression for a computer program, especially in its developmental form. 2. (Verb) A colloquial term for writing a computer program (i.e., a term for programming). See also Computer program and Computer programmer.

Cold site- An off-site location that includes all files, data, and software (but not hardware) necessary for resuming critical systems after an emergency has rendered an organization's primary site inoperable. Because some time is usually required to purchase and install the missing hardware, cold sites are plausible contingency plans only when a delay in restoring operations is acceptable. On the positive side, maintaining a cold site also delays the expense of purchasing the hardware until it is absolutely necessary (i.e., if, and only if, there is an emergency that damages or destroys the organization’s primary work site). See also Off-site, Critical system, Contingency plan, and Hot site.

Compact Disc- A 4.75 inch optical disk that can store computer files and data, audio signals, video images, and other digital files. Compact discs are frequently published in a read-only format (which are then called CD-ROM for Compact Disc-Read Only Memory), but when not configured as such, can be written to as well. See also CD-ROM.

Computer- An electronic device that can be programmed with instructions for storing, retrieving, and processing data. A computer is composed of hardware and software, and can exist in a variety of sizes and configurations. See also Mainframe computer, Minicomputer, Personal computer, Computer program, Computer type, Hardware, Software, and Data.

Computer program- Electronic instructions for a computer. See also Computer, Software, Operating system software, Application software, Administrative software, Instructional software, and Code.

Computer programmer- A person who writes computer programs (i.e., a person who writes instructions for computers). See also Computer program and Code.

Computer type- The classification of a computer according to its storage and computing capacity, the number of users that it can support, the variety of input and output options it offers, and its physical size. Three major types of computers are mainframe computers, minicomputers, and personal computers (i.e., microcomputers). See also Mainframe computer, Minicomputer, Personal computer, and Computer.

Computerize- (1) To equip with computers, (2) to control by means of computers, or (3) to input and store in a computer. See also Computer.

Confidential information- Private information about an individual that is protected by organizational policy or law (such as the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). See also Directory information, General information, and Sensitive information.

Contingency plan- A prepared plan that details an organization's anticipated response to potential emergency situations. The purpose of a contingency plan is to minimize the amount of planning necessary once an organization and its staff find themselves in an emergency situation (e.g., a fire, earthquake, or flood); instead, they can refer to, and enact, the pre-planned list of activities already identified as necessary for protecting people, salvaging systems, and limiting damage. Well-designed contingency plans specify individual staff roles and responsibilities during an emergency. See also Recovery plan.

Conversion- The task of migrating data from an existing computer or software system (or from paper files) to a new system.
Countermeasure- A step planned and taken in opposition to another act or potential act, including the introduction of security procedures to a system in order to minimize vulnerabilities and neutralize threats. See also Asset, Attack, Risk, Threat, Vulnerability, and Risk Assessment.

CPU- See Central processing unit.

Critical system- A computer, network, system or component that is absolutely essential (i.e., critical) to the operation of an information system. See also General system and System.

Data- Raw information that lacks the context to be meaningful (e.g., "34" is data because it has no meaning unless some context is provided; "34 degrees Fahrenheit" has meaning and therefore becomes information). The terms "data" and "information" are often used to differentiate between computer-read (i.e., data) and human-read (i.e., information) figures and text. See also Information.

Database- A large collection of data that is developed and maintained for quick searching and retrieving. See also Data and Database software.

Database software- Computer programs designed to store large amounts of data and allow for quick and efficient searching, retrieving, sorting, revising, analyzing, and ordering. There are two common types of databases, flat file databases and relational databases. See also Data, Computer program, Software, Administrative software, and Application software.

Decryption- The process of translating an encrypted file back into its original unencrypted form via the use of a matching decryption key. See also Encryption and Key.

Degauss- To demagnetize. Disks and other electronic storage media are degaussed in order to completely remove magnetically encoded data. Degaussing is necessary because simply erasing files does not, in most cases, ensure complete data removal.

Digital certificate- An attachment to an electronic transmission that allows the recipient to authenticate the identity of the sender via third party verification from an independent certificate authority. Digital certificates are used to identify encryption and decryption codes between message senders and recipients. See also Certificate authority, Digital signature, Encryption, Decryption, and Authentication.

Digital signature- A code attached to an electronic message that is used to verify that the individual sending the message is really who he or she claims to be—much in the same way that a written signature identifies the sender of a piece of written correspondence. To be effective, digital signatures must be unique and must, therefore, be protected from theft and forgery. See also Certificate authority and Digital certificate.

Directory information- Information about an individual that can legally be made public (e.g., name, street address, and telephone number). See also Confidential information, General information, and Sensitive information.

Disk- A round plastic magnetic device on which computer programs and data are saved. There are three main types of disks: hard disks (maintained inside the computer on the hard drive), diskettes (e.g., floppy disks), and compact discs (e.g., CD-ROM). See also Hard disk, Diskette, Compact disc, CD-ROM, Disk drive, and Hard drive.

Disk drive- A device that reads and stores data on a disk. The drive may be permanently installed inside the computer (i.e., a hard drive that reads a hard disk), or contain a slot for entering a diskette or compact disc from outside the computer. See also Disk, Diskette, Hard disk, Compact disc, CD-ROM, and Hard drive.

Disk label- See Label.
**Diskette**- A thin, flexible, plastic disk on which computer programs and data can be saved outside of a computer. The two types of diskettes are 3.5 inch disks that come in a hard plastic case and 5.25 inch disks that come in thin, pliable, cardboard-like cases and are therefore referred to as floppy disks. See also **Disk** and **Disk drive**.

**Download**- The act of transferring data or files between computers or systems. Downloading is sometimes distinguished from uploading by the direction of the file/data transfer. Downloading refers to transfers from a larger to smaller system or from a remote system to a local system.

**Drill**- See Security drill.

**Drive**- See Disk drive and Hard drive.

**Dumb terminal**- A unit composed of a monitor and a keyboard that connects to a remote computer for its processing power. See also Monitor and Keyboard.

**E-mail**- Electronic messages, typically addressed as person-to-person correspondence, that are transmitted between computers and across networks.

**Electronic data interchange (EDI)**- The exchange of routine education (and business) information transactions in a computer-processable format.

**Encryption**- The process of translating a file into an apparently unintelligible format (i.e., to encode it) via the use of mathematic algorithms or other encoding mechanisms. In general terms, the recipient of an encrypted message must possess a matching key to decrypt and read the message. See also Decryption and Key.

**Ethical standards**- Guidelines for appropriate behavior based on the recognized standards of a profession or group (e.g., ethical standards of the workplace forbid displays of insulting and insensitive messages).

**File**- In technology systems, a file is a block of data stored on a magnetic medium such as a floppy disk, hard disk, or tape. A file may contain a computer program, a document, or other collections of data and information.

**Firewall**- An electronic boundary that prevents unauthorized users and/or packets of data or information (e.g., files and programs) from accessing a protected system.

**Floppy disk**- See Diskette.

**Freeware**- Software that, while available free of charge, is still protected by a copyright and, therefore, is subject to applicable copyright laws. The person who retains the copyright for a piece of software maintains all distribution authority and can choose to charge for the product at any time. See also Computer program and Software.

**Functional specifications**- A document that details the desired or expected capabilities of a computer or network (i.e., the system functions and software functions). Functional specifications are best determined through methodical analysis, referred to as a needs assessment, which, when complete, results in a formal needs statement. See also System functions, Software functions, Needs assessment, and Needs Statement.

**Functions**- See Software functions and System functions.

**Gateway**- An electronic device that allows two different computer or networks to connect (i.e., it "translates" between networks that use different protocols). See also Interface and Protocol.
General information—Information or data that is useful, but not (1) critical to an organization's mission, or (2) of a confidential or sensitive nature. See also Confidential information, Directory information, and Sensitive information.

General system—A computer, network, system or component that, while useful, is not critical to the operation of an information and technology system. See also Critical system and System.

Goal of Security—See Security goal.

Hacker—An unauthorized user who attempts to access a system and its information.

Hard disk—A device, usually constructed of rigid aluminum or glass, on which computer programs and data are saved. A hard disk is most often permanently connected to the computer's hard drive, although removable hard disks are available. Data is transferred to and from the hard disk by magnetic heads. See also Disk and Hard drive.

Hard drive (a.k.a., hard disk drive)—A device used to store programs and data to (and read from) a computer's "permanent" hard disk. See also Disk and Disk drive.

Hardware—Computer equipment that can be touched, including the computer case and peripheral equipment (e.g., monitor, keyboard, mouse, and printers) that is attached to the computer. See also Peripheral equipment, Monitor, Keyboard, Mouse, Printer, and Software.

Helpdesk—A source from which computer, network, or software users can receive assistance. Access to a Helpdesk is usually offered to users via telephone, fax, or e-mail.

Homepage—The first page (i.e., the opening screen) of a website. See also World Wide Web (WWW).

Hot site—An off-site location that includes all resources (including files, data, software, and hardware) necessary for resuming critical systems after an emergency has rendered the organization's primary site inoperable. A hotsite should require little to no delay in restoring operations because all resources are maintained in a ready state. See also Off-site, Critical system, Contingency plan, and Cold site.

Information—Data that are meaningful (i.e., they are presented in a context that allows them to be read by a human as opposed to being read by a computer). See also Data.

Instructional software—Computer programs that allow students to learn new content, practice using content already learned, and/or be evaluated on how much content they currently know. These programs allow teachers and students to demonstrate concepts, perform simulations, and record and analyze data. Sometimes application software such as database programs and spreadsheets can also be used within the instructional context to help analyze and present data and information. See also Computer program, Software, Administrative software, and Application software.

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)—An international set of telecommunication standards that allow voice, video, and data to be digitally transmitted over wire or optical fiber lines.

Interface—A shared boundary where independent systems meet. In computer systems, the term "interface" commonly refers to the mechanism through which a user communicates with a computer or network (e.g., via a monitor, keyboard, or mouse). It also refers to those connections that enable communication and exchanges of data to take place between separate systems. See also Gateway.

Internet—A global "network of networks" that is used by the general population, including educators, students, government, business, and a host of other individuals and organizations to communicate electronically. See also and World Wide Web (WWW).
Internet Service Provider (ISP)- An organization that provides access to the Internet. Commercial providers, nonprofit organizations, and schools can serve as ISPs. See also Internet.

Intranet- A localized network of computers used to communicate electronically.

ISDN- See Integrated Services Digital Network.

Key- A secret value (usually attached to a mathematical algorithm) that is used to generate unique encryption/decryption codes. See also Encryption and Decryption.

Keyboard- A piece of peripheral equipment (analogous to a typewriter) used to enter information and instructions into a computer. In addition to letter keys, most keyboards have number pads and function keys that make computer software easier to use. Keyboards are frequently an important tool in the user-computer interface. See also Peripheral equipment and Interface.

Label- Information that identifies or describes that to which it is affixed. Printed paper labels are used to identify computer disks, whereas electronic labels can be used to identify electronic files. Labels are also affixed to backup tapes, storage cabinets, and other storage media and containers to identify contents. Proper labeling is an integral part of any effective security system.

LAN- See Local area network.

Laptop- A portable personal computer that is small enough to fit on a person's lap (i.e., it weighs less than eight pounds). Laptops are usually capable of being powered by rechargeable batteries. See also Computer, Personal computer, PC, and Macintosh.

Library- See Media library.

Local area network (LAN)- An interconnected system of computers and/or peripheral equipment (e.g., printers) that is confined to a limited area, such as a room, building, or campus, and enables connected users to communicate and share information and resources. See also Wide area network (WAN).

Log on (a.k.a. log in)- To connect to a computer or network, usually through the entry of an acceptable user ID and password (i.e., through appropriate authentication). See also Access, Authentication, and Password.

Logic bomb- A hidden computer program that, once activated, damages or destroys a computer or network (e.g., malicious code programmed to damage files at a certain time on a certain day). A logic bomb technically is not a virus because it can only be activated once, whereas a virus can replicate itself or otherwise resurface repeatedly. See also Computer program and Virus.

Macintosh- A family of personal computers manufactured by Apple Computer. See also Computer, Personal computer, and PC.

Mainframe computer- A computer that serves as central support to many users and has the storage and computing capacity needed for large sets of data and files. Mainframes often store data on large reel-to-reel magnetic tapes that require extensive physical storage space. Mainframe users frequently rely upon dumb terminals or "tubes" to connect to the mainframe. See also Computer, Minicomputer, Personal computer, and Dumb terminal.

Maintenance contract- An agreement with an outside service or agency (e.g., the vendor who sold the equipment) to maintain or repair a computer system (and its peripheral equipment).

Masquerading- Impersonating an authorized user to gain access to a computer or network. One common act of masquerading is to "borrow" someone else's password. See also Spoofing.
**Master file** - An original file from which copies and backups are made. See also **Backup**.

**Media library** - An on-site location that serves as a repository for archived files and software, and allows for security measures to be concentrated and even intensified. Note that a media library is not a substitute for off-site storage of backups. See also **Off-site storage**.

**Megabyte (MB)** - The amount of computer memory needed to store 1,048,576 characters (which is roughly equivalent to a novel of average length). Megabytes are used to describe the amount of memory on a diskette, hard disk, or in random access memory (RAM). See also **Bit, Byte, and Memory**.

**Megahertz (MHZ)** - A measure of the clock speed of a central processing unit (CPU) expressed in millions of cycles per second. See also **Central processing unit (CPU)**.

**Memory** - In technological terms, the location and medium of data storage within a computer. See also **Storage media** and **Random access memory (RAM)**.

**Microchip** - A tiny piece of silicon (actually usually, but not always, silicon) on which computer circuitry has been manufactured. A microchip, or "chip," is an integral piece of computer hardware and can contain the circuitry for the central processing unit, memory (including random access memory), or other important operations. See also **Microprocessor, Central processing unit (CPU), and Hardware**.

**Microcomputer** - See **Personal computer**.

**Microprocessor** - The microchip that is responsible for a computer's logical operations. The microprocessor serves as the central processing unit (CPU) in a personal computer. See also **Microchip and Central processing unit (CPU)**.

**Minicomputer** - A stand-alone computer system that generally supports anywhere from five or six to a few hundred users simultaneously. Traditional minicomputers are now often being replaced by client/server networks and peer-to-peer networks. See also **Computer, Personal computer, Mainframe computer, and Computer type**.

**Modem** - Short for "modulator/demodulator." A device that allows a computer to connect to a telephone line in order to communicate with another computer or network (i.e., it allows for remote access). It translates analog signals to digital signals on the way into the computer, and digital signals to analog signals on the way out of the computer. Modems may be internal or external to the computer case. Modems are classified according to the speed at which they send and receive data. See also **Remote access and Peripheral equipment**.

**Monitor** - A piece of peripheral equipment (analogous to a television screen) that receives video signals from a computer and displays the information (e.g., text and graphics) for the user. A monitor is frequently an important tool in the user-computer interface. See also **Peripheral equipment and Interface**.

**Mouse** - A hand-held piece of peripheral equipment that is rolled across a flat surface (e.g., on a desk) in order to provide direction to a computer. A mouse is frequently an important tool in the user-computer interface. See also **Peripheral equipment and Interface**.

**Multimedia** - A computer capable of utilizing more than one communication medium (e.g., audio and video).

**Need-to-Know** - A legal designation that indicates whether an individual has a legitimate educational reason for accessing confidential information. Also, a security principle that states that a system user should only be granted access to those components of the system (and its information) that he or she actually needs to perform his or her job.
**Needs assessment**- The process of determining the system functions and software functions that an organization or user will require of a computer or network (i.e., what the system will be "needed" to do). The product of a needs assessment is initially a list of functional specifications and, ultimately (when completed and combined with the system's technical requirements), a needs statement. See also System functions, Software functions, Functional specifications, Technical requirements, and Needs statement.

**Needs statement**- A description of the functional specifications, technical requirements, and security standards that dictate the selection of a technology solution. Accurate needs statements usually require input from a range of potential users and are the product of a needs assessment. See also Functional specifications, Technical requirements, and Needs assessment.

**Network**- A group of computers (technically two or more) connected to each other to share software, data, files, and peripheral equipment. Also, the hardware and software needed to connect the computers together. See also Local area network (LAN), Wide area network (WAN), Client/server network, Peer-to-peer network, Intranet, Internet, and World Wide Web (WWW).

**Node**- A point of access on a network (i.e., a point of connection). See also Access and Network.

**Off-site**- A location other than an organization's primary work site or place of business. See also Off-site storage.

**Off-site storage**- A location for the storage of backup files that is physically independent of the primary site of file use. The purpose of off-site storage is to decrease the likelihood of a single catastrophic event damaging or destroying both master and backup files. For example, if a fire were to break out in a building, it is conceivable that the entire structure could be destroyed. If backup files were maintained in that building, they would probably be lost with the originals; but if the backup files were at a different location (i.e., in off-site storage), they would be much more likely to survive the event. See also Off-site, Cold site, Hot site, Backup, and Master file.

**On-line**- The status of being connected to a computer or network or having access to information that is available through the use of a computer or network. See also Access and Remote access.

**Operating system software**- The electronic instructions (e.g., Windows 95, Mac OS, Unix, and Novell NetWare) that control a computer and run the programs. Operating system software is usually specific to a particular type of computer. See also Computer program, Software, and Application Software.

**Password**- A secret sequence of letters, numbers, or symbols that enables a user to authenticate himself or herself to a secured computer or network. Passwords can be established by a system administrator or by the individual user. Effective password systems require that each user protect his or her password from being disclosed to anyone. See also Authentication and Log on.

**PC**- A term which should refer to any type of personal computer (e.g., a Macintosh or IBM-compatible) but has become synonymous with IBM-compatible personal computers. There are quite literally hundreds of brands of IBM-compatible computers (e.g., Compaq, Dell, and Packard Bell personal computers). See also Computer, Personal computer, and Macintosh.

**Peer-to-peer network**- A network configuration in which each user stores files on his or her own computer for other network users to access. See also Client/server network and Network.

**Pentium**- The fifth generation (hence the name Pentium) of the Intel microprocessor. See also Microprocessor and Central processing unit (CPU).

**Peripheral equipment**- Any of a variety of devices that are attached to a computer, including monitors, keyboards, modems, printers, scanners, and speakers. See also Monitor, Keyboard, Modem, and Printer.
Personal computer (a.k.a. Microcomputer)- A “small” computer (no larger than a desktop by definition) that uses a microprocessor (i.e., a microchip that serves as the central processing unit) to run the computer. Personal computers are generally used by only one person at a time (i.e., the user), but can be networked to communicate with other personal computers, mainframes, or minicomputers. This glossary considers both Macintosh and IBM-compatible computers to be Personal Computers. See also Computer, Macintosh PC, Mainframe computer, Minicomputer, and Laptop.

Platform- The hardware and operating system software that runs application software on a computer. See also Hardware, Operating system software, Application software, and Computer.

Printer- A piece of peripheral equipment that translates electronic signals from a computer into words and images on paper. Common types of printers include dot matrix, ink jet, laser, impact, fax, and pen and ink devices; many are capable of producing either black-and-white or color images. See also Peripheral equipment.

Program- See Computer program.

Programmer- See Computer programmer.

Protocol- The set of technical and procedural standards and rules that govern network and computer communication and data exchange. See also TCP/IP and Electronic data interchange (EDI).

Random access memory (RAM)- The working memory of a computer (i.e., the microchips on which data is temporarily stored while a computer is on and working). See also Memory.

Recovery plan- A detailed program for regaining first an organization’s critical systems and then its general systems (i.e., “normal” operations) after a disaster. As with all contingency planning, recovery plans should be prepared in advance of any such occurrence. They should specify individual roles and responsibilities for performing planned responses, and be coordinated with other contingency planning and emergency response efforts. See also Contingency plan.

Release- An intermediate edition of a computer program. Releases are usually offered when minor changes or bug-fixes have been made to the previous edition of the software. Releases are designated by a whole number (denoting the version) followed by a decimal number indicating the new release (e.g., Upgrade 2.1). See also Computer program, Software, Version, and Upgrade.

Remote access- The act of accessing a computer or network from a location that is removed from the physical site of the computer or network. Remote access is often accomplished via the use of a modem. See also Access and Modem.

Resources- See Technology resources.

Risk- In information and technology security, a risk is any hazard or danger to which a system or its components (e.g., hardware, software, information, or data) is subjected. See also Asset, Attack, Countermeasure, Threat, Vulnerability, and Risk Assessment.

Risk assessment- The process of identifying: (1) all assets an organization possesses, (2) all potential threats to those assets, (3) all points of vulnerability to those threats, (4) the probability of potential threats being realized, and (5) the cost estimates of potential losses. Risk assessment enables an organization to at least consider the range of potential threats and vulnerabilities it faces, and is the first step in effectively securing an information and technology system. See also Asset, Attack, Countermeasure, Risk, Threat, and Vulnerability.

Rogue programming- See Logic bomb, Trojan horse, Virus, and Worm.
Screen saver- A computer program that automatically displays a moving image or pattern on a monitor screen after a pre-set period of inactivity. Screen savers were originally designed to prevent a fixed image from being "burned" into the phosphor of the monitor screen, but also afford an additional security function as well—the displayed image or pattern serves to shield screen content from passersby who could otherwise see information shown on the monitor screen. Many screen savers now offer password protection that, while far from foolproof, further deters casual unauthorized viewing of monitor displays. See also Monitor.

Security audit- A methodical examination and review of system and user activity. See also Audit trail.

Security drill- Repetitive instruction or training designed to establish security concepts and procedures within an organization and its staff.

Security goal- The primary goal of any information and technology security system is to protect one's information and system without unnecessarily limiting its utility for authorized users and functions. See also Trusted system.

Security policy- Clear, comprehensive, and well-defined plans, rules, and practices designed to protect and regulate access to an organization's system and the information that comprises it. Security policy describes the ideal status toward which all organizational security efforts should lead.

Security signature- See Digital signature.

Sensitive information- Information or data which, if lost or compromised, might negatively affect the owner of the information or require substantial resources to recreate. See also Confidential information, Directory information, and General information.

Sequence numbering- The use of embedded number patterns within a transmitted message to verify the integrity of file or data exchange. If the sequence of numbers in a received message is not consistent with the sequence in the sent message, it is possible that the message was tampered with or has otherwise lost its integrity.

Server- The computer in a client/server network that supplies the files or services. The computer (user) that requests the services is the "client." See also Client, Thin client, and Client/server network.

Signature- See Digital signature.

Software- Programs that tell a computer what to do. See also Computer program, Application software, Administrative software, Instructional software, Operating system software, Antivirus software, and Hardware.

Software features- Those attributes offered by a particular piece of software that make it easy and effective to use (e.g., a “spell check” function in word processing software). See also Software.

Software functions- The tasks, activities, or operations that a piece of software is intended to perform. See also Software, Functional specifications, Needs assessment, and System functions.

Spoofing- An intentional act of misrepresentation in which an authorized user is tricked into thinking that he or she is communicating with another authorized user or site (but is not). See also Masquerading.

Storage media- Any of a variety of agents or mechanisms for storing electronic data or files, including disks, tapes, and compact discs. See also Disk, Diskette, Compact disc, Tape, Zip drive, and Memory.

Surfing- The act of exploring locations and browsing contents of World Wide Web sites on the Internet. See also Web browser.
System- A group of elements, components, or devices that are assembled to serve a common purpose. In a technological system, this refers to all hardware, software, networks, cables, peripheral equipment, information, data, personnel, and procedures (i.e., all technology resources) that comprise a computer environment. See also Hardware, Software, Network, Cables, Peripheral equipment, Information, Data, Technology resources, Critical system, General system, and System functions.

System functions- A list of the specific capabilities a computer or network should be able to perform (or staff should be able to do when using the system). Examples of possible functions include storage and retrieval capabilities, calculation and processing capabilities, reporting and output capabilities, and telecommunications capabilities. See also System, Functional specifications, Needs assessment, and Software functions.

Tape- A storage medium that is both "readable" (i.e., it can be read from) and "writable" (i.e., it can be written to). Tape was a primary storage method for early computers and systems, but has been replaced by disks, compact discs, and other less bulky media. Tape is still frequently used as a medium for making back-ups (e.g., backup tapes). See also Storage media.

TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol over Internet Protocol)- The de facto standard communications protocol used for networking. See also Network and Protocol.

Technical requirements- Straightforward statements that describe the necessary parameters of a technology solution. These parameters should address topics such as: the number of people who will use the system at a single time; where users are located; the numbers and types of transactions that need to be processed; and the types of technology components that need to interact. See also Software functions, System functions, and Needs assessment.

Technical support staff- Those persons who support and maintain an information system once it has been established. See also Technology resources.

Technology resources- The hardware, software, networks, and other equipment (in combination with personnel and financial resources) that can be dedicated to the implementation of a technology solution. See also Technical support staff and System.

Telecommuter- An individual who works at home or at another location that is physically removed from a place of employment via the use of technology (e.g., computers, modems, and fax machines). See also Remote access.

Thin client- A networking system in which the client (i.e., the user's computer) in a client/server network handles very little of the processing because the majority of processing is managed by the server. See also Client, Server, Client/server network, and Network.

Threat- Any actor, action, or event that contributes to the risk of an organizational asset. See also Asset, Attack, Countermeasure, Risk, Vulnerability, and Risk Assessment.

Time stamp- The act of recording the date and time within a transmitted message to verify the integrity of file or data exchange. If the date and time of message receipt varies with the date and time of transmission beyond an acceptable period of delivery, it is possible that the delay signifies that the message was intercepted in transit (or has otherwise lost its integrity).

Trojan horse- A type of programmed threat (i.e., a virus) that presents itself as an apparently useful function (e.g., the "thesaurus" in a word processing application) but actually conceals an unauthorized program designed to damage the system or the information it contains. See also Threat and Virus.
**Trusted system**- An information and technology system that, while not invincible, can generally be "trusted". Since no system is foolproof, a trusted system is the ideal security state. See also **Security goal** and **System**.

**Upgrade**- 1. (Verb) The act of installing a revised or improved (i.e., newer) version or release of a piece of software on a computer or system. 2. (Verb) To add memory or new equipment to an existing computer or network. 3. (Noun) A revised or improved product (i.e., software or hardware). See also **Release**, **Version**, **Software**, **Memory**, **Random access memory (RAM)**, and **Hardware**.

**User**- In information and technology systems, a user is a person who accesses a system. Education organization users typically include (1) instructional staff who provide instruction or perform instructional management tasks using technology and (2) administrative staff who use technology to manage the routine and non-routine administrative activities of an organization as efficiently as possible. Students, parents, and community members can also be users. See also **Access** and **System**.

**Version**- A major edition of a computer program. The version number changes when a software developer makes major alterations to the software (e.g., significant new features are added). The version number is a whole number following the name of the software, in contrast to the release number, which is the decimal number after the version number. For example, when Software 2.0 undergoes minor changes, it could be re-released as Software 2.1. When it later undergoes significant revamping, the new version would be Software 3.0. See also **Computer program**, **Software**, **Release**, and **Upgrade**.

**Virus**- A computer program that destroys data, unnecessarily ties up resources, or otherwise damages a system. Viruses are often able to replicate themselves and can therefore be passed from one computer or network to another via file transfers (analogous to how a biological virus is passed from one host to the next). Viruses are combated by a variety of security techniques, most notably through the use of antivirus software and virus scanners. See also **Antivirus software**, **Virus scanner**, **Threat**, **Trojan horse**, and **Worm**.

**Virus scanner**- Software designed specifically to search files and disks for the presence of a virus. See also **Software**, **Virus**, **Antivirus software**, **Trojan horse**, and **Worm**.

**Voice recognition**- The conversion of spoken language into a digital format by a computer. Voice recognition can be used as a method of user identification and authentication. See also **Biometrics** and **Authentication**.

**Vulnerability**- A point within an information or technology system that is susceptible to attack from a threat. See also **Asset**, **Attack**, **Countermeasure**, **Risk**, **Threat**, and **Risk Assessment**.

**WAN**- See **Wide area network**.

**Web**- See **World Wide Web (WWW)**.

**Web browser**- Software that allows a user to locate, view, and access information from World Wide Web sites (on the Internet) via the use of a graphical interface. See also **Surfing**.

**Wide area network (WAN)**- An interconnected system of computers and networks (including local area networks) that surpasses local area networks in scope (e.g., WANS can span building to building, city to city, across the country, and internationally). These data communications linkages (e.g., dedicated lines and radio waves) are designed to allow large numbers of users to communicate and access information. See also **Local area network (LAN)**.

**Wireless**- A network system in which there is no physical connection between two pieces of equipment (i.e., instead of a wire or fiber optic links connecting computers, they communicate via radio waves). See also **Cables** and **Network**.
World Wide Web (WWW)- A network that offers access to websites all over the world using a standard interface for organizing and searching. The WWW simplifies the location and retrieval of various forms of information including text, audio, and video files. See also Surfing and Homepage.

Worm- A computer program that can make copies of itself and spread through connected computers and networks, thereby using up system resources and/or causing other damage. See also Threat and Virus.

Write-protect- Any of a variety of hardware or software mechanisms that prevent data from being written to a disk or other storage media.

WWW- See World Wide Web.

Zip drive- A Zip drive is able to store 25 megabytes to 100 megabytes of data onto removable cartridges (depending on the model of the drive), most frequently for the purpose of backing up data. See also Backup, Disk, Disk drive, and Storage media.

Note that the following resources were consulted during the development of this glossary:
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acceptable use policy - see policy and security agreements
access - 28, 85, 88, see also user access security
account - see user account
account management - 50
accountability - 4, 31-33, 50
acquisition (software) - 80
airport security - 60
application software - 70, 77
appropriate use policy - see policy and security agreements
antivirus - 49
asset - 12, 14, 67
attack - 16, 40
audience (document) - 4
audit - 45
authentication - 69, 81, 86, 88, 90, 91, 101
auxiliary power - 61
availability (information) - 67
backups - 47-49, 70-72, 79, 82
biometrics - 70, 88
breach - see security breach response planning
browser - 100
building and room construction - 57
bug - 49
cabling - 59, 91
call-back system - 91
certificate authority - 101
climate - 58
cold site - 43
complete backup - 48
Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) - 99
confidential information - 3, 11, 28, 62, 100
confidentiality - 67
consortia - 30
contingency planning - 40, 42-44
cost/benefits - 11, 19, 22-24
countermeasure - 12-13, 16, 22-23, 56
information security - 69-73
network (internet) security - 100-101
physical security - 57-62
software security - 78-82
user access security - 87-92
critical facilities - 57
critical system - 19, 29, 59, 79
data - 67, 73
data life cycle - 73
decryption - 68, 101, 102
degaussing - 73
design reviews - 80
development (software) - 80
dial-up communications - 69, 92
digital certificate - 101
digital signature - 101
discipline - 41
disposal - 62, 73
documentation - 70, 79, 81
doors - 57
drill - 45, 52
e-mail - 69
electrical system - 61
encryption - 68, 69, 89, 91, 100, 101, 102
enforcement - 32
fax machines - 61
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) - 3, 67, 110
fire - 58
firewall - 92, 100
general information - 19
general system - 19, 59
goals (security) - 7
goals (training) - 109
hot site - 43
humidity - 58
incremental backup - 48
information - 3, 14-15, 20, 67, 73
information security - 22, 67-76
installation (software) - 80
insurance - 14
integrity (information) - 67
intentional threat - 15, 21, 57, 68, 78, 87, 99
internet - 50, 92, 97, 98, 100
internet security - see network (internet) security
intranet - 98, 102
job-alike training - 109
key (encryption) - 69, 101, 102
key identifiers - 70
labeling - 60, 62, 71
laptop computer - 60
locks - 57
log-on (log-in and log-off) - 50, 90
logs - 50, 71
mail - 62
maintenance contract - 59
management - see security management
manager - see security manager
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manmade threat - 15, 21
media library - 72
modem - 91, 92
monitoring - 50, 69, 80, 86, 88, 89, 91
natural threat - 15, 21, 57, 68, 78
need-to-know - 3, 85
network - 69, 92, 97, 98
network (internet) security - 22, 97-103
node - 91
off-site storage/facility - 43, 49, 79
opening screen - 86
organizational support - 39-40
outlets - 61
output - 61
outsiders - 30, 33, 42, 98, 100
partial backup - 48
password - 69, 86, 88, 89
peripheral equipment - 59
personnel - 29, 33, 39, 87, 105
photocopiers - 61
physical security - 22, 55-66
policy - see also security policy
  content - 30
  development - 29-34
  implementation - 31
  information security - 68
  network (internet) security - 99
  physical security - 56
  retention - 73
  software security - 78
  tone - 30
  user access security - 87
portable equipment - 60
power - 61
printers - 61
programming - 78, 79
proprietary software - 79
public/private key encryption - 102
purpose (document) - 4
recovery planning - 42
release - 49
remote access - 86, 91
repair - 59
response planning - see security breach response planning
  retention policy - 73
risk - 3, 12, 14, 17
risk assessment - 11-25, 29, 55, 107
scanners - 61
school records (use of) - 1, 20
screen saver - 91
secure sockets layer (SSL) - 100
security agreements - 33, 56, 92
security breach response planning - 41
security management - 31, 37-53
security manager - 37-53
security policy - 27-35, 37, 39, see also policy
sensitive information - 19, 29, 68, 70, 72, 91
sequence numbering - 101
server - 100
shipping - 62, 70
single key encryption - 102
software - 49, 77
software security - 22, 77-84
static electricity - 61
storage - 71, 79
structural protection - 57
support - see organizational support
surge protectors - 61
system administrator - 38
system administrator privileges - 50
system use - 37, 50
table-design applications - 70
tapes (backup) - 71, 73
telecommuters - 86
temperature - 58
testing - 44, 45-46, 52, 71, 78, 79, 82
theft - 60
threat - 12, 15, 20-21, see also natural threat,
  manmade threat, intentional threat, and
  unintentional threat
  information - 68
  network (internet) - 99
physical - 57
software - 78
user access - 87
time stamp - 101
training - 22, 31, 38, 80, 105-114
transmissions - 69, 91, 100
trusted system - 8, 17, 109
unintentional threat - 15, 21, 57, 68, 78, 87, 99
uninterruptible power source (UPS) - 61
update - 49
upgrade - 82
user - 29, 40, 86, 87, 97
user access security - 22, 85-96
user account - 50, 88
value (system/component) - 11, 19
videotape - 59
views applications - 70
virus - 49, 78, 82
vulnerability - 12, 16, 20-21
waste - 62
web - 99, 100
web browser - 100
window - 57
write-protection - 72
x-rays - 60
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